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Abstract

In developing economies such as India, improving the efficiency of home appliances is of
high priority in locations which are characterized by a weak electric distribution system.
Ceiling fans are one of the most used home appliances in India. They typically operate
for many hours, and since most of them are driven by inefficient, low cost single phase
induction motors, the total power loss is nontrivial. To overcome the inefficiency of single
phase induction motors, brushless dc motors have been increasingly used in ceiling fans to
achieve high efficiency and power factor at multiple speed settings. However, they are more
expensive than conventional ceiling fan motors due to the additional cost of permanent
magnets and power electronic drive circuit.

Three phase in contrast to single phase induction motors have proven to have a superior
performance especially for high power applications. From a manufacturing point of view,
they are no more expensive to build than single phase induction motors. Also, three phase
induction motors require no permanent magnets, which makes them economically attrac-
tive. To be able to use three phase induction motors in home appliances at variable speed,
a power electronic drive is required to convert the single phase supply to three phase. The
drive circuit can also be controlled to improve the input power factor. With the advance-
ment of power electronic technology and integrated control devices, such motor drives can
be made efficient and cost effective.

This thesis explores the design and optimization of three phase squirrel cage induction
motors for the application of ceiling fans in India, with the objective of achieving a bal-
ance between efficiency and cost. A detailed analytical model for a low speed, low power
three phase squirrel cage induction motor is developed. The analytical model is validated
using finite-element analysis. This thesis also optimizes the motor design using genetic al-
gorithms. The optimized design weighs 4.5kg and achieves 70% efficiency, which proves
more efficient than existing ceiling fan motors in India. The optimized design is also vali-
dated in finite-element analysis. Finally, this thesis presents a simulation study of the motor
drive implementation for the proposed three phase induction motor.
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Chapter 1

Background and Motivation

Electric motors are the single largest electrical load, accounting for 43% of all global elec-

tricity consumption in 2006, 9% of which are appliance motors used in the residential

sector [64]. Among the highest energy-consuming electric motor driven appliances are

refrigerators, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems, pumps, and fans.

The performance of these motors are characterized by three indices: efficiency, power fac-

tor, and current distortion. Each of the indices are of a particular interest to emerging

economies such as India, which is characterized by a relatively weak power system, and

relatively large number of isolated distribution systems that can be considered microgrids.

For example, on July the 30th, 2012, the largest power outage in history, which affected

most of northern and eastern India, left more than 600 million people in the dark. These

power outages, planned and unplanned, are not only due to the large energy demand, but

also due to inefficiencies at both the distribution and consumer ends. A lot of home ap-

pliances driven by motors are being produced and increasingly used in India by a large

population which is constantly increasing as individuals get wealthier. Therefore, hun-

dreds, if not thousands of Terra-Watt of energy, can be saved annually by adopting efficient

appliances at the consumer end. One of the inefficient appliances that are widely used in

India are ceiling fans.

Fans are the main source of residential cooling in India as opposed to air-conditioning

systems in the developed countries. It is reported that they accounted for 6% of the total

residential energy use in India in 2000 and is expected to account for at least 9% in 2020
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[19]. Furthermore, fans are also well-known to be a cost-effective solution for reducing

air conditioner electricity consumption. Therefore, improving the performance of electric

motors that drive ceiling fans can play an important role in reducing the overall energy

consumption in many countries, not only in India. Furthermore, a study on the potential

global benefits of improving ceiling fan energy efficiency [50] shows that using the existing

motor technology, 50% improvement on the motor efficiency can be achieved which results

in more than 50 Terra-Watt-Hour energy saving by 2020 in India.

The most commonly used motor for driving fractional horse power appliances is the

single phase induction motor. Two common types of single phase induction motor are

widely used for driving ceiling fans: shaded pole induction motor [56] which is popular in

Europe and the United States, and permanent split capacitor induction motor [14], prevalent

in India. Ceiling fans driven by these motors have a power consumption of 70 W [16].

Another type of ceiling fans motors that are becoming more popular is brushless DC motors

(BLDC). BLDC motor is a permanent magnet synchronous motor driven by solid state

devices. It had first appeared in 1962 by William and Trickey [66]. In that time, these

motors were not economically attractive due to the high cost of permanent magnets and

power electronics. With the advancement in semi-conductor technology, BLDC motors

have succeeded to replace conventional brush DC motors in the higher horse-power range

[35]. However, it was not until 2009 when BLDC motors came into the ceiling fan industry

in the US, and a few years later in India.

Ceiling fans driven by BLDC motors are efficient and can operate over a range of speeds

since they rotate in synchronism with the airgap magnetic field (no slip loss), provide exci-

tation at no loss by the PMs, and operate over a range of speeds by a power electronic drive

circuit. They are considered the most efficient in the household fan market, as they draw

less power in the range of 28 - 35 W as at rated speed compared to the 70 W conventional

ceiling fan. However, they are more expensive than the conventional single phase induction

motors due to the added cost of the permanent magnets and power electronic circuit.

Three phase induction motors, are simple, rugged, easy to build, and reliable. Gener-

ally, they can be designed to have a satisfactory efficiency and can be operated stably at

variable speeds by a suitable power electronic drive circuit. However, it is still considered
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until now unconventional to use three phase induction motors in low power applications

such as home appliances. The main reason is the absence of three phase supply in house-

holds. However with semiconductor power devices becoming increasingly cheaper, it is

worth considering three phase induction motors for powering home appliances due to their

aforementioned advantages. For example, Arpan et al. [27] have shown that a power elec-

tronic drive system for three phase induction motors of domestic fan applications can be

made cost effective, efficient, and more reliable by using a simple dc-link capacitor reduc-

tion strategy accompanied with a modified PWM scheme [27]. In this thesis, we attempt

to show that three phase squirrel cage induction motors, equipped with a power electronic

drive, can be designed with relatively high efficiency and satisfactory power factor for ceil-

ing fans.

1.1 Problem Statement

The distribution electric grids are relatively weak in India. Part of their inefficiency is due

to the use of inefficient loads and appliances at the consumer end. Ceiling fans is a primary

appliance that is used in almost every house in India. The majority of these ceiling fans

use single phase induction motors which are quite inefficient. The existing ceiling motor

technology, such as brushless dc motors or improved design of split phase induction mo-

tor through means of thinner laminations (affect eddy current losses), rotor bars of copper

instead of aluminum (affect conduction losses) and smaller airgap (affect torque), can po-

tentially reduce power consumption of conventional ceiling fans by 50% or more, resulting

in great savings. However, this comes at the expense of cost. For example, the price of a

BLDC ceiling fan is four times more expensive than the conventional capacitor-run motor

ceiling fan, which makes it economically unattractive and sometime unattainable to many

end-users in India. Similarly, improved lamination, and higher rotor bar conductivity adds

to the cost of SPIMs. Thus, designing a motor is a challenging task of achieving a balance

between many trade-offs, such as efficiency, power factor, cost, weight, volume, etc.

The two types of ceiling fan motors (SPIMs and BLDC) showcase a situation of con-

flicting requirements, namely efficiency and cost. The first type of motor is inexpensive
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to manufacture but its efficiency is limited, and can be designed to operate at maximum

efficiency and power factor only at a single speed. However, the second motor is inherently

efficient, and being driven by a power electronic package enables variable speed operation

without using lossy resistors as in SPIMs. The main drawback of this motor is its higher

cost, which is primarily due to its PMs and secondarily due to the cost of power electron-

ics. Reaching to a middle ground between these two technologies is a challenging task,

nonetheless attainable by induction motors with a smart control. Three phase squirrel cage

induction motors can provide the balance between efficiency and cost since they are fairly

efficient, do not require PMs, and can be driven at variable speeds using a power electronic

package while maintaining high efficiency at lower speeds. In this thesis, a three phase in-

duction motor driven by a power electronic circuit at variable speeds is proposed for ceiling

fans in India.

The proposed motor system for ceiling fans is shown in Fig. 1-1. It consists of a three

phase induction motor, a power rectifier, and DC link capacitor followed by an inverter.

The rectifier is used to convert the AC power to DC, stored in the form of electric energy

in the dc link capacitor. The inverter is controlled by a microcontroller and pulse-width-

modulation scheme to convert the DC power into three phase AC power suitable for driving

the three phase induction motor. The motor can operate at several speeds via Volt-Hz open

loop control implemented by the microcontroller upon receiving an input command from

the fan's remote control or a speed control knob.

DBR DC Link Inverter

'V V9  jd 4-I

Figure 1-1: Block diagram of three phase induction motor with power electronic drive
circuit: the motor drives home ceiling fan
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1.2 Thesis Contributions

This thesis explores the design of squirrel cage induction motor for household ceiling fans

in India with the objective of achieving overall improvements and balance between ef-

ficiency, and cost to overcome the inefficiency of single phase induction motors used in

conventional ceiling fans and the higher cost of brushless dc motors of the new generation

of ceiling fans. The thesis contributions are summarized as follows:

(1) The analytical model of the three phase squirrel cage induction motor is developed,

considering higher order space harmonics and core losses. The authors adopts the

methods shown by P. Alger [3], J. Kirtley [31] and T. Lipo [38] in developing the an-

alytical model. The calculation of the equivalent circuit parameters are described in

detail and the performance of the motor is evaluated based on solving the equivalent

circuit. A detailed procedure on evaluating the performance of the motor based on

the analytical model is summarized.

(2) The analytical model is validated in 2D and 3D finite-element (FE) transient analysis

in ANSYS Maxwell.

(3) Based on the verified analytical model, an optimized motor design is obtained by

employing genetic algorithm optimization. Several optimization objective functions

were explored, and an optimal design is chosen to satisfy the best compromise be-

tween efficiency and weight (and thus cost). The selected optimized motor design

has 70% efficiency (21.4W input power, 15W mechanical power), has 0.5 power

factor, weighs 4.5kg, which proves superior to existing ceiling fan motors in terms of

energy consumption. The optimized motor maintains an overall high efficiency (60%

to 70%) as the load is varied. The input power factor can be corrected if required by

provision of a power factor correction circuit added to the drive circuit.

(4) The optimized motor is validated in Maxwell 2D FE transient analysis.

(5) The optimized motor with the power electric drive circuit is evaluated in MAT-

LAB/Simulink using the rotor reference frame d-q dynamic simulation model. The
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instantaneous torque, input power, mechanical power, and stator currents approxi-

mates that calculated from the analytical and FE models.

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into six chapters including this introductory chapter. Chapter 2 sur-

veys the different type of motors used in ceiling fans, specifically single phase induction

motors and brushless dc motors. The final part of the chapter discusses three phase induc-

tion motors in general as they are the proposed type of motors in this thesis for ceiling fans

application.

Chapter 3 discusses the analytical model for squirrel cage induction motors in detail.

This analytical model has the merit of describing the terminal behavior of the motor using

a simple equivalent circuit model. The per phase equivalent circuit model is also discussed

and the analytical expressions for the circuit parameters are provided. Furthermore, this

chapter presents a detailed procedure on evaluating the performance of the motor through

means of solving the equivalent circuit.

Chapter 4 presents the validation of the analytical model in 2D and 3D FE transient

analysis in ANSYS Maxwell, and optimization of the motor design using a genetic algo-

rithm optimization technique. The chapter starts by verifying the performance of initial

design of the motor using finite-element models and then uses the analytical model to op-

timize the motor design. The second part of the chapter explores and compares between

different optimization objective functions to reach to a trade-off between efficiency and

active weight of the motor. The third part of the chapter selects an optimum design and

presents the validation results of the optimized motor design in finite-element transient

analysis.

Chapter 5 investigates the performance of the optimized induction motor with the power

electronic drive circuit using d-q simulation dynamic model in MATLAB/Simulink. It is

shown the optimized design of the proposed ceiling fan three phase phase induction motor

can be driven by low cost variable speed drive with simple volt-Hz open loop control. The

d-q model uses the equivalent circuit parameters corresponding to the fundamental airgap
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flux density of the optimized motor. The second part of the chapter compares the steady

state torque, input power, mechanical power, and stator currents obtained from motor with

drive Matlab/Simulink simulations with those obtained from the analytical model and FE

transient simulations.

Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary of the ground covered in the thesis and presents

recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

There are two main type of motors used to drive ceiling fans: single phase induction motors

and brushless dc motors. Single phase induction motors were prominent in driving home

ceiling fans until 2009 when Emerson Electric introduced their first brushless dc motor

ecofan model. Now, most efficient (and more expensive) ceiling fan motors use brushless

dc motors. In this thesis, three phase induction motors equipped with power electronic drive

circuit is proposed for household ceiling fans as the can be designed with higher efficiency

than single phase induction motors, and lower overall cost (including cost of the drive)

than brushless dc motors. In this chapter, we will give a brief background the major motor

technologies used in the ceiling fan industry, including single phase induction motors and

brushless dc motors. We will also attempt to provide a general background about three

phase induction motors and shed light on the major contributions in the modeling, design,

optimization and drives of appliance motors.

2.1 Single Phase Induction Motors

From a structural point of view, single phase induction motors (SPIM) resemble three phase

induction motors in structure with a difference only in the stator winding. The stator wind-

ing in single phase induction motors consists of two coils 90 electrical degrees displaced in

space, such as in split phase motors and one winding in shaded pole motors. The rotor, on

the other hand, is the same as in three phase squirrel cage induction motors. In fact, if one
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of the phases of a three-phase induction machine was opened while the motor is running at

rated speed, the machine may continue to operate as a single phase motor with line-to-line

voltage across the other two connected lines. The same motor, however, will not restart

with single phase supply according to the double revolving theory [57,62].

The double revolving theory states that a stationary pulsating magnetic field of single

phase motor can be decomposed into two revolving magnetic fields of equal magnitude but

rotating in opposite directions. The induction motor will respond to each magnetic field

separately producing its own torque-speed characteristic curve, and the net torque is the su-

perposition of the two torques produced by the forward and backward magnetic fields. By

symmetry and superposition, such a motor inherently produces no starting torque at stand-

still, as the two oppositely rotating magnetic fields produce torques of equal magnitude and

opposite signs. However, if the motor was started by auxiliary means, the net torque will

be in the direction in which it is started, and the motor will naturally continue to run. This

torque is the average torque, however the instantaneous torque will be alternating at twice

the line-frequency of the stator with zero average per cycle. This pulsation will cause the

motor to vibrate making it noisier than a three phase induction motor of the same size. This

inherit vibration must be allowed for in the mechanical design of the motor [62].

As mentioned earlier, SPIMs can be started by auxiliary means, and are commonly

classified according to their starting technique into three main categories: split-phase with

resistive auxiliary winding, split phase with capacitive auxiliary winding known as ca-

pacitor motors, and shaded-pole motors. Selection of the appropriate motor is based on the

efficiency, power factor requirements, starting and running torque requirements of the load,

and the limitations on starting and running current drawn from the supply line [57].

2.1.1 Split Phase Motors with Resistive Auxiliary Winding

Split phase induction motors have two windings: the main winding and the auxiliary wind-

ing as shown in Fig. 2-1. The axes of these windings are set 90 electrical degrees apart

in space along the stator. The main windings have a lower resistance-to-reactance (R/X)

ratio than the auxiliary winding, and hence the current in the auxiliary winding leads the
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rent in the main winding [31,57]. This means that the flux density of the auxiliary winding

peaks before that of the main winding, making one of the oppositely rotating magnetic field

stronger than the other providing a net starting torque for the motor. The direction of rota-

tion of the rotor is determined by whether the space angle between the main and auxiliary

winding is +90 or -90 electrical degrees. Thus the direction of rotation can be reversed by

switching the connections of the auxiliary winding. To obtain a higher R/X ratio for the

auxiliary winding, a smaller wire than the main winding is usually used for that purpose.

Although the auxiliary winding have higher losses due to the higher resistance, it is used

only at the stating of the motor as it is disconnected later via a centrifugal switch once the

rotor reaches up to 75% of synchronous speed. Split-phase motors have moderate stating

torque with a fairly low stating current. Their efficiency is typically from 40 -55%. Typical

appliance that use SPIM include blowers, centrifugal pumps, and fans.

is I ds

V S run 's X X S W

Rqs R Ids

cage d qs
rotor o start

0

Figure 2-1: Split phase induction motor

2.1.2 Capacitor Motor

The capacitor start motor is a split phase motor, but the time-phase displacement between

the two currents is provided by means of capacitor connected in series with the auxiliary

winding (2-2). By the choosing the right value of capacitance, the auxiliary current can

be designed to lead the main current at 90 electrical degrees, resulting in uniform rotating

field. Similar to the split-phase motor, the auxiliary winding is disconnected after the motor

the motor has started. In permanent-split-capacitor motor, the capacitor is not disconnected
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from the auxiliary winding after starting. Capacitor-type motors have better starting and

running torques as compared to split-phase motors, and thus can be used to start loads that

require higher starting torque. Furthermore, in case of permanent-split-capacitor motor,

the power factor, efficiency, and torque pulsations can be improved by designed for perfect

two-phase operation at any one desired load condition. The capacitor can smooth out the

pulsations in input power and torque improving the overall efficiency and power factor, but

at the expense of a lower starting torque [3,57,62].

This type of motor is widely used for the ceiling fans in India due to its low cost. They

are usually rated for 70W power and deliver not more than 20W mechanical power at rated

speed making them inefficient. This suggests that even with improved designs of capacitor

motors, better efficiency can be achieved at the expense of slight increase in cost. For

example, some ceiling fan manufacturers in India, such as Usha [58], have in the market

50W capacitor motor ceiling fans.

i 4 i

V run ri qs _Xq X LS Is -
Rqs Rd, is

0 P 0 Cstart I

rotor 0 trcage0 start
0

Figure 2-2: Capacitor start motor

2.1.3 Shaded Pole Motor

Shaded pole motors have only one main winding, and instead of auxiliary winding, they

have salient poles with one portion of each pole surrounded by a short-circuited coil called

a shading coil. Time-varying flux in the main winding induces voltage and current in the

shading coil. This causes the flux in the shaded pole to lag the flux in the other portion

resulting in a rotating magnetic field in the direction from the unshaded to the shaded
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portion of the pole [13,17, 18,44,45,56,57,59,62]. A low starting torque is produced from

this process. This type of SPIM has the lowest efficiency (~ 40%), however, they are can

be attractive in some appliances due their low cost. Conventional ceiling fans in the United

States use this type of motor due to their relatively low cost and extreme simplicity.

2.2 Brushless DC Motors

Brushless de motors are electronically commutated permanent magnet (PM) synchronous

motors. They are driven with rectangular waveform supply as compared to PM syn-

chronous motors which are usually driven by a sinusoidal supply. They are commonly

of surface mounted magnets morphology with magnets mounted on the surface of the rotor

and a conventional stator winding similar to that of poly-phase induction motor. Brushless

dc motors work based on the interaction of the magnetized stator coils and the permanent

magnet. The stator coils are energized in such a way that there are forces of attraction and

repulsion between the stator and rotor poles to produce the highest torque possible. The

main outstanding feature of brushless dc motors is their dc torque output, unlike SPIMs

which have an inherently pulsating torque. As the name suggests, brushless dc motors

have no brushes, thus are commutatorless unlike conventional PM dc commutator mo-

tors. Therefore, they clearly have no brush maintenance cost, and are considered relatively

'safer'to operate in inflammable environments due to the absence of the sparking associ-

ated normally associated with brushes [421. Moreover, brushless dc motors have larger

surface area available for the armature winding as opposed to commutator motors, and thus

can withstand higher current densities enabling them to produce larger torque. With the

aforementioned advantages, brushless dc motors tend to have higher efficiencies compared

to commutator motors of the same size.

Compared to three phase induction motors, brushless dc motors have higher efficiency

and power factor assuming the same size and cooling scheme. Both brushless dc motors

and adjustable speed drives for three phase induction motors consist of the same power

electronic components: a rectifier (if required) followed by a three leg inverter. However,

the control scheme for brushless dc motor is simpler than pulse-width-modulation switch-
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ing scheme typically employed in induction motor drives. Nevertheless, brushless dc mo-

tors comes with certain disadvantages. The weight and hence the cost of the PM increases

with the size of the motor. Thus, brushless dc motors are usually used in applications with

relatively low power due to the increased cost of the PM. For high power rating, induc-

tion motors become more attractive in terms of cost effectiveness, and their efficiencies

improve. Furthermore, induction motors are capable of operating in the flux weakening re-

gion, enabling them to deliver constant power at higher speeds (above synchronous speed).

This is more challenging to achieve in brushless dc motors, especially with larger machines

at high speeds, where the PM are mounted on the rotor (mechanical constraint) [42].

The increased reduction in cost and power electronics have made brushless dc motors

increasingly used in commercial, industrial, and medical technologies. Among their ap-

plications are computers (printers, hard disk drives), hand-held power tools, actuators for

computer numerical control (CNC) machines, industrial robots, medical equipment and

electric vehicles. Since 2012, there is a new trend in India to move towards brushless dc

motors for super efficient ceiling fans. Recently brushless dc motor ceiling fans in India

have reduced their power consumption to < 30W at rated speed [54] at the sacrifice of four

times the price of a conventional 70W ceiling fan.

Nowadays, brushless dc motors have been increasingly used in household and com-

mercial fan applications. This has led to more research effort in the area of single-phase

brushless dc motor design and drives (single phase refers to the power outlet supply). In

particular, researchers are exploring methods and modeling tools to assist in designing

brushless dc motors and their drives for appliances. For example, in [23], M. Fazil et al.

propose a nonlinear dynamic model for brushless dc motors for ceiling fan application

to reduce the simulation time compared to transient finite-element-model. Furthermore,

in [46] a stator shape optimizing design is proposed to reduce the cogging torque of single

phase brushless dc motor. As brushless dc motors is not the main focus of this thesis, we

refer the authors to [4,15,21,29,36,39,40,49,51,67,69] for more literature on drive control

strategies and design of single phase brushless dc motors for small power applications.
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2.3 Three Phase Induction Motors

Three phase induction motors come mostly in large sizes, and in the aggregate, consume

the largest amount of energy in the electric power grid. They are built for a wide range

of applications ranging from fractional horse power up to few mega Watt power applica-

tions [1, 2] due to their simplicity, ruggedness, and economical importance. The induction

motor can be thought of an electric transformer whose magnetic circuit is divided by the

airgap into two parts: the stator and the rotor, moving relative to each other and one carry-

ing the primary and the other the secondary windings [3]. Their stator is of conventional

structure which consists of three windings inserted in slots spatially displaced 120 electri-

cal degree apart from each other. The stator winding can be either distributed, such as in

large machines or concentrated such as in fractional horse applications. When the stator is

excited by a three phase supply, a flux traveling wave is produced and as it cuts the rotor

conducting elements, a voltage and thus current is induced in the rotor circuit. The inter-

action of the induced currents with the traveling wave creates electromagnetic torque that

causes the rotor to rotate [3,31,57].

Three phase induction motors are classified into two types based on their rotor circuit:

wound rotor, and squirrel cage induction motors. Wound rotors have rotor windings similar

to that of the stator, and their terminals are connected to slip rings mounted on the shaft.

Mounted on the slip rings are carbon brushes bearing which provides access to the terminals

of the rotor circuit. The advantage of wound rotors is that the rotor resistance can be

adjusted, and thus the starting torque can be controlled. Wound rotors are less common

than squirrel cage rotors, and they are generally used for specialized applications. Cage

rotors, on the other hand, have rotor bars inserted in the slots instead of a conventional

winding. The rotor bars are short circuited from both ends with end-rings. Rotor bars

and end-rings are usually made of aluminum for low cost motors, and copper for high

performance motors. The simple structure of cage induction motors and their economic

value made them more prevalent over wound rotors

Since the invention of induction motors by Nikola Tesla in 1886, extensive research

has been done on the modeling of poly phase induction motors. From the vast research
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published on the behaviour of poly phase induction machines and efforts that developed

analytical models which aimed to describe their behaviour, we attempt here to give credit

to the early research by citing some classical papers published in that area [7,8, 10, 11, 22,

24,33,41,48,52,53,60,61,63].

With the advancement of semiconductor technology, power electronic devices, sensors,

control circuitry, and microcontrollers, speed adjustable drives have become almost ubiq-

uitous in induction motor applications. The power electronic drive usually consist of a

rectifier (three phase or single phase depending on the size of the motor) followed by a

six switching device inverter. With proper sensing of stator currents, voltages and in some

cases rotor position, an open loop or closed loop feedback control scheme is employed by

analog circuitry (using operation amplifiers) or digitally in micrcontrollers to generate the

gate pulses for inverter switches to achieve torque or speed control. Selected references on

control and drives of poly phase induction motors can be found in [9,20,26,28,34,55,68].

As power electronic devices continue to advance in size and cost, using three phase

induction motor equipped with adjustable speed drives for home appliances is becoming

more viable economically. In this thesis, we attempt to design a three phase induction

motor for < 30W household ceiling, which is driven by a power electronic circuit. In the

next chapter, the analytical model of three squirrel cage induction motor is developed and

discussed in detail.
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Chapter 3

Analytical Model

The analytical model of three phase induction motors has been extensively studied since

the invention of induction motors by Nikola Tesla. Although their basic operating principle

is relatively simple, deriving a mathematical model that exactly predicts the behaviour

of induction motors is quite difficult. Nonetheless, analytical models which attempt to

describe the behaviour of induction machines through means of equivalent circuit have

proved to be simple, tractable, and provide reasonable approximation to the real machine.

In this chapter we provide the analytical model of three phase induction motors represented

by a general equivalent circuit model.

This chapter is organized as follows. The general equivalent circuit model of three

phase induction motors is described briefly in Section 3.1. Then, in Sections 3.2 - 3.4

the equivalent circuit parameters are derived and expressions to calculate each circuit pa-

rameter is provided. Finally in Section 3.5, steps to evaluate the performance of three

phase induction motors based on the solving its equivalent circuit is outlined. Torque, in-

put power, output power, efficiency and power factor are among the performance metrics

used to evaluate a certain design.

3.1 Extended Equivalent Circuit Model

The notion of the equivalent circuit model of induction motors goes long back since its

invention in the late I 9 th century. It is inspired by the fact that the physics of induction
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Figure 3-1: Extended equivalent circuit model of three phase induction motor

motors are similar to transformers as both works based electromagnetic induction. The

purpose OF the equivalent circuit model is to provide a relatively simple analytical model

of the electromechanical system that represents its terminal behavior, and provides a sim-

ple way to predict its performance including torque, converted power, efficiency, and power

factor. There is a vast literature that deal with induction motors from first principle, how-

ever, the authors have relied heavily on J. Kirtley's course notes [31], P. Alger's [3], T.

Lippo's [38], and S. Uman's [57] books to develop the analytical model. The extended

single phase equivalent circuit model of three phase induction motors is shown in Fig. 3-1.

As described by Alger [3], one phase of the induction motor winding can be thought of
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a series connected impedances.

In the depicted circuit model, R1 denotes to the stator resistance, X1 is the stator leakage

reactance, X' is the magnetizing reactance of the nth space harmonic component of the

airgap flux of the stator winding, R, and X, are the core loss impedance elements in the

stator core behind the slots (back-iron) and stator teeth, R,sni models the no-load stray

loss in the rotor teeth due to the modulation of the fundamental airgap flux by the stator

teeth [31], R2 ,, and X2-, are the rotor resistance and leakage reactance referred to the stator

due to the nth space harmonic component of the stator airgap flux. The harmonic orders,

n = 2k T 1 = 5, 7 refer to the negative (backward rotating) and positive (forward traveling)

phase-belt harmonics for three phase machines { k is number of phase-belts or phases thus

k = 31, whereas, n = z+ = -F 1 subscripts refer to the zigzag negative and positive

space harmonic orders, respectively, wherein N, is the number of stator slots, and p is

the number of pole pairs. The calculation of the circuit parameters are provided in the

following subsections.

3.2 Stator Equivalent Circuit Parameters

3.2.1 Stator Resistance R1

Assume the mean length of a turn can be approximated by simply following the path that a

conductor takes to form a loop around one pole pitch,

27r -de - A
c + 2px 2 (3.1)

where, 1 is the axial length of the stator stack (usually known as the active length), Dsg the

stator airgap diameter (stator outer diameter), d, the stator depression depth (see Fig. 3-2),

h. the stator slot height, and p is the number of pole pairs. Note that the expression in (3.1)

does not account for any extension lengths.

The length of stator winding per phase is equal to the mean length of a turn of the stator
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coil (Ie) times the number turns in series per phase or simply what we refer as the number

of turns per phase (Na). Thus, the stator winding length per phase is,

11 = Na - 1c

27r (D.9 - ds - hg
= Na -+ 1 + x 2 (3.2)

1 2 P_

The area of one wire/conductor is the slot area divided by the number of series con-

nected turns per coil. Furthermore, the packing factor should be taken into account as

well. The area of one conductor (A,) can thus be expressed in terms of the stator slot area

(AS. 10.), packing factor (,c), and number of turns per coil (Nc) as:

AW = se Assi0 t (33)
n., 2N,

where n, is the number of turns of in series in a slot, and is equal number of coil sides

multiplied by number of turns per coil side, and thus n, = 2Nc. Also, note that a packing

factor (Kc) of - 0.3 - 0.5 is typical for random-wound electric machines. In this design

KeU = 0.45 is assumed.

From Ohm's law, and using (3.3) the stator resistance can be expressed as:

R, 1-A1

Nalc

N,
=2NcNa 1C (3.4)

JcuKcuAssoi(t

where oc, is the electrical conductivity of copper. Throughout this design, the conductivity

of copper is considered at 25'C: a,,, = 5.84 x 107S/m.

The expression in (3.4) can be expressed in terms of number of stator slots and number of
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turns per phase as:

R1 = 4NcNa 2 _

Na Ic/2
Ns3 "cuKcuAssiot

= 12 a 1C/2 (3.5)
X5 (7 (U Iuc A .eslot

where, 1c is as given by (3.2).

3.2.2 Magnetizing and Space Harmonics Reactances X,

The fundamental space component of the stator inductance forms the magnetizing induc-

tance of the equivalent circuit, whereas higher order space harmonic components of the

stator airgap flux density contribute to stator leakage flux, as it does not contribute to real

power or useful torque, rather to reactive power that is associated with losses. By superpo-

sition, these higher space harmonic inductances are stacked in series with the magnetizing

branch forming higher order airgap inductances, as shown in Fig. 3-1.

For a three phase squirrel cage induction motor, excited by three voltage source, the

peak of the radial air gap flux density can be expressed as:

3 2 po(Nakw,n)Ia32ii(a= nI = 1, 5, 7, 11, (3.6)
2 n7r pge

where /o = 47 x 10- 7 I/m is the permeability of air, N number of turns per phase, 'a

terminal current in rms, p number of pole pairs, g, effective airgap depth, and k... is the

winding factor at the nut/ space harmonic order.

The effective airgap depth g, in (3.6) is the corrected airgap depth by carter's coefficient.

Carter's suggests [38] that the slotted surface of the stator and rotor can be replaced with

unslotted surface with the same cross section but with modified equivalent airgap depth:
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ge = (3.7)
--Y _U + 4g n(1I + ,,,)

KC

where g is the physical airgap depth and K, is Carter's correction factor.

The airgap is corrected for both the stator and rotor slots:

ge Kc,s - Kc,? g (3.8)

g- Ty's T-Y1r T-y Ur ) g (3.9)
ge rY,s - u. + k In( + 'sus" T-,r - Ur + 49 In(I + 4'g"

The winding factor (ke,) seen in (3.6) is the product of the pitch (kp,,) and breadth

(kb,,) { distribution} factors and can be expressed as:

kwn = kP,, x kb,n (3.10)

na (n,)r sin(n"^E)
= sin( -) sin-) 2 (3.11)

2 2 ,m - sin(n )
kp,n kb,fl

In (3.10), m is the number of stator slots per pole per phase, a is the winding pitch angle

in electrical radians and -y is the stator slot angle in electrical radians, and can be expressed

as:

N s N (3.12)
2p k 6p

Net
a = ir = -

=7r 3 N (3.13)
3m

-y (3.14)
3m

where N, is the number of stator slots, k number of phases (k = 3 for three phase electric
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machines), pf is the pitch factor or coil-throw Nt to pole pitch TF ratio, N the number of

slots by which the coil is being short-pitched.

The airgap voltage (per phase) induced by the rotating field on the rotor bars (sometimes

referred as the back emf) can be driven from electromotive force equation resulting from

the rotating airgap flux lines cutting the rotor bars:

Vag, = 277 Br,n (Nakw,n )

= 2R9 ,r, Br,n l( Nakw,n)
p

SW
2R gL Bn I(Nakw,n) (3.15)

np

Note that the quantity n - p in the denominator of w/(n - p) is referred as the number of

harmonic poles and reflects slower synchronous speed of machines with higher number of

poles pairs, as well as 1/n of synchronous speed for the corresponding 77th higher order

space harmonic flux wave component. R9 is the airgap radius, 1 is the active length, w is

the electrical synchronous frequency of the fundamental airgap flux wave in rad/s and is

determined by the drive frequency (frequency of the drive voltage produced by the power

electronic drive circuit), W, =W/nn = sw/n is the rotor electric frequency (also com-

monly known as the slip frequency) corresponding to the nth space harmonic airgap flux

density, s is the slip ratio between the synchronous (stator) and rotor physical speeds with

respect to the synchronous speed:

W sI Wm 
(3.16)

W

where w,, is the physical (mechanical) speed of the motor in mechanical rad/s and p * Wm

is its electrical equivalent.

Substituting (3.6) in (3.15):
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Vag,n= 2R9 2 l(Nak,n)
2np 2 nr pg 1( w

3 4 [o(Nakw,n)2 R 1l
27r (np)2g,

= S Xm,nla = Sfag,n (3.17)

where Vag,n is the maximum (in rms) induced voltage at standstill (unity-slip/locked-rotor

condition).

By inspection of equation (3.17), the magnetizing inductance Lm,n and reactance Xm,n

corresponding to the nth space harmonic of the airgap flux are:

Lrnn -3 4 po(Naku,, 7)2Rgl (3.18)
27r (np)2 ge

Xmn WLmn

3 4 o( Nke~n)2 y i
(27rf)-3 = 1, 5, 7, 1_, = 1(3.79)

2r (np)2 ge

As mentioned before, z. are the forward and backward zigzag harmonic orders respec-

tively from the top (+) to the bottom (-) subscript, and they can be expressed as in terms

of the number of slots per pole per phase (m) as:

NS = -1 =6 -F 1
p 6p

= 6 m - 1 (3.20)

It is also clear from (3.20) that for concentrated windings (kb,n = 1) for which m = 1,

the zigzag harmonics are the same as the phase-belt harmonics, i.e. zT = 5, 7, unlike

distributed winding (kb,,, < 1) where in > 1 resulting slot (zigzag) harmonics of distinct

order numbers (e.g z. = 29, 31 for 60 stator slots, 4 pole three-phase machine {m = 5}).

For convenience in developing the analytical model later in MATLAB, It is practical to
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express the airgap radius in terms of rotor or stator physical diameters (design parameters):

R9 = (D g T ge) (3.21)

1
= (Dsg -9 ge) (3.22)

2

where Drg is the rotor airgap diameter and Dsg is the stator airgap diameter. The '-' sign

in (3.21) refers to outer-rotor inner-stator (hub) structure, whereas, the '+' sign refers to

the commonly used outer-stator inner rotor structure.

3.2.3 Stator Leakage Reactance Xi

Any flux that is produced by the stator winding and does not cross the airgap (produce no

useful torque) is considered part of the stator leakage flux. The stator leakage flux, thus,

consists of: (1) slot leakage flux that links that coils in the stator slot but not the rotor, (2)

coil-end leakage, (3) space harmonics leakage, and (4) skew leakage.

Leakage due to higher order harmonics of the airgap flux is taken into account in the

equivalent circuit as the magnetizing components of the smaller transformers stacked in

series with the main transformer representing the fundamental airgap flux sine wave. And

the leakage flux due to skewing of the rotor bars can be incorporated as part of the stator

leakage or rotor leakage. In this work, it is incorporated in the rotor circuit referred to the

stator. The per-phase stator leakage reactance (X1 ), therefore, has two main components:

stator slot leakage reactance (X1 ,) and coil-end leakage (Xie), and can be expressed as:

X1 = X1",1 + Xie(323
(3.23)

SWL1sl + wLie

Analytical expressions for Li8,1 and Lie will be derived in the following subsections (Sub-

section 1 and 2, respectively).
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1 Stator Slot Leakage Inductance Ll, 1

The currents in the stator slots will produce flux that links the stator conductors but not the

rotor bars. This is represented by the slot leakage flux, which corresponds to slot leakage

inductance. This inductance depends on the geometry of the slot. A simple rectangular

slot shape is considered as shown in 3-2. As shown in the figure, w is the width of the

slot, h the height of the slot, and u and d are the depression (slot opening) width and depth,

respectively. This might not be the most practical slot shape, but can provide a reasonable

approximation to a more realistic slot shape such as the tapered trapezoidal slot which

is widely used in induction machine stators. It will be shown later, that this slot shape

can provide a reasonable approximation to trapezoidal slots, especially for small induction

motors. Furthermore, a tapered, trapezoidal stator slot shape will be considered later for a

more accurate analytical expression for the stator slot leakage inductance.

Po airgap

8

NTIT

h. p -+ 00 00... -- p4o

NBIB

Figure 3-2: Rectangular semi-closed stator slot of a double layer winding

A double layer winding in the stator slots will be assumed throughout the derivation

of the stator slot leakage inductance. First, the slot permeance will be derived, then an

expression for the inductance per phase is provided for a full pitch winding, and finally a

general expression will be derived for the case of short-pitched winding.

In Fig. 3-2, the coil in the bottom side has NB turns per coil side; whereas, the top coil

has NT turns. At start of the derivation, when we derive the slot permeance expression,

we will assume currents in the bottom and top sides, IB and IT, respectively, are from the

same phase (IB = IT). Then we will see the effect of short pitching on the slot permeance
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and the corresponding slot inductance per phase taking into account any mutual inductance

in slots where IT and IB are from different phases.

The magnetic field in the conductor winding portion of the slot and in the slot depres-

sion area can be found by applying Ampere's law around a loop as shown by contours c1,

c2 and c3 in Fig. 3-3.

airgap

NTIT

NBIB

-- -- - - -
L------------ ---

- - -'C2

- I -
-------------------------- C3

Y

x

Figure 3-3: Ampere's loops to derive magnetic field in different regions of the slot

Apply Ampere's current law in the integral form around loop ci:

i. dl = I,

H~w = NBIB Y
h/2

Hy 2NBIB y 0 < y ! h/2 (3.24)
wh

Similarly for the top coil (contour c2):

NBIB + NTITy 2

w
NBIB NTI72y - h

w w h
NBIB - NTIT 2 NTIT

w wh
h/2 < y h

45

(3.25)



Finally, from Ampere's loop c3 , the magnetic field in the depression region can be expressed

as:

H =
NBIB + NrIr

U
0 < y' < d (3.26)

The slot inductance (and permeance) can be calculated from the so called energy ap-

proach (one can calculate the inductance from the flux linkage as well). The energy stored

in the slot can be expressed as:

(2NBIB 2 fh

(wh / -

NBIB -N1,11,

. 2
y dy

+2NrIi' 2+ 2N~,y2 dy
wh)

WsSIOt = 1
2 [2NBIB2 h 3 + W h

Swh )24 2

(NB'B)2 - 2 NBIBNTI + (NI) 2

w 2

NSI - N Ir1 3/i2  2y Th
+ 2w + W )2

w 8 wh 24

+ ud (NBIB)2 + 2 NBIBNIT + (NrIT7)2

14 7 sslot = -PO 1
2 (NBIB)2 ( h lh d

+ Ih+ -d
2w u + (NIr)2 ( 2,w2

3h 7h d
2w 6w u

+(N'1jNBIB)( - h 3h d)
w v 2w

Thus, the energy stored in the stator slot can be written as:
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1 /j

+ 
h II h/2

+ ud (BIB + NTIT)2

U /

(3.27)



WsSlot = -O (NBIB)2(2 + d) + (NI) 2 ( (3_2
2 (3w u (6w u

(3.28)

+ (NTITNBIB)(1k +2d)1(2 w UI

Taking into account the two currents iB and iT in the slot, the corresponding flux link-

ages can be expressed as:

AB = LBiB + LBTiT (3.29)

A7 = LBTiB + L14i*7  (3.30)

Using the co-energy definition, the energy stored in the stator slot can be expressed in

terms of the bottom and top coil currents can be expressed:

WeSSIt Jh Adi

= J ABdiB + L ATdiT
JiB iT=O Ji',iB=IB

=-LB B + ~T'T + IBTIBIT (3.31)
2 LBB 2 TI

By comparing equations (3.27) and (3.31), the bottom (LB), top (LI), and the mutual

inductance between the bottom and top coils (LBY') can be expressed as:

LB Ni PB = Ni 2Pol 2 + - (3.32a)
B B 3,w u)

L ,=N P = Nj pol (6 + -, (3.32b)
Sw a

LBT = NI 1 PB] = NBNI po " (3.32c)
h4 B T uP

where PB, PT,, and PBT are the corresponding permeances to the top, bottom, mutual
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permeance between the bottom and top coils, respectively.

Full-Pitch Winding

For a full pitched winding, the currents in top and bottom coils are from the phase: IB =

IT= I. Thus, we can rewrite equation (3.31) as:

1
W 8 5,0t = - (LB + LI + 2LBT) j2 (3.33)

2

where L,,It = LB + LT + 2 LBT is the stator slot inductance.

Assume the number of turns in the bottom and top coil sides are equal: NB= N, = N,.

Substituting in equations (3.32) & (3.34), the co-energy in the slot can be rewritten as:

1
lWsot = 1N2 (P + PI, + 2PI3,1) J2 (3.34)

2

Thus, the slot permeance for a double layer, full pitched winding can be expresses as:

Psjot = PB + PT + 2 PBT (3.35)

We can express the stator slot inductance in terms of its permeance as:

L8,51t= N P (3.36)

Assuming a full-pitch distributed winding and thus same phases in each slot, the top

coil side is connected in series with the bottom coil side. Thus, the number of turns of

series connected coils in a slot of the same phase, denoted as no, is twice the number of

turns per coil side:

V8 = 2N, (3.37)

The slot inductance in equation (3.36) can be rewritten as:
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LS810t = PSIOt

_ n2 Psslot
. 4

= 4NC2P881Ot (3.38)

where P,,, is the equivalent permeance and can be expressed as,

Psslot
""4

PB PT 2 PBT

4 4 4

= P' + P7 + 2P' 1 (3.39)

Substituting PB, PT and PBT in equation (3.39) yields,

P,50 1((2 +1 +21 )h +(++)d)P
4 3 6 4 w U

1, ( + - (3.40)

Note that this permeance (slot permeance due to a double layer, full-pitch winding

configuration as per equation (3.40)) is equivalent to that of a single layer configuration

with one coil in the slot having 2N, turns per coil. To verify this, the permeance in the

single layer case is derived by inspecting the coenergy in the slot:
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WS~t 1 [l 2NcI 2 W h .22NcI I 2
Wsit= -p1 (20)w /hyady + d u( c))

2 wh . itu

1 4N2 ol Ih+ ) 2  
(3.41)

2 (3w u

Lsslot

As seen from equation (3.41), the slot permeance of a double layer, full-pitch winding

with Nc turns per coil side is equivalent to that of a single layer winding with 2N, turns

per coil. This is expected since if we divide the single layer winding in half to create the

double layer winding.

The per phase slot self inductance (L,,,,) can be expressed as:

L1,, = Lssot0 x m x 2p (3.42)

Lsslot,phase beIt number of series connected coils

where m is the number of stator slots per pole per phase and p the number of pole pairs.

In L,,, the subscript '' denotes to the per phase stator quantities in the equivalent

circuit, the first 's' refers to 'slot', and the second 's' is a short term for 'self'.

Or,

2 s~slot
Tils, = 4N P,, x 2m~p

Na 2P,
4 m S.1i. x 2mp

2mp

-- 4 N 'P,
2mpsslot

N 2
= 12 -P ,,

Ns

= 12 + T+ (3.43)
N, 4 4 2
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A IC' IB I A'1I C [9B
Ad C B IA'1 C IB'

(a)

IA I C'B IA'1IC I B'I_
B'IAIC'B A'ICA'

(b)

AIC' lB I A'1 C I B'
B'A IC' B IA'1C

.(0)

Figure 3-4: Snippets showing the
short-pitched from pf 1 to p=
1, (c) short-pitched pf 2/3

And the stator slot reactance is:

phase sequence of a double-layer winding as it is being

2/3: (a) full-pitch pJ = 1, (b) short-pitched 2/3 < p1 <

Xis,s = 27rf L1 ,8

271Nf x 12N(PBPT +BT

Ns 4 4 2

(3.44)

Short-Pitch Winding

It is possible to short-pitch the two-layer coils, reducing their end lengths, and thus reduc-

ing the reactive flux space harmonic components with only a small reduction in the useful

fundamental flux, and thus resulting in a more favorable mmf pattern [3].

The approach to derive the slot permeance for a fractional-pitch (short-pitch) winding

is based on Lippo's [38] and Alger's [3]. Consider an ordinary, 2-layer distributed winding

with 600 phase-belt (POaB= p x 360/(2p* 3) = 600 elect.), and w slots per phase-belt (per

pole per phase). The phase sequence of the two-layer winding short-pitched from unity to

two-third pitch factor is shown in Fig. 3-4 (a)-(c). In each phase-belt there is m slots per

pole per phase. Therefore, one can also think of short pitching in terms of number of slots

as well as pitch factor. Notice in Fig. 3-4b the bottom layer is being shifted to the right

reducing the coil throw (pitch factor 2/3 < pf < 1) and in Fig. 3-4c the winding is short-

pitched by one phase-belt which is equivalent to a pitch factor of pf = 18O60 OO 2/3.
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By examining Figs. 3-4a, it is clear that that the self permeance term due to mutual

flux between the top and bottom coils of the same phase is as calculated before and equals

to Pg,. However, it start decreasing as the slot is partially shared by a different phase-

belt (Fig. 3-4b), and goes to zero when the winding is short-pitched by one phase-belt

(pf = 2/3) (Fig. 3-4c). On the other hand, the permeance due to mutual coupling between

the top and bottom coils from different phases reaches to a negative maximum (negative

due to opposite sense of current directions) when the winding at pf = 2/3 and is zero at

full pitch (pf = 1). We can repeat this exercise by short-pitching the winding further until

the pitch factor becomes zero (short pitched by three phase-belts or 180 'elect.).

We can rewrite the slot permeance in equation 3.39 to incorporate the effect of short-

pitching as:

Pssl0 t PB PT PBT
PssIot = = + + x k, (3.45)4 4 4 2

where, k, refers to the self coil-pitch factor and can be expressed as a function of pitch-

factor when the winding is short pitched by one, two, and three phase-belts, respectively:

3pf - 2 2 / 3 < Pf < I

ksz= 0 1/3 < pf < 2/3 (3.46)

3pf - 1 0 < pf 1/3

Thus, the slot self inductance per phase becomes:

Liss= (L' + L' +2kL'3, 1

N 2

N 1 PB PT PBT\= 12 + 1+ k, x 2) (3.47)
Ns 4 4 2

The inductance due to mutual coupling between the top and bottom coils from different

phases, or simply the mutual inductance, can be expressed as:
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Lis,m kmL BT

km x 12 (
Ns

(3.48)

where k.,, is the mutual coil-pitch factor and can be expressed as a function of the pitch-

factor as:

3pf - 3

km = 3(1 - 2pf)

3pf

2/3 < pf < 1

1/3 pf < 2/3

0 < pf < 1/3

(3.49)

Assuming a symmetrical stator winding, the slot leakage flux linkages can be written

as:

AIs's Lis,s Lis,m Lis,nl ia
Ais = Lis,m- Liss Lis,m is

A Lis,? Lis,m Lis,s icL i [L1 ,1L is. L1 J Li J

(3.50)

Assume the winding is connected in Star and with the neutral being left disconnected

(three-phase three-wire induction motor):

ia + ib + ic = 0 (3.51)

Therefore, the stator slot leakage flux linkages in equation (3.50) can be expressed as:

-Is, (Lis,s - Lis,m)ia Lis,tia

18's = (LISs - Lis,) =L ,ib (3.52)

ACs = (Lis - Lis,m)ic = Lis,jic

where L1 ,j is the per phase stator slot leakage inductance. By substituting L 8 ,,, (3.47) and
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Lis,m (3.48) in the slot leakage Lij, it can be expressed in terms of self and mutual coil

pitch factors as:

Lis,,-- Li, - Lis,m

- 12 ( i + PT + (2ks - km)-BT)

= (L' + L' + k L'BT)

(3.53)

where, k, = 2k, - km is the leakage coil-pitch factor and thus can be calculated as:

3pf - 1

ki = 3(2pf - 1)

3pf - 2

2/3 < pf < 1

1/3 < pf 2/3

0 < Pf 1/3

It is useful also to write k, in terms of the number of slots by which the coil is being

short-pitched (N5K) in case of a double layer distributed winding. From (3.13) that the pitch

factor can be expressed in terms of Nsp as:

N
Pf 1 - Nsp

3m
(3.55)

Substitute pf, given in (3.55), in (3.54), k8 , km, and k, can be expressed in terms of Nsp

& m as:

2 -

k = 13 - 2

1 -

0 < Ns 5 < m

m < Ns 5p 2m

2m < Ns < 3m

The self, mutual and leakage coil-pitch factors (k5 , k 1, ki, respectively) for a double

layer winding short pitched by a maximum of 3 phase-belts (considering 60circ phase-belt

machine) is summarized in Table. 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Self, mutual, and leakage coil-pitch factors

pf or N,, ks km ki = 2k - km
2 / 3 < p < 1/3 3pf - 2  3pf - 3 3pf - I

0 < Np < m I - - 2 -
1/3 < pf < 2/3 0 3(1 - 2pf) 3(2pf - 1)

<, NsN < 2m 0 -3+ 2NP 3-2N

0 < pf < 1/3 3pf - 1  3pf 3pf - 2

2m < Nsp < 3m 2 -3- 1 -
- m m r

2 End Winding Leakage Inductance Lie

End-winding leakage inductance is one of the most complex inductances to estimate. We

found that Alger's [3] expression end-winding leakage reactance is a good start for small

induction motors where the end-winding inductance is generally small. According to [3],

the end-winding reactance can be roughly approximated as:

Xie - wLie

~27rf 21 N I)s, ( N - 0.3) 10 6]
.27rp 2-r ,

(3.57)

3.3 Rotor Equivalent Circuit Parameters

The rotor impedances referred to the stator side of the per-phase equivalent circuit is de-

scribed in this section. The rotor impedance of the n'h transformer (Fig. 3-1) consist of

a rotor resistance (R2 ) and leakage reactance (X2n) components. Before we provide the

analytical expressions for the rotor impedances, we will first define the skew factor as it

affects the calculation of rotor parameters referred to the stator.
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3.3.1 Skew Effect

Skewing the rotor or stator slots (commonly rotor bars in squirrel cage motors) reduces the

coupling between rotor and stator, which in-turn corresponds to reduction in the amplitude

of the air-gap flux density space harmonics with slight decrease in the fundamental sine

wave component. This as a result help to reduce the stray-load loss due to belt and zigzag

harmonics. In general, stray-load loss due to belt harmonics can reduced by short-pitching

the stator winding by an appropriate pitch factor; however, this is not possible for the

zigzag harmonics, and the only way to reduce stray-load loss due to zigzag harmonics is by

skewing the rotor or stator [31]. Furthermore, skewing can help to suppress the parasitic

torque components, including those due to the positive sequence harmonic components of

the flux wave, which has the potential to introduce dips in starting regime of the torque-

speed curve, and in extreme cases can lead to asynchronous crawling (failure to start) in

addition to losses. Thus, skewing does not only result in a smooth torque-speed curve,

but also a cleaner voltage waveform that is closer to a pure sinusoid, and potentially less

noise [3], [38].

Since skewing reduces coupling between stator and rotor as mentioned previously, it

is equivalent to increasing the total leakage inductance of the motor, nonetheless. This

results in reducing the useful torque (due to reduction in the magnitude of the fundamental-

frequency component of the flux density) and thus shifting the torque speed curve down a

little. To maintain the same starting and breakdown torque, the stator voltage (hence stator

current) can be increased, which might increase the magnetic saturation of the motor [12].

Thus, the designer has to take into account such an effect, and based on the design objective

one might choose to skew the rotor or not.

Consider the transformer at the nt/' order harmonic in the general equivalent circuit (3-

1). As mentioned before this circuit represents the per phase equivalent circuit with the

rotor parameters referred to the stator side. The skew effect can be incorporated in the

equivalent circuit by adding an ideal transformer between the stator and the rotor circuits

(Fig. 3-5a) with a turns ratio 1 : kok, where ksk is the skew factor.

The skew factor kok in Fig. 3-5 can be expressed as:
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Il 1:kk 12,n Il '2,n

jXsk,n jX2, R, jX Xsk,n jX2,n R2,njXm,n 2n jXm,n 2 22,ksk ksk kks

(a) Skew factor seen as a transformer's turns (b) Rotor circuit referred to stator by 1/k 2
ratio

Figure 3-5: The n order transformer element of the per phase equivalent circuit including
the skew effect

sin(nOk) (3.58)
2

It is mathematically easier to analyze the per-phase equivalent circuit with the rotor

circuit referred to the stator side, as shown in Fig. 3-5b. By the circuit referral operation,

the rotor circuit parameters are multiplied 1/k 2k. Thus, in later subsections we will see this

factor in the final expressions for the rotor leakage reactance elements. Also, it can be seen

from Figs. 3-5a & 3-5b that there is an extra rotor leakage element due to the skew effect

(Xk,7 ); this element can be absorbed in the total leakage reactance X2 -

3.3.2 Rotor Resistances R2,n

In squirrel cage induction motors, the rotor consists of shorted bars through end-rings from

both ends, rather than discrete coils. Thus, unlike wound rotors whose resistance can be

calculated analytically from Ohms law similar to that of the stator windings shown in Sub-

section 3.2.1, cage rotor resistance is different and depends on both the rotor bars and

end-rings.

The rotor resistance consists of the slot (bar) resistance, and end-ring resistance. First

we will provide an expression for the rotor bar resistance Rb, then for the end-ring resis-

tance Rr, then add them to form the equivalent bar resistance, coined as the rotor resistance

R,. Finally we will multiply it with the appropriate factor (which also accounts for space

harmonics of the airgap field) to get per-phase rotor resistance R2" referred to the stator

side.
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1 Rotor Bar Resistance (Rb)

In this work, a low speed, small three phase induction motor is designed. The skin depth

in such motors is much larger than the rotor slot depth, i.e, the skin depth can be in the

order of 5 - 6 times the rotor slot depth at unity slip, and > 15 times the rotor slot depth at

rated speed (- 8 - 12% slip). Therefore, in this work, skin effect or what is known as deep

rotor bar effect is ignored in the rotor slot impedance calculation. Furthermore, since we

are designing a motor for appliances with rated power < 30W, the required starting torque

is not particularly high. This means the high resistance due to deep bar effect at locked

rotor condition is not needed, and thus we do not require an advanced rotor slot shape or

so deep of a rotor slot to achieve to high starting torque. For this reason, the typical semi-

closed, rectangular slot shape (Fig. 3-6) is considered for this motor design. As shown in

the figure, w, is rotor slot width, h, is the slot depth, and finally u, and d, are the associated

depression width and depth, respectively.

airgap
d1

hI II
Wr I

Figure 3-6: Rectangular rotor slot

It is worthy to note that the cage rotor will be made of cast aluminum bars and connected

to end-rings from both ends. The casting process will be easier with closed rotor slots as

opposed to opened ones. Later, we will modify the rotor slot impedance to consider closed

slots as opposed to open ones, with tapered top edges to reduce core saturation near the

edges.

The rotor bar resistance or equivalently known as rotor slot resistance can be be simply

calculated from Ohms law as:
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Rb AIAsiot (3.59)

where gAl is the electrical conductivity of Aluminum (3.5 x 107S/m at 20 'C). In this work,

a lower conductivity of Aluminum corresponding to 150'C will be taken into account in

the analytical and FEA models: a 1c = 2.3 x 10 7S/m.

In case of the rotor slot, with the depression region filled with air (Fig. 3-6) the rotor

bar resistance can be approximated as:

Rb = (3.60)
(-Al Wrhr

2 Rotor end-ring Resistance (R,)

We start by defining the element end-ring resistance (rer). As the name suggests it is the

resistance of the end-ring portion between any two adjacent bars. Taking a cross section

of the end-ring with radial depth of he, and axial length of 1cr, and considering the length

of one end-ring element to be equivalent to one rotor slot pitch (Ty,), the element end-ring

resistance can be expressed as:

Ferr
OAl herler

27rDrg/2
Nr

OAl herle,

Drg(3.61)

9AI Nrherler

Note that the expression in (3.61) does not represent the resistance of an end-ring, rather

the resistance of the portion of the end-ring connecting two adjacent rotor bars. We cannot

simply multiply the end-ring resistance of one element by number of rotor bars to get the

end-ring resistance, because they are not connected in series as there is a bar between

any two end-ring elements. Here, the rotor end-ring resistance is derived based on two

approaches, one is presented by Lippo and Williamson [38] & [65], and another by Alger
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[3]. Although they take different approaches both methods lead to the same result.

Derivation of Rotor End-ring Resistance: Cage Equivalent Circuit Approach

Let us start with the first approach [38] & [65]. Consider the planer circuit of a cut made to a

cage rotor as shown in Fig. 3-7. In this circuit, each bar (say the kIh element for example) is

represented by an impedance consisting of a resistance (Rb) and inductance (Lb). Similarly,

each end-ring element connecting two bars is also modeled as a resistor (rer) and inductance

(fep). rre is as given per (3.61), and Ler will be provided later in the rotor leakage reactance

section (Section 3.3.3). Accounting for only the fundamental-frequency component of

1 er ler k -I rer , ler k re,. p. ler k+1 rer ler Nr

I - kV k k+ - N
b + b + b +-b + b

RbR

Lb

Rb~ b Rb mesh k
14 -I k k+J N,

Lb _bj L-b

er ler 44r le re ler. ]rep. er

Figure 3-7: Planer circuit representing cage of an induction motor

the airgap flux density, this rotating wave will induce currents in the bars that are also

sinusoidal and with electrical frequency equal to the slip (rotor) frequency wr = sw. Since

the rotating airgap flux has constant amplitude (assuming only fundamental flux sinusoidal

wave) it induces currents in the rotor bars of the same magnitude, and since the rotor bars

are placed uniformly in space (by symmetry) around the periphery, the rotor currents are

induced in a progressive fashion as the flux wave rotates and crosses them one after the

other. This means that the rotor currents are balanced: have equal magnitude and phase

displaced by an angle equal to the rotor slot pitch angle.

In the phasor domain, the rotor current at the k h bar (Ibk) can be expressed in steady-

state as:

Ibk+1 ibke-i N (3.62)
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Similarly, the voltage induced in the k"' bar (Vbk) and the current in the k' end-ring element

(Irk) can be expressed as:

Vbk+1 vke-jpN (3.63)

I.k+I k -jp (3.64

Applying Kirchhoff Voltage Law (KVL) at mesh k (see Fig. 3-7):

k+ V k Zb(h bk_ + 2rIk

Vb(1b - e-PRT ) ZbI,(1 - e-*+) + 2zeI ek

I27
Vbk Zblbk + 2zer 2e r (3.65)

(1 - e-jpN)

where, the bar and end-ring impedances can be expressed in terms of their resistance and

inductance counter parts as:

Zb = (Jib + jwLb) (3.66)

ze = (rer + jWrf er) (3.67)

To get the equivalent rotor bar impedance, we can write the induced bar voltage at node k

in terms of the bar current. From Kirchhoff Current Law (KCL) at node k + 1 (refer to Fig.

3-7), we can express the end-ring current at the kth node in terms of the bar current at the

same node as:

S_,k -er k+1 _ bk+1

Ik i-i) Ike-jp 27

ik
lerk -e6. (3.68)

Substituting (3.68) in (3.65):
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Vk=Z+2 Zer ib-\ (2 - eiP2,) (1- ejPk)/

Vbk (Zb + 2 I ) (3.69)

Thus, the equivalent bar impedance can be expressed as:

Zr = Zb + Zer

= Zb + Zer (3.70)
2 sin2 ( _) 

(

From (3.70) the equivalent bar impedance or rotor impedance can be expressed as:

Rr = Rb + Rer

= Rb + 2 (3.71)
2 sin2 ( 271

Lr = Lb + Ler

- Lb + (3.72)
2 sin2(N_)

where R, & Le, are the equivalent resistance and inductance of each of the two end-rings,

respectively.

Refer to the stator side, the per phase rotor resistance will be:

R2,n = R2,n + R2er,n

=12(Nakwn2/k IfRb +12 (Nak w,)2 k R,
N~Nr sk,n N7 r

Ik kl~)2 (l2 rer(3)
12( Nr /sk,n fb + 2 sin2() (3.73)

Derivation of Rotor End-ring Resistance: Current Density Approach

This method was presented by P. Alger in [3]. As in the rotor cage equivalent circuit

approach, we start by assuming the currents in the bars and end rings to be sinusoidally
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distributed around the periphery (see Fig. 3-8). Thus, each bar current can be expressed as:

ib = Ib'pksin(PO) (3.74)
2p

where p is the number of pole pairs.

-Ib,pk -

Figure 3-8: Rotor bar current assumed to be sinusoidally distributed around periphery

The peak current of each end-ring can be approximated by taking the average of the

total bar currents over a half pole pitch:

2p 2 p

ier,pk = Ib,pk- ySM (pO) dO
7r 0 2 2p
NIb,pk cos(pO) 0

21r p i

Ier,pk _ Nr (3.75)
Ib,pk 27rp

The ratio of current densities are thus:

Jer,pk _er,pk /A?
Jb,pk Ib,pk/Ab

Nr Ab
271) ACV
N Wrhr(3.76)

27p ler her

Usually it is practical to design the end-rings such that its radial extent is equal to the rotor

slot height (her = h,) so that the end-ring covers the slot completely. The ratio of current

densities becomes:
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Jer,pk _ N, Wr (377)
Jb,pk 2irp le(.

Since both the end-ring and bar currents vary sinusoidally around the periphery, the

power loss in the end-rings, and bars can be found knowing their geometry and current

densities. From Poynting's theorem, real power per unit volume can be expressed as:

1 1 J
Pv = -R(E J*) = -R(-J*

2 2 o-

(3.78)
2 a-

Using (3.78), the end-ring loss to bar loss can be expressed as as the ratio of current

densities multiplied by the ratio of end-rings volume (volume of two end-rings) to the total

bar volume:

1IJ,,rpkI1
2

Per 2 x Ver
Pb IIJb,pki2 Nr X Vb

2 OrAl

I Jer,pkI 2 2 x Ver
|Jb,pk|2 N, X Vb

Nr Wr 2 2 x 7rDrglerher

27r p lel Nr x w,.h,.l

NrWr Drg (3.79)
27Fp2 lerl

where Ve, is the volume of one end-ring and V is the volume of one rotor bar.

It is also can be shown that:

Per 1/2ReIr (
Pb 1/2RbI(3.80)

In (3.80), each end-ring can can be thought of one big node, or:
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Ier = I (3.81)

Using equation (3.81) and equating equations (3.79) & (3.80), the ratio of the end-ring

resistance to the bar resistance can be written as:

Rer _ NrWr.Drg (3.82)
Rb 27rp ic

Substituting the expression for Rb as per (3.60) in (3.82), the end-ring resistance can be

expressed as:

R-C NrwrDrg 1

2,rp2 lerl UAl Wrhr

2ip NAr (3.83)
21rp2 A1 lerher

The end-ring resistance expression (Re,) in equation (3.83) is given for the case that he,

h, as mentioned earlier.

It is worthy to note that the expression derived by the cage rotor equivalent circuit

method given in (3.71) approaches the expression derived by the current density method

(3.83) as the angle of the sine term becomes small enough that it can be represented by the

first term of its Taylor series expansion.

Expand the sine term of Re, in (3.71) to its first order Tylor series expansion (sin(x) ~_ x, x

is small and in radians), and substitute for the element end-ring resistance re, as per (3.61):
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R = r
er 2 sin 2( -)

\Nr

7rDrg 1

9A1 Nrherler 2 N2

NrDrg 
(3.84)

21rp2 CA, herler

It is evident by equations (3.83) & (3.84) that both derivation methods of the end-ring

resistance lead to the same result. Therefore, the per-phase rotor resistance R 2 ,n, referred

to primary, in (3.85) is alternatively written as:

R2 ,n 1 2 (Nakw,n )2 /k(2 lRb + r,
N1.s, 2 sin2 ( Nr

(Nakw,n )2 2 NrDrg12 N1' /k Rb+ 2 A (3.85)

Similar approximation can be applied to the end-ring inductance when calculating the

end-ring leakage reactance as will be shown later in Section (3.3.3.3).

3.3.3 Rotor Leakage Reactances X 2n

The rotor leakage reactance of the squirrel cage induction motor consists of: (1) slot leak-

age, (2) zigzag leakage, (3) end-ring leakage, and (4) skew leakage.

1 Rotor Bar (Slot) Leakage X 2e,n

As mentioned earlier in the rotor bar resistance Section 1, the skin depth in this design is

much larger than the rotor depth, and thus filed diffusion effect (deep rotor bar effect) is

ignored.

The rotor bar self- permeance and inductance are equivalent in the case of cage rotors

since there is no discrete coils as in wound rotors (no number of turns). Thus, similar to
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the stator slot permeance of a full-pitch stator winding of a rectangular shape of equation

(3.40) the rotor slot self-permeance (and self-inductance) can be expressed as:

Pb = Lb = PO1 + (3.86)
G w, Ur,

Note that there is no mutual inductance associated with the the rotor slot since each bar

carries a current of the same phase. Thus, the leakage inductance of every bar and end-ring

segment can be approximated by its self-inductance. The referred rotor bar leakage reac-

tance (X23,) corresponding to the n'h space harmonic airgap flux wave can be expressed

as:

2 (Nakwn )2 /k X
Nr /k, Xb

(Nakw n 2 /kN= 12 w'" /k 2 '1 =Lb 1, 5,7, - T 1 (3.87)
N, sp

where, N, is th number of rotor slots/bars.

Note that the 1/k02f, factor in equation (3.87) is a result of accounting for the skew

effect through 1 : kak,n transformer ratio as was shown in Section 3.3.1. Details on the

derivation of rotor slot leakage can be found in [31], [38] [3].

2 Rotor Zigzag Leakage Reactances X2.,n

As described in [31], the voltage induced in a rotor slot is due to (1) the space fundamental

of rotor current plus space fundamental of stator current, (2) and additional voltage due to

the zigzag order harmonics of the rotor current. This additional voltage is contributed to an

additional leakage reactance of the rotor circuit called the rotor zigzag leakage reactance.

The rotor leakage reactance can be expressed as:

X2  ~ 2 1 (N1 ~ 1 ~k
X22 = 2 2 + X k (3.88)

( Nr + p) (nN p)2 can

Further details on the derivation of the rotor leakage reactance can be found in [31]
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3 End-Ring Leakage X 2 e

The end-ring leakage is very small, especially for small induction motors such as the one

being designed in this work, and thus one may argue to that it can be ignored. However,

for a more accurate analytical model, it will be considered nonetheless.

As presented in [65] & [38], a good start for the end-ring leakage inductance approxi-

mation is based on Grover's formula [25] for the self inductance of a circular loop with a

square cross section. Assuming a rectangular cross section of the end-ring of mean radius

of Der/2, the self inductance of the kIh end-ring element between two rotor bars can be

expressed as:

Der Drg + her 
(3.89)

2 2 2

ter = to D, [ 1( + he'r in 81n (- 0.8434 + 0.2041 h' " (3.90)
2Nr 2 6D2, herle D2-~ A r/er ) Der

where ter refers to the end-ring inductance of one element connecting two adjacent rotor

bars. The end-ring cross section has an area of her X 1er, wherein her & er are the radial

and axial length of the end-ring, respectively, and D,. is the airgap (inner) rotor diameter.

From equation (3.72), the leakage inductance of one of the two end-rings can be ex-

pressed as:

Le, = er (3.91)
2siri2 P'

When the angle P of the sine term in the denominator of equation (3.91) is small, it is

reasonable to approximate the sine squared term to its first order Tylor series expansion.

Thus, the expression becomes:

Ler ~ r (3.92)
2(~

Referring the end-ring leakage inductance to the stator side, the per-phase end-ring

leakage reactance corresponding to the nth space harmonic airgap flux wave can be ex-
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pressed as:

X2er,n 12 (Nakw,n )2 /k 2 X

(Na k~~ )2212 "r "''/k2k- 2 erfL, n = 1, 5, 7, z,1z+ (3.93)
Nr

4 Skew Leakage Xk,f,

The skew leakage inductance (L kn) and reactance (Xk,,,) at the Wt harmonic can be

expressed as:

Lsk,n = Lm,n(1 - k ) n = 1 5 7 Z_, Z+ (3.94)

92 N
X -- - k2 2N)/k2r, u=1,5,7,-"-1 (3.95)

As noted previously, the 1/k0,2 factor in (3.95) is due to the referral of the rotor quantities

to the primary side, accounting for the skew effect through the transformer ratio 1 : k2

3.4 Core Branch

3.4.1 Steinmetz Equation

Core loss in electric machines is the total power loss in the core material of the stator and

rotor. There are two main mechanism for loss in the core of magnetic materials: eddy-

current loss and hysteresis loss. In general, the eddy-current loss can be considerably

reduced by laminating the core material; however, the core loss depends on the properties

of the ferromagnetic material and the operating frequency. In reality, the simple core loss

model that accounts only for eddy-current and hysteresis loss is not sufficient, and the

experimental core loss will be higher than the theoretical one. The difference between the

theoretical loss (eddy-current & hysteresis) and experimental loss is accounted for what is

called excess or anomalous loss. The total core loss (Pc) per unit volume (W/m 3 ) can be

generally expressed as,
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Pcore = Pedy + Phys + Pexcess

= (Keddy f 2 + Khysf)B k + Kexc(Bf 11 5  (3.96)

where f is the drive frequency in Hz, Bpk is the peak flux density in Tesla or Gauss (based

on the manufacturer's datasheet), Ke.d(Y, Khys and Kre and are the eddy, hysteresis, and

excess loss coefficients in W/cm 3, respectively.

The equation as per (3.96) can be curve fitted into a model expressed in terms of fre-

quency and flux density, each raised to a exponent unique and multiplied by a loss coeffi-

cient. The result is an empirical formula traced back to Steinmetz. Steinmetz equation can

estimate core loss with reasonable accuracy for sinusoidal drive input, and thus is exten-

sively used in literature. It can be expressed as:

Pcore= Ksf IBk (3.97)

where Ks is the Steinmetz coefficient and ef, eB are the frequency and flux exponents,

respectively.

It is worthy to note that equation (3.97) is valid only under sinusoidal drive conditions and

a modified Steinmetz equation ought to be used in case of distorted drive input as proposed

by J. Li et al. [37]. From [31], an alternative form of core loss widely used in electric

machine design is expressed in Watts per unit mass as,

Pcore = f (3.98)
Ao Bb

where P is the base power in W/Kg, f is the drive frequency in Hz, fb is the base frequency

and is usually 50 or 60 Hz, Bb is the base flux density in 'rms' is usually equal to I Tesla.

The Steinmetz parameters which includes the base power P and the exponents e1 ,

eB, are provided by the manufacturer directly or can be extracted from the datasheet loss
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density plots (P, - f or/and P, - B curves) in cases where the Steinmetz parameters are not

provided explicitly. For example, M19-26G non-oriented electrical steel material is used

in this design, and the corresponding Steinmetz parameters are: PI = 1.3, ef = 1.88 and

ei3 = 1.53. Typical values for Steinmetz coefficients for different grades of electrical steel

are: ef ~ 1.3 - 1.6 and eB - 1.9 - 2.4 [31].

Similarly, the volt-amp drop in the core can be modeled by a similar Steinmetz relation

as follows:

Qcore = - + QQ2 (B1 (3.99)
Bb Bb fA

where Qbl & Qbl are empirical Steinmetz coefficients in VAR/Kg, and el & E2 are the

corresponding exponents for the first and second term, respectively. For M19-26G, E=

1.7 El = 16.1 and Qb1 1.08, Qbl 0.0144.

3.4.2 Core Elements Calculation

The core branch impedance consists of a resistive element R, in parallel with a reactive

element X, as shown in Fig.3-I. The resistive element represents the real power con-

sumption in the core sections in Watts, whereas the reactive element represents the reactive

power drop in the core in VARs. The core loss (Icorc) (in W/Kg) is calculated at the

teeth and back-iron of the stator as per (3.98), whereas the volt-amp consumption (Qor(,) is

calculated at the teeth, back-iron of the stator and at the rotor teeth as per (3.99). Further-

more, another resistor R,,,n, connected in parallel with fundamental magnetizing branch

to model the no-load stray loss in the rotor teeth (discussed in detail in Section 3.5). The

losses in Watts are then found by multiplying the per unit mass loss quantities (Pore, Qcore)

with the active weight (inKg) of stator, and multiplying PrtaM with the the active weight

of the rotor teeth. Finally, the core branch elements are found as:
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V 2
R =3 ag

~ 3"(3.100)
Pcore

Xc = 3 QCr (3.101)

Rrt,srd = 3 Pr4n (3.102)
3Pt,sni

In (3.100)-(3.101), the airgap voltage is assumed to be equal to the terminal voltage

(Vag = Va) in the core branch parameter calculations assuming a small drop across the

armature (stator) resistor. An iterative approach may be adopted to achieve more accurate

estimate of the core branch. At every iteration the equivalent circuit is solved and the core

branch elements are updated until a convergence value is reached as suggested in [311. In

this work, however, the simple model is found to be sufficient for estimating the core loss.

To calculate Pcore, Q,,, and Pt,sfl from Steinmetz law, we need to first estimate the

airgap flux density, and flux density at each portion of the core, including the stator back-

iron, teeth and rotor teeth. We are going to only consider the fundamental component of

each flux density. From (3.15), the peak of the fundamental airgap flux density at unity slip

can be written as:

Br I = "N'i (3.103)
2 R I u) Nakj

where Rg is the airgap radius at the airgap midpoint: Rg = Drg/2 - ge/2.

The airgap flux per pole crosses the airgap and splits into the back-iron of the stator and
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rotor. Thus, half of the peak airgap flux per pole is equal to the peak flux in the core:

1
-6g,pk Oc,pk

12 A
Br,1 Ag Bc,{s,r}Ac,{s,r}

2 ir 2p
1 2 2 ,Rl _~Br,1 - Bc,{s,rjd,{s,r} 1
2 7r 2P

BIs,,j Br,1 (3.104)
pJ de,{s,r}

where Bc,{jr} is the 'core' flux density behind the stator or rotor slots (back-iron).

For more accurate calculation of the flux density, the lamination stacking factor (Kstack)

should be taken into account. In practice, the lamination stacking factor is in the range of:

Kstack- ~0.9 - 0.98. Also note that same stacking factor is assumed for both the stator and

the rotor (not necessarily the case in general).

Thus, the back-iron flux density becomes:

Bc,{s,r} = Br, R9
p dc,{s,r}/Kstack

D9
= Br,I 9 X stack (3.105)

2p de,{s,r}

And, the back-iron depth of the stator (d,) and the rotor (d,.,) in inner-stator, outer-rotor

machines are:

des = "" - hD (3.106)
2

der = Dr Dr - hr (3.107)
2 2

The airgap flux enters the core from teeth as it have the minimum reluctance and thus,

naturally, the flux lines are condensed in the teeth area. A reasonable approximation of

the flux density at the stator or rotor tooth (Bt,s,,r}) is to multiply the airgap density by the

slot pitch to tooth width ratio, or equivalently divide it by the tooth width to slot pitch ratio
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(Ktr,1,,r})

K(tT- 1sr (3.108)
{-~s ,r}

Bt,{s,r} - Bag X (3.109)
Ktr,{sr}

where tO,{,,r} and Ty,{s,,r are the corresponding tooth width and slot pitch of the stator and

rotor, respectively. The slot pitch of the stator and rotor in (3.108) are found from the motor

dimensions as:

27r(Dsg/2 - ds) (3.110)
Ns

T-Y 1, -21r(Drg/2 + dr) (3.111)
Ns

And, the tooth width is simply:

tos = Tys - Ws,top (3.112)

10,7. = TIT,, - Uwr (3.113)

where to,, & tO,r are the corresponding stator and rotor tooth width, respectively, assuming

a trapezoidal stator slot and rectangular rotor slot.

3.5 Performance Evaluation

The strength of the analytical model is that it provides a simple way to evaluate the per-

formance of a motor by solving a relatively simple circuit (Fig. 3-1). At start, some initial

motor design data is fed to the analytical model program which outputs the the equivalent

circuit model with all elements calculated. The circuit is then solved for all the currents,

including the terminal stator current It, rotor currents referred to the stator I2,j, and the

resistive core branch current I,. The input power, mechanical (output) power, electromag-

netic and mechanical torque, efficiency and power factor are then easily calculated given

the currents and the terminal voltage applied at the terminals of the motor. In this section,
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the equivalent circuit is first solved for stator, core, and rotor currents, then the performance

metric quantities including power, torque, and power factor are calculated. We describe the

steps to solve the circuit and evaluate the performance of the motor in Matlab as follows:

(1) Define slip vectors for the rotor circuits: s,,

The slip due to the fundamental component of the airgap flux density wave is the difference

between the fundamental synchronous speed and rotor speed with respect to the fundamen-

tal synchronous speed as defined in (3.16). In this section, we are going to denote the slip

in (3.16) as s, to indicate the corresponding space harmonic flux wave component being

the fundamental.

The slip is s, is 0 at when the rotor approaches synchronous speed, and 1 at standstill. A

vector of Al points from 0 (synchronous) and 1 (locked rotor) is defined over which the

circuit currents and voltages will be solved. In Matlab, the slip vector can be defined as:

si +- logspace(-4, 0,M) (3.114)

In (3.114), si is defined as an M logarithmically equally spaced points between the 10-4 ~

0 and 100 = 1 decades. Note that throughout this section the boldface font indicates vector

notation.

Since space harmonics travels at a speed equals a 1/n the synchronous speed of the fun-

damental component of the airgap flux wave in the forward/positive or backward/negative

directions (depending on the harmonic order number), the slip at the nth space harmonic

can be expressed as:

s - PW=
Sn

Wn

FI n 3f5

Il n (3.115)
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where the '-' in w, = -w/n refers to backward rotating and '+' sign refers to forward

rotating space harmonics.

From (3.16):

PWm = (1 - si)w (3.116)

Substituting (3.116) in (3.115), yields:

Sn =1 n(1 - si)

1 + n_(1 - si)

1 - n+(1 - si)

n_ = 5 11,17, ...

n+ = 7, 13, 19, ...

In this model, the most significant stator space harmonics for performance evaluation and

loss prediction are belt and zigzag, thus n_ = 5, z-, and n+ = 7, z+ harmonic numbers

are of most significance. The harmonic slip vectors associated with the belt harmonics are

defined as:

85 <- 6 - 5 - s,
(3.118)

S7 +- -6 + 7-

And for three phase distributed windings ('in > 1), we define another two slip vectors

corresponding to the zigzag harmonics as:

sZ +-(+ Z_) - z_- sis~ <-1 z)z~si(3.119)

Z+- (1 - z+) + z+ s1

where si is as defined in (3.114) and zF = 6m TF 1 (3.20).

(2) Find the input impedance (per phase) at the input terminals (Fig. 3-1)
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First, let us find the stator impedance:

Z, = R1 + jX 1  (3.120)

(Note that Z1 becomes a vector of M points when added or subtracted from another vector

of length M in Matlab by default, so it is not necessary to convert to a vector by multiplying

it with ones for example. If using another program this step might be necessary). The rotor

impedences can be defined as:

Z2,n = R2,n.-/sn + JX2,nn = 1, 5, 7, z, (3.121)

where './' stands for element-wise division operator.

For every transformer circuit in Fig. 3-1 (fundamental airgap flux transformer + smaller

transformers corresponding to higher order space harmonics), let's define the impedance

which is in parallel with the rotor impedance harmonic as Z.,n, and we are going to call

them the magnetizing impedances for convenience as they contain the magnetizing re-

actances Xrnn. By inspecting Fig. (3-1), we can express the fundamental magnetizing

impedance Z, 1 as the parallel combination of the magnetizing reactance with the core

branch:

Z?1 = jXmn,1// (Rc//jXc//Rrt)

1
1 1 1 1 (3.122)
j~ni+ + .j~+ t

The fundamental airgap impedance is thus:

Zagi = Z2,1//Zml

= 1./(1./Z2 ,1 + 1/Zm11,1) (3.123)
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The airgap impedance at the n'Jh space harmonic of the airgap flux wave can be found as:

Zag,n Z2,n//Zn,n

= 1./(1./Z 2 ,n + 1/Zm,n) (3.124)

The total airgap impedance is the series of all individual airgap impedences, and thus can

be found as:

Zag,n =ZZag,1 + Zag,5 + Zag,7 m=1

Zag n=1,5,7 (3.125)

Zag,n = Zag,i + Zag,5 + Zag,7 + Zag,,m > 1
1,5,7,z I

Now we can define the input terminal impedance as:

Za = Zi + Zag (3.126)

(3) Solve for the currents: la, 12, and Ic

Now the circuit is simply as shown in Fig. 3-9

+ Ia

V a

Figure 3-9: Equivalent circuit reduced to the terminal voltage in series with terminal
impedance only

The per phase terminal (stator) current is simply found as:

Ia = Va ./ Za (3.127)

where Va is the terminal voltage in Volts rms.

And the rotor currents can be calculated as:
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I2,n = 'a . * Zn,n ./ (Zmi,n + Z2 ,n) (3.128)

where '.*' stands for element-wise multiplication.

To find the current flowing through the resistive element in the core branch (R,), let us first

lump all other elements other than R, in one impedance Z,:

ZX =1 ./ (1/Rj# - j/Xc - j/XM + 1./Z2 1 ) (3.129)

Thus, the current flowing through R, can be expressed as:

(3.130)Ic = Ia. * Zx ./ (Zx + Rc)

(4) Calculate Input Power, Airgap Power, and Electromagnetic Torque

Now that the currents are calculated from the equivalent circuit, the input Pa power, airgap

Pag power, and electromagnetic torque Te can be found as:

Pa = 3R(VaIa*) (3.131)

(3.132)Pa = E
,n= 1,5,7,zp,zn n=,5,7,zp,,zn

Te E

n=1,5,7,zn=1,5,7,z.

Pagd(P
1

Wd ag

Pnag

pn
ag

w /(np)

5~ +p 7 -Z pzn +p ZP)ag ag
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(5) Estimate losses: stray and windage-&-friction losses

After calculating the airgap power, we would like to calculate the actual converted mechan-

ical power of the motor. Two main losses are imposed on the the airgap power: stray (load

and no-load) losses and bearings friction-&-windage losses.

Stray load loss

The stay load losses have two main components: (i) slip loss and (ii) load loss in the rotor

teeth due to the stator zigzag mmf [31].

(i) Slip loss

Slip loss is the loss across the rotor resistances. Traditionally, it is the loss across R2 ,1 , and

is extended to the harmonic rotor resistances R2 ,, in the general equivalent circuit model

(Fig. (3-1)). Slip loss can thus be defined as:

Pslip = S > Pag (3.134)
n=1,5,7,zp,zn

S3 2,n R2, (3.135)
n=1 ,5,7,zp,,zn

(ii) Load loss in the rotor teeth due to stator zigzag mmf

The zigzag components of the airgap flux density produced by the stator will drive magnetic

losses in the core material of the rotor teeth. These losses are accounted for stray load losses

and will be substantial only for the zigzag order harmonics (see [31], [3]). Similar to the

approach of calculating the magnetic losses in the core due to the fundamental airgap flux

in Section (3.4), first we define the amplitude of the airgap flux corresponding to the zigzag

order harmonics:
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B = PVag,zF
ag~z 1 w Nak,,,z

- PII2,zz Z 2 ,z+1 (3.136)
D l w Nakw,z,

Using (3.136) for zigzag airgap flux density:

{I(:, = ) S) (B ) + ( Bz } (3.137)
(Wb Bb Wb Bb

Stray no-load loss

As discussed in Section 3.4, the stator slot openings modulate the space fundamental of the

airgap flux density wave [31]. This modulated flux wave in turns corresponds to loss in the

rotor teeth. The amplitude of this modulated fundamental flux wave is:

2 1
BH= -Baysin - " (3.138)

7r (2

where Bag is as defined in (3.103), and 0,, is the normalized angular slot opening angle

with respect to the stator slot pitch (7y,) defined as:

27ru, 27ru,

T-,, 27rRgINs

-N (3.139)
R,!]

where u. is the stator slot opening width, I?,g is the stator gap radius, and N, number of

stator slots.

As was shown in Section 3.4, the no-load stray loss in the rotor teeth (Prt,ni) to the modu-

lated fundamental airgap flux density can be estimated from Steinmetz equation as:
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Prt,sni = PONsf)f (B) (1
(b A 1

where P0 is the nominal output power of the motor in Watts, ]* is input (drive) electrical

frequency in Hz, fb is the base frequency (50 or 60 Hz), and Bb is the nominal flux density

(usually 1 Tesla).

One can use the loss expression in (3.140) without significant error. But the more accurate

loss is the one updated after solving the circuit. As shown before, we can model the no-

load stray loss in the rotor teeth as a resistance in parallel the fundamental magnetizing

reactance and core branch, and the resistance can be estimated as:

(3.141)R tsan = 3 P
Pt,sni

After solving the circuit, the no-load stray loss due can be updated as:

Prts,---= 3IIrt1 2 Rrt,sn or 31Va - RIa12 /Rt,sni (3.142)

Friction-&-windage loss

From [31], the friction-&-windage loss can approximated as:

Pf&w = 2rR 4Q3 1pair b (3.143)

where Pair = 1.225kg/M 3 is the air density, Q is the mechanical speed of the rotor in rad/s

and can be expressed as (from 3.16):
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Qm (1 (3.144)
P

And b in (3.143) is the rotor viscous friction factor in N.m/(Rad/s) and can be calculated

as:

0.0076
1/4

0.0076 (IRgg 1/4 (3.145)
\ lair /

where R, = QRg is Reynold's number and vair = 1.56 x 10-m 2 /s is the kinematic
I/air

viscosity of air.

(6) Evaluate performance metrics: efficiency and power factor

Now that we have calculated the losses in step 5, the converted mechanical power can be

calculated by subtracting the stray and friction-&-windage losses from the airgap power:

Pritech = Pag - Pstray - P ku: (3.146)

Note that this is equivalent to subtracting all the losses included the core loss (Pc), loss

across the armature (PR,) form the input power (Pa):

Plnech= Pa - PR1 - Pc - Pstray - Pf&w (3.147)

The mechanical torque from the output power as:

Tnech - (3.148)

p r" ch (3.149)
WU
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The efficiency can be calculated as:

P
% mech X 100

'a

And the power factor can be calculated as:

P
PF = Pa

Sa

where Sa is the apparent power and can be calculated as:

Sa = 31Va IIla
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Chapter 4

Verification of Analytical Model using

Finite-Element Analysis and Design

Optimization

4.1 Motor Configuration

Typically, ceiling fan motors can be of outer-stator inner-rotor configuration or vice versa.

However, the latter is more commonly used in household ceiling fans. In this work, an

outside-rotor inner-stator squirrel cage three phase induction motor is designed for ceiling

fans. A two dimensional picture of the squirrel cage motor configuration adopted in this

work is shown in Fig. 4-1.

4.2 Design Philosophy

The design approach of the three phase induction motor starts with some fixed parameters

such as, fixed number of stator slots per pole per phase, number of pole pairs, number of

rotor slots, and some stator and rotor slot dimensions that are proportionate in size to a

typical ceiling fan geometry. These parameters are chosen initially such that the highest

peak flux density in the machine is below a saturation limit (typically < 1.8 T) that depends

on the ferromagnetic lamination material chosen for the stator and rotor. Next, the motor
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Stator windings

Stator

Airgap

Stator slot

Figure 4-1: Outer-rotor, inner-stator three phase squirrel cage induction motor proposed
for ceiling fans application

data are fed to the analytical model developed in Chapter 3 to analyze the behaviour of

the motor by examining the torque speed curve, input power, output power, efficiency and

power factor. Then, the initial design data are given to a finite element (FE) model as means

to verify the analytical model developed earlier in Chapter 3. Finally, the model is verified,

the design is optimized to meet certain design requirements as will be shown later (Section

4.5).

4.3 Initial Design

The goal of starting with an initial design is to validate the analytical model developed in

Chapter 3 in finite element analysis (FEA). Thus, we do not set any design requirements

on the initial design. Furthermore, the stator and rotor slot shapes are of typical rectangular

shape, since we are not trying yet to optimize the performance. More advanced rotor and

stator slots will be used in the optimized motor design. We start with some initial design

with geometry proportional to a typical ceiling fan. The motor data of the initial design is

provided in Table 4.1.

Using the analytical model developed in Chapter 3, the circuit parameters of the general
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Table 4.1: Motor data of the initial design

parameter

Number of stator slot-
s/pole/phase, m,

No of pole pairs, p

Winding configuration

Number of slots short
pitched,Jp

Motor terminal voltage, Va

Drive frequency, f

Number of turns per coil,
N,
Physical airgap, g
Packing factor, rc,

Synchronous Speed, n,

Active length, I

Rotor yoke diameter, Dry

Rotor gap diameter, D,.9
Stator yoke diameter (shaft
diameter), D,

value

2

2
Distributed,
2-Layer

2

12HJz

200

0.5mm
0.45

360rpm

20mm

150mm

1 10mm

15mm

parameter

Number of rotor Slots, N,

Rotor slot width, w,

Rotor slot height, h,

Rotor slot opening (depres-

sion) width, depth, ur, d,
Rotor end-ring radial

height, he,
Rotor end-ring axial length,
ler

stator tooth to slot-pitch ra-
tio, Kr,,
Tooth width, tw
Stator slot top width, w.t

Stator slot bottom width,
Wsb

Stator slot height, h,

Stator depression width,
depth, us, d
Number of stator Slots, N8

Stator and rotor Core

value

18

5mm

6mm

2mm, 2mm

7mm

2mm

0.5

6.9mm
6.9mm

1.6mm

20mm

2mm,2mm

24

M19-26G

equivalent circuit (3-1) are calculated as provided in Table. 4.2. Note that the backward and

forward zigzag order harmonics in Table. 4.2 are of order N/p -F 1 = 11, 13, respectively.

Using the equivalent circuit model, the motor performance can be evaluated as described

in Section 3.5. The performance of the initial three phase induction motor design evaluated

by the analytical model and FEA will be discussed in the following Section.

4.4 Validation of the Analytical Model in 2D and 3D Finite-

element Analysis

The initial motor design is evaluated by the analytical model in MATLAB and simulated

in ANSYS Maxwell 2D and 3D FEA transient simulation environment [5, 6, 47]. This
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Table 4.2: Three phase induction motor equivalent circuit parameters of the initial design

Circuit element Value (Q) Circuit parameter Value (Q)

R, 50 X2,7 4.35
X1 18.5 Xm,z_ 1.75

Xm,I 211.5 R2,z_ 446.5
R2,1 446.5 X2,2_ 60.32
X2,1 12.3 Xm,z+ 1.25
Xm,5  0.61 R2,Z+ 446.5
R2 ,5  32.06 X2,Z+ 20.58
X2,5 1.52 Rc 111.12k
Xm,7  0.61 XC 49.36k
R2,7 32.1 R,., 17.54k

2.5

2

1.5

II

BH curve of M19-26G

0.51

0

Figure 4-2: B-H curve of M19-26G
the stator and rotor core

2 3 4 5
H (A/m) x105

electrical steel showing saturation characteristics of

step is carried out to verify the accuracy of the analytical model regardless of the motor

performance. As indicated in Chapter 3, M19-26G non-oriented electrical steel is used in

this design. The Steinmetz coefficients are extracted by curve fitting to use the core loss

model in equations (3.98) & (3.99). The B-H curve of M19-26G is shown in Fig. 4-2.

4.4.1 2D Finite-Element Model of the Initial Motor Design

The initial design motor FE Model created in ANSYS Maxwell 2D is shown in Fig. 4-3.

Since this is a 2D model, it does not account for stator end-winding effect (since it is in
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the third dimension). Therefore, the end-winding leakage inductance (Lie) must be fed

into the 2D FE model before running the simulation. Furthermore, the end-ring impedance

elements (rer, t,) are also fed to the FE 2D model. It is worthy to note that the the 2D and

3D FE models do not calculate the armature resistance (R1) and must be given as input to

the excitation settings in the FE simulations as well.

Figure 4-3: 2D image of the initial design motor (unoptimized)

The magnetic field density distribution (in Tesla) in the 2D FE model is shown in

Fig. 4-4 at speeds 0 RPM and 300 RPM. The peak amplitude of the magnetic flux density

across the different parts of the machine are also calculated by the analytical model as per

equations (3.103), (3.105), (3.108) {Table. 4.3). It can be seen in Table. 4.3 that peak flux

densities of the analytical model approximately matches that of the FE model (compared

at 0 RPM).

4.4.2 Three Dimensional Finite-element Model of the Initial Motor

Design

The initial design of the three phase induction motor is also simulated in 3D FEA. A picture

of the 3D FE model and the flux distribution are shown in Figs. 4-5 & 4-6. Similar to the
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Figure 4-4: Flux density distribution at speeds (a) 300 RPM (left) and (b) 0 RPM (right)

Table 4.3: Flux densities in the rotor and stator at 0 RPM

Flux Density (T) Analytical ANSYS 2D
Airgap (B,,1) 0.640223 0.6182
Stator teeth (Bt,,) 1.21642 1.24
Stator back iron (B,,) 0.482866 0.55
Rotor tooth (Btr) 0.85511 0.9
Rotor back iron (Bc,r) 1.18862 1.3

2D FE model, a fine mesh must be applied at the airgap, rotor bars and endrings, in addition

to a small time step in the transient FE analysis, to obtain high accuracy field and torque

calculations. A picture of the meshed 3D FE model of the initial design is shown in Fig.

4-7

4.4.3 Validation Results

The analytical model is compared with the 2D and 3D FE models in Fig. 4-8. The electro-

magnetic torque of the motor, input power, converted mechanical power, efficiency, power

factor, and terminal current are plotted against speed in RPM as shown in Figs. 4-8a-4-8f.

It can be seen that the analytical model matches closely with the 2D and 3D FEA models as

the percentage error does not exceed 9% in all plots with the exception of the power factor.

This implies that we can, to a certain extent, rely on the analytical model to optimize the

design. Needless to say, the close match between the analytical and FEA models does not

necessarily guarantee as similar performance with the real experimental motor.
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Rotor bar

Rotor

End-ring

Stator winding

Stator slot
Stator

Figure 4-5: A picture showing the 3D FE model of the initial design simulated in ANSYS
Maxwell 3D transient analysis

B [tesla]

1. 3398

1. 2069

1. 1872

1.0 075

0.9079
0.8082

0.7085
0.8088

0.5092

0.4095

. 3098

10001081

Figure 4-6: Magnetic flux density distribution in the 3D FE model of the initial motor
design

There is approximately 15% difference between the 3D FE model and both the ana-

lytical model & FE 2D model in the power factor curve (Fig. 4-8e). This might be due

to an overestimation of the end-winding leakage inductance which is estimated by Alger's

formula [3] as per expression (3.57). More precise estimation of the stator end-winding

leakage can yield to better matching of the power factor between the analytical and the

3D model. Note that this does not affect the torque, efficiency, input power and converted
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- Stator

I

End-ring &
Rotor Bars

Figure 4-7: Meshed 3D FE model of the initial motor design

power, and therefore, we can still rely on the analytical model to perform optimization.
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Figure 4-8: Evaluation of initial design by the analytical Model and 2D FEA model in
ANSYS: (a) torque (T), (b) input power (Pa), (c) mechanical power (Pmech), (d) efficiency
(17%), (e) power factor (pf), and (f) terminal current (I.) vs speed in RPM
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4.5 Design Optimization Using Genetic Algorithm

The objective of electric machine optimization is to find the dimensions, materials, and/or

methods of assembly that will result in a relatively optimum machine design with respect

to two or more optimization targets called attributes [31]. In electric machine design, at-

tributes can be efficiency, cost, active weight, output power, torque, torque ripple, etc.

These attributes are often affected by the optimization variables in a contradictory way. In

this section, genetic algorithm (GA) metaheuristic optimization is applied to the analytical

model developed in Chapter 3 to assist in finding an optimum (or nearly optimum) design

for three phase induction motors intended for ceiling fans application. The optimization

setup details are described in the following subsections.

4.5.1 Design Requirements

The desired specifications at rated speed of the ceiling fan motor are summarized in Table.

4.4. Ceiling fans in India are required to deliver an airflow rate of 220m3/min at rated

speed, which requires 15W of mechanical power exerted on the fan blades. This is based

on real measurements of a typical ceiling fan in the lab and surveying commercial ceiling

fans in the Indian market. Furthermore, the drive frequency is selected as 12 Hz to be able

to run at a rated speed in the range of 300 - 360 RPM which is average full speed of ceiling

fans in India.

Moreover, the drive voltage in this design problem is considered as a design require-

ment rather than an optimization variable. It is chosen to ensure that a simple, cost effective

power electronic drive can be realized to drive the motor. A low voltage (as low as 6 V)

can also be used to drive the motor with corresponding larger wire gauge. Although lower

voltage may appear advantageous at first due to the lower armature losses and mechani-

cally stronger wire, this imposes extra requirement on the power electronic drive circuit

(Fig. I -1). Specifically, the rectified voltage of the outlet supply in India is 325V peak, and

if the motor is rated at lower voltage (e.g. 12V peak), and given that we are driving the in-

verter with sinusoidal pulse-width-modulation (PWM) or space vector modulation (SVM)

as shown in Fig. 1-1, a small modulation index (ma) is required to run the motor at full
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speed. And in case of slower speed settings, even a lower ma would be required. Invert-

ers driven with sinusoidal PWM or SVM with low modulation index tend to have higher

losses, and in cases where the modulation index is extremely low, it is not even feasible.

To overcome this problem, an additional power electronic device is required (for example

Flyback converter) to step up the dc link voltage of the inverter to a reasonable level to

drive the motor with a higher modulation index (ma ~ 0.5 - 1) at all speed settings. This

adds to the cost of the power electronic drive circuit.

Table 4.4: Design requirements

Spec Value [Spec Value

Converted Power Pnech 15W Line voltage, frequency 230Vrms, 50Hz
Active Weight Al < 10kg Synchronous Speed n, 360 RPM
Maximum Flux Density < 1.8T Drive Frequency f pn,/60 = 12Hz

> 0.321mm di-
Wire Gauge ameter (> 28 Drive Voltage 115Vrn.s

AWG)
Rated Speed nated > 250 RPM Power factor > 0.4

It is worthy to note that the requirement on the motor power factor is not very high

(pf > 0.4) since the input power factor (at the input terminals of the power electronic

package) can be easily corrected by provision of a power-factor-correcter (PFC) circuit

without adding significant cost to the power electronic circuit.

4.5.2 Cost Function

Since the goal here is to see whether three phase induction motors - potentially those which

can power home appliances - can be made efficient yet cost effective, efficiency and active

weight of the motor are chosen as the optimization attributes.

Efficiency of the motor is an important attribute as it indicates how much power a con-

sumer can save by replacing their typical ceiling fan (70W consumption) with the proposed

optimized induction motor. However, there is a trade-off between cost and efficiency. If

efficiency was the only attribute to be optimized, it would be possible to achieve high ef-

ficiency (- 82 - 85%) but at the expense of bulkier, heavier, and more expensive motor.

Furthermore, we enforce a maximum limit on the weight of a typical household ceiling
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fan as shown Table. 4.4. This limit is chosen based on surveying the average weight of a

typical ceiling fan in India. It was found the average weight of the typical 70W household

ceiling fan in India is around 3.5kg and the maximum weight does not exceed 10kg.

In this optimization task, a scalar cost function formed by the product of inverse of

efficiency and active weight is considered:

f = I "' (4.1)

where r refers to efficiency in percents, refers to the active weight of the motor in kg, and

a,7 and am are their corresponding exponents, respectively.

4.5.3 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm is a meta-heuristic optimization technique that is used for objective func-

tions with multiple local minimums. Depending on the multi-optimization problem at hand,

genetic algorithm is generally used to reach to the global optimum point. A genetic algo-

rithm, referred as 'ga'in MATLAB, is used to optimize the motor design. The algorithm

starts with a population of motor specifications called individual solutions or genes at which

it evaluates the fitness function as per equation (4.1). Based on the score, it randomly selects

individuals from the current population and uses them as parents to produce new specifi-

cations called children for the next generation. The new generation or so called evolution

is generated through series of genetic operators, such as selection, crossover and mutation.

A small portion of the fittest candidates called elites may be sent directly into the next

generation. Over many iterations, the population evolves toward an optimal solution [43].

The GA settings used in the optimization are listed in Table. 4.5. Other settings of the

MATLAB 'ga'optimization algorithm remains as default. It is worthy to note that studying

genetic algorithms and enhancing its performance is out of the scope of this work, and for

more details about the algorithm we strongly recommend the reader to refer to [43].
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Table 4.5: GA settings

Setting I Value j Setting Value

Population size 100 Fitness Scaling Proportional
Number generations 150 Elite Count 5
Selection function Rank Crossover fraction 0.8

4.5.4 Optimization Variables and Fixed Parameters

The optimization variables are tabulated in Table. 4.6. They are chosen based on the

designer engineering knowledge of machine design and experimenting with various com-

binations of optimization variables. For example, the stator slot opening width (us) is made

to be at least 1mm to ensure that a an average gauge wire (e.g. AWG 27) can be physically

inserted in the slot. Furthermore, the maximum limit on the rotor slot height was chosen

based on experience to be not larger than 10mm (or appropriate depending on design goal

whether it is favouring efficiency or active weight) to ensure that peak flux density in the

rotor back-iron does not exceed 1.8T (another design requirement).

Table 4.6: Motor design optimization variables

Bound Bound
Variable Symbol mau ] Variable Symbol [ounm

[min max] [min max]

Number of turns Nc [1300] Rotor tooth to Ktrr [0.3 0.7]
per coil slot-pitch ratio
Rotor yoke diam- D 200] Rotor end-ring her [1 101mm
eter radial height

Rotor end-ring
Rotor core depth d,,, [20 25]mm Rotr lend-ing c/ [1 15]mm

axial length
Stator slot open-

Physical airgap g [0.5 I]mm ing width us [I 3]mm

Stator slot open-Active length 1 [10 40]mm tao slt d [0.5 3]mm
ing depth

Rotor slot open- [0. 3] Stator tooth to
ing width slot-pitch ratio '
Rotor slot open- dr [0.5 3]mm Stator slot height h, [1 35]mm
ing depth

Rotor slOt height 1- [1 81m Number of slots /V {n 1}
A the 1the pa amete _ xed. n g short pitched m ex r e ti t d- f

All the other parameters are fixed during optimization. From experimenting with differ-
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ent number of pole pairs it was noticed that two or three pole pairs are ideal for optimizing

performance of small induction motors. In this work, the pole pairs is fixed to two. Further-

more, the number of stator slots is chosen to be 24 (proportionate to small motors) and rotor

slots to be 18. Note that it is recommended to use odd number of rotor slots, such as 21, to

avoid even vibration, noise and cogging torque (see [38] Chapter 6.11.1 for further details).

However, the number of rotor slots in this work is chosen as an even number (N, = 18) to

take advantage of the field symmetry which can reduce the computation time of FE sim-

ulations considerably. After the motor design is optimized and if we wish to use an odd

number of rotor slots, we can change the number of rotor slots to 21 for example without

significantly affecting the performance of the motor, or rerun the optimization routine with

only one optimization variable (N,) while all other variables fixed to the optimized values

from the previous run. The fixed parameters of the motor design for three phase induction

motors for ceiling fans in India is summarized in Table. 4.7.

Table 4.7: Fixed parameters in the motor design

Fixed parameters Value Constants

Number of pole pairs, p 2 -A= 2.3 x 10 7 S/M
Number of stator slots N, 24 -c = 5.84 x 10 7 S/M
Number of rotor slots N, 18 Pcu = 8400kg/m 3

Packing factor ieu 0.45 PAI 2800kg/m 3

Stacking factor Ksthck 0.95 pai, 1.225kg/n 3

v__ =i 1.56 x 10-5kg/rn 3

4.5.5 Optimization Results

Based on the different design requirements, motor application and cost constraints, the

attributes exponents of cost function (equation 4.1) may be of different power according to

the attribute importance. In this design, since we want high efficiency with a relatively low

weight (hence cost), it is likely that we require the efficiency attribute exponent (a,,) to be

higher than the active weight exponent (am). To reach to a satisfactory trade-off between

efficiency and active weight, we try different combination of their corresponding exponents

in the objective function. Not only this ensures that we reach to the 'best 'optimized design
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for a balance between efficiency and weight, but also does assist us to survey different

designs that may be suitable for other design targets such as high efficiency requirement

with no cost constraint or very light motor with no emphasis on efficiency. A total of

seven optimized designs are produced by selecting different combination of the exponents

of the objective function attributes (al, & am). Table. 4.8 summarizes the eight different

optimization runs (schemes) with their corresponding attribute exponents (as, & an).

Table 4.8: Exponents of the optimization attributes of the eight different optimization

schemes

Attribute exponent I fi If2 I f3_ I 4 I A I A f

as 1 1 0 4 2 4 3
M 1 0 1 2 4 1 4

One of the best ways to visualize the tradeoffs between the optimization attributes and

facilitate the process of selecting the best compromise between them is the Pareto frontier.

Fig. 4-9 shows a two-dimensional Pareto frontier of the seven optimization functions in-

dicating active weight versus efficiency of all the feasible solutions (given in Table. 4.8).

The feasible solutions meet the design requirements in Table. 4.4. The best fit (optimal

solution) reached by the GA for each optimization objective is indicated by the red dot in

each of the sub-figures in Fig. 4-9. The corresponding motor data (optimized variables,

calculated dimensions and calculated flux densities) of the seven optimized designs is pro-

vided in Table. 4.9. The equivalent circuit parameters evaluated by the analytical model

for the optimized designs are also provided in Table. 4.10.

In Fig. 4-9, each Pareto frontier figure shows the feasible solution space. The minimum

active weight and maximum efficiency achieved is represented by a solid black line to

represent the optimal Pareto line. Among the feasible solutions, the genetic algorithm

selects an optimal point indicated by red dot on the line. The optimal Pareto line can be

fitted with a polynomial curve (convex) that pass through the optimal point. For the purpose

of this analysis the optimal Pareto line shown in Figs. 4-9a - 4-9g is sufficient to explore

the different designs.

By examining the Pareto frontiers in Fig. 4-9, a lot of insight can be gained from the

location of feasible solutions and the trend they follow. For example, it can be observed that
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when only efficiency is considered in the cost function (design 2) where a, = 1 &am = 0

as shown in 4-9b, the feasible solutions found almost follow a trend that approximates
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Figure 4-9: Dominating designs reached by GA illustrating efficiency versus active weight
for the different optimization objectives: (a) a,, = 1 am = 1, (b) Of, = 1 am = 0, (c)
a,, = 0 am = 1, (d) a,, = 4 am = 2, (e) a,, = 2 am = 4, (t) a,, = 4 am = 1, (g) a,, = 3
am = 4

a linear curve indicating that higher efficiency can be achieved at the expense of higher

weight (except for few outliers). On the other hand, when only weight is optimized such

as in design 3 where a,, = 0 & am = 1, most feasible solutions are concentrated in at the

bottom left corner of the plot suggesting lighter designs at the expense of lower efficiency

(4-9c). Equal importance given to efficiency and active weight attributes in design I Pareto

frontier (a,, = 1 & am = 1) as shown in Fig. 4-9a. In this optimized design, most

feasible solutions concentrated in center of the plot as the GA tries to find feasible solutions

that satisfies a balance between active weight and efficiency. This can be also observed

by noting that the optimal solution indicated by the red dot on the optimal Pareto line is

located at the middle. More combinations of attribute exponents are tried in Figs. 4-9d -

4-9g by either giving more importance to efficiency or to active weight. This provides the

designer of a larger spectrum to choose from when designing a motor, and to better reach

to a compromise between all the contradicting attributes. Figs. 4-9d & 4-9e (a,, = 4,2

& an = 2,4, respectively), for example, shows a better compromise between efficiency

and active weight with emphasis on either one of them. That is, if the designer cares more

about efficiency but also require a reasonable weight, they may want to select design 4 over

design 5, and vice versa. Similar insights can be drawn from design 6 & 7 (Figs.4-9f &
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Table 4.9: Optimized motor data found by the GA for the different optimized designs

Optim. Variable

Nc
DL, (mm)
dc,,r(mm)

g(mm)
1(mm)
d,(mm)
Ur (mm)
hr(mm)
Kh,, )Kt-r,r

her(mm)

ler(mm)
d4(mm)
u (mm)

KI,,s
h,, (mm)
Ns
Calc. dimensions

(mm)

osm= 1, 1

290
158.3
21.2
0.51
30.2
2.95
1.7
5.8
0.35
9.1
12.5
2.7
1.12
0.33
19.7
0

1,0

278
199.4
20.6
0.56
40
2.95
0.8
5.9
0.3
9.9
15
0.66
1.12
0.3
34.8
0

I 0,1

293
149.85
20.3
0.6
19.6
3
0.93
6
0.53
8
11.22
2.99
1.22
0.55
8.66
0

4,2

288
160
20
0.5
29.5
3
0.54
5.7
0.41
9.2
10
1.6
1.1
0.31
25.7
0

2,4

289
139.5
20.6
0.51
26.34
2.75
0.66
5.93
0.45
7.4
11.3
2.54
1.01
0.43
17.7
0

14, 1
300
180.6
20.95
0.5
0.034
2.66
0.74
5.56
0.31
9.5
4.4
2.81
1.12
0.3
31.2
0

3,4
294
155.2
20
0.52
26.7
2.96
0.89
5.95
0.39
6.8
13.85
2.24
1.01
0.37
21.3
0

Drg 115.9 158.2 109.2 120 98.2 138.7 115.1
tr 7.9 8.9 11.3 9.4 8.7 7.9 8.7
Wr 14.4 20.7 9.9 13.6 10.5 18.2 13.4
t' 4.8 6.1 7.3 4.7 5.2 5.2 5.3
ws'top 9.6 14.3 6 10.5 6.9 12.1 9.1
WSbot 4.4 5.2 3.8 3.8 2.2 3.9 3.5
wire diameter 0.59 0.368 0.204 0.427 0.283 0.349 0.361
Calc. B(T)

BrI 0.55 0.32 0.91 0.55 0.75 0.4 0.62
Bc,, 0.4 0.27 0.51 0.46 0.56 0.35 0.47
Bt,s 1.59 1.02 1.57 1.69 1.67 1.26 1.61
Bc,r 0.99 0.82 1.64 1.1 1.19 0.85 1.21
Bt,,r 1.57 1.07 1.7 1.35 1.66 1.31 1.58

4-9g).

Furthermore, each optimized motor design is evaluated by the analytical model as

shown in Fig. 4-10. The electromagnetic torque of the motor (T), input power (P,,), con-

verted mechanical power (Pmech), efficiency (ra), power factor (pf), and terminal current

(Ia) of the optimization schemes are compared as shown in Figs. 4-1 Oa-4- 1 Of. From Fig.

4-10a it can be noticed that the electromagnetic torque, and converted mechanical power,
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Table 4.10: Equivalent circuit parameters for the different optimized designs

Circuit
element

(Q)

R1

X,1xl

R 2 ,1

X2 ,1

Xm,5
R2 ,5
X2,5
Xm,7

R2 ,7
X2. 7

Xrn,z
R2 ,z_

X2 ,z-

1?2,z,

X2,z,

Rc

Rrt,snl

an,= 1,1

73.11
52.81
730.7
161
41.8
2.1
11.5
5.2
2.1
11.5
14.97
6
160.77
207.39
4.32
160.72
70.16
205.5k
87.4k
38.5k

1,0

36.6
44.39
1. 127k
146.6
78.35
2.12
6.89
5.9
2.12
4.18
9.57
0.25
3.94
8.96
0.06
1.28
1.07
168.9k
768.6k
190.8k

0,1

222.6
37.1
389.63
179.42
36.36
0.84
9.7
2.85
0.84
7.09
4.95
0.51
28.3
19.65
0.09
6.73
1.93
448k
141.4k
11.62k

4,2

53.98
47.64
1.09k
193.25
85.85
3.14
13.88
9.46
3.14
13.88
24.07
9.03
193.25
333.76
6.47
193.25
128.4
148.2k
64.3k
43.2k

2,4

104.29
48.5
556.66
187.59
54.58
1.6
13.47
5.6
1.6
13.47
13.04
4.6
187.59
180.87
3.29
187.59
76.25
235.9k
91.29k
19.34k

4,1

48.35
62.9
1.LK
167.57
76.76
2.44
9.29
6.82
2.44
7
13.68
1.78
32.84
63.91
0.41
10.64
7.59
153.94k
73.4k
1.01k

3,4

73.57
50.85
671.5
184.49
52.34
1.93
13.23
5.77
1.93
13.21
14.73
5.51
183.29
203.36
3.94
182.82
77.78
200.25k
84.42k
36.84k

(Ia) of the optimization schemes are compared as shown in Figs. 4-10a-4-1Of. From Fig.

4-10a it can be noticed that the electromagnetic torque, and converted mechanical power,

and efficiency for a 1,m, = 1, 0 is the highest as compared to all other designs while it is the

lowest for a0 ,n = 0, 1. This is not the case, however, for the power factor where the light

weight design eQm = 0, 1 has the the highest power factor from locked rotor condition to

230RPM and starts declining pass afterwards. In general, these analytical results further

help the designer to select the optimal design for their application based on other design

requirements and performance metrics, such as torque, converted power, power factor and

input current.
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Figure 4-10: Evaluation of each optimized motor design by the analytical model: (a) torque
(Te), (b) input power (P.), (c) converted mechanical power (Pmech), (d) efficiency (r%), (e)
power factor (pf), and (f) terminal current (Ia) vs speed in RPM
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4.6 Optimized Motor Design for Ceiling Fans

To further assist in selecting the 'best 'motor design for ceiling fans, the optimal points

evaluated for efficiency and weight of each optimization run are compared in the bar graph

of Fig. 4-11. It can be seen from the bar graph that the optimized design with attribute

exponents of a,,m = 4,2 (design 4) gives the best trade off between efficiency and active

weight which best satisfies the design objective of ceiling fan motors in India. Therefore, it

is selected as the 'best 'design for three phase squirrel cage induction motor to drive ceiling

fans that satisfy the requirements given in Table 4.4. The corresponding efficiency for the

selected optimized motor at rated speed of 321.7 RPM is q = 70.31% and active weight

of M = 4.53kg. Note that we do not claim that this design is the 'global'optimum design,

rather we suggest it is superior to the other six optimized designs in terms of satisfying a

balance between efficiency and active weight.

100 1 121 .

80 82.8 77.8 10
70.31

62.68
60 59.42

45.65 6~ 5.14
40

4
23.19 <

20 2 I

8.25

4.53 4.51

3.39
2.86

1,1 1,0 0,1 4,2 2,4 4,1 3,4 1,1 1,0 0,1 4,2 2,4 4,1 3,4

exponents aM of cost function exponents aM of cost function

(a) (b)

Figure 4-11: Optimal solution found by GA corresponding to each optimization run objec-
tive function: (a) efficiency (b) active weight

The selected optimized design (f4, a,,,m = 4, 2) is simulated in Maxwell 2D FE tran-

sient analysis (Fig. 4-12). Unlike the iron regions where a relatively coarse mesh may be

sufficient for accuracy, a fine mesh at the rotor bars and airgap is required to attain high

accuracy. This along with sufficiently small time step, high accuracy of the FEA solutions

can be attained. Fig.4-13 shows the mesh of the 2D FE model of the optimized motor
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design obtained from the optimization results in Section 4.5.5.

Stator slot

Rotor slots

Rotor

Stator

Figure 4-12: 2D FE model of optimized motor design

In the manufacturing process, casting aluminum bars in closed slot is easier than semi

closed slots. Therefore, the rotor slot is made with no slot opening (closed slot) as shown in

Fig. 4-13b. In addition, slightly tapered rotor slots are used to help reduce flux saturation at

the corner regions of the rotor teeth (Fig. 4-13b). Similarly, stator slots are drawn in the FE

2D model slightly tapered from the top to reduce flux saturation in the teeth. Furthermore,

trapezoidal shape stator slots are adopted in optimized design (as well as the analytical

model) to ensure a uniform teeth width, and thus reduce flux saturation along the stator

teeth.

The optimized motor parameters are fed to both the analytical and FE models, and the

performance metrics are compared as shown in Fig. 4-14. The electromagnetic torque of

the motor, input power, converted mechanical power, efficiency, power factor, and terminal

current are plotted against speed as shown in Figs. 4-14a-4-14f. A red dashed line plotted

for each curve indicates the rated speed of 321.7 RPM of the optimized motor satisfying

the 15W converted mechanical power design requirement.

From Fig. 4-14, it can be seen that the analytical model closely matches with the FE

2D model (> 150 RPM) for almost the whole speed range. The following observations are

made based on the performance plots:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-13: Mesh at different regions of the 2D FE model of the optimized motor design

(1) The electromagnetic torque, motor input power, converted power, efficiency (Fig. 4-

14a, 4-14d) closely match with the analytical model for the entire speed range with

percentage error of less than 5%. The slight mismatch (within 5%) is in the lower

speed range (0 - 150 RPM).

(2) A slight dip in the electromagnetic torque at speed 360/7 = 51.4 RPM can be seen

due to the 7th harmonic forward wave. It is clear that this dip is very mild that it does

not affect the starting of the motor. This dip can be easily mitigated, if desired, by

skewing the rotor bars by one rotor slot pitch with only slight reduction in efficiency.
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Figure 4-14: Verification of analytical optimized design (a,, = 4, am = 2) using Maxwell
2D FEA: (a) torque (Te), (b) input power (Ps), (c) converted mechanical power (Pmech), (d)
efficiency (rj%), (e) power factor (pf), and (t) terminal current (I.) vs speed in RPM
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(3) Examining the power factor curves in Fig. 4-14e, there is a percentage error of

0 - 12% across the full speed range between the analytical model and FE 2D model.

(4) The stator current of the analytical model closely matches with that of the FE model

from standstill to 200 RPM. After 200 RPM, the two curves start deviating from each

other. A maximum difference of 50% is noticed at synchronous speed.

In conclusion, with the exception of the stator current, all the performance metrics in-

cluding torque, mechanical power, power factor and efficiency are matched between the

analytical and FE 2D model. The FE model predicts higher stator current at rated speed

than that of the analytical model. We anticipate that this can be due to the two main rea-

sons. First, the stator and rotor teeth are observed to slightly saturate (B ~ 1.9T) near

synchronous speed. The second reason might be due to the fact that the loss elements

calculated by the analytical model does not exactly match with that calculated by the FE

model in spite of the match between the total losses (the powers {input and mechanical}

are similar and thus the efficiency).

4.7 Sensitivity Analysis

The main goal of the sensitivity analysis is to understand which optimization variables

most affect the optimization attributes and how they affect them. It provides the designer

a great tool to visualize the prime design factors that they can control to meet the design

requirement and most importantly optimize their motor design.

4.7.1 Sensitivity Analysis Setup

In this section, we perform the sensitivity analysis on the optimized design (Design 4)

selected in Section 4.6. The sensitivity analysis is performed on the analytical model by

varying the two optimization variables while all other variables are held constant at the

optimized values. The objective attributes (efficiency and active weight), electromagnetic

torque and converted power are evaluated in the sensitivity analysis at rated speed (321.7

RPM) as shown in Figs. 4-15, 4-16. The range at which the optimization variables are
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varied is as chosen in the optimization exercise (Table. 4.6). From the sensitivity analysis,

we wish to accomplish the following:

(1) Verify if the GA provided the optimal solution

(2) Observe how efficiency, active weight, converted power, and torque vary against the

optimization variables.

(3) Zoom in around the optimal solution found by GA (design 4) and search in the nearby

region. Find out, if exists, a nearby solution that that may achieve a 'better 'compro-

mise between efficiency and active weight.

4.7.2 Sensitivity Analysis Results

Let us examine the sensitivity results in Figs. 4-15, 4-16. From Fig. 4-15a it can be noticed

that the maximum efficiency can be obtained by minimizing the airgap and maximizing

the active length which is a natural effect of increased torque that we know from electric

machine theory. On the other hand the active weight increases with increased active length

and minimized airgap as can be observed from Fig. 4-15b. That is why the GA performed

on the optimization scheme (f4,,m = 4, 2) gives us a compromise of efficiency and active

weight as seen in the orange region of Figs. 4-I5a, 4-15b. Furthermore, this suggests that

if a physical airgap of less than 0.5mm can be realized by the motor manufacturer, a more

efficient motor may be obtained without affecting the active weight. Note that the dark

blue region to the most right of Figs. 4-15a, 4-15b represent areas where the requirement

of mechanical power of 15W was not met (the algorithm returns zero if power constraint

is not met).

It can learned from Figs.4-15c, 4-15d that the active weight does not change signifi-

cantly with rotor slot height (h,) and rotor tooth to slot ratio ( However, there is an

optimum range of h, & Kt.,,, at which an optimum efficiency can be attained as seen by

the yellow region wherein the optimized design (design 4) lies within. This verifies that the

GA reached to an optimal solution in terms of both efficiency and active weight.

Furthermore, it is evident from Figs. 4-16a, 4-16b that there is a trade off between ef-

ficiency and active weight as the stator slot height (h,) and stator tooth to slot ratio (Kt,, )
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varies. However, the reduction in active weight as Kt,, increases is not significant, and

consequently the GA converges in the yellow region to satisfy both high efficiency and

acceptable active weight. We can deduce from this analysis that the efficiency can be im-

proved by using a deeper stator slot (higher Ih) with larger stator slot top width (lower

K,,,,). As mentioned earlier, the blue areas are regions where the mechanical power re-

quirement is not met.

Finally, as expected the active weight does not depend much on the stator slot depres-

sion dimensions (d,, u,) as seen in Fig. 4-16d. On the other hand, the efficiency tends

to depend only on the depression depth d,. It can be noticed a higher efficiency up to

75% can be attained for example if d, is increased to 3mm with a slight increase in active

weight from 4.5kg (selected optimized design) to 5.42Kg. This is powerful since it pro-

vides the designer with an insight on how to easily improve efficiency without redoing the

optimization if they can tolerate the slight increase in active weight.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation of the Optimized Three

Phase Induction Motor with the

Adjustable Speed Drive

The main objective of this chapter is to validate the performance of the optimized three

phase induction motor design (obtained in Chapter 4) driven by a power electronic drive

circuit commonly known as adjustable speed drive. This provides the designer with a more

practical view on the performance of the motor when driven by pulse-width-modulation

(pwm) inverter. In this chapter, we will first describe the drive circuit along with its control

scheme, then we will validate the performance of the motor with simulation results in

Matlab/Simulink. It is worthy to note that it is not the focus of this thesis to propose a new

drive topology nor control strategy for the power electronic drive circuit, rather evaluate the

performance of the proposed optimized design with the power electronic drive and verify

that it behaves as predicted in Chapter 4.
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5.1 Three Phase Induction Motor Drive Circuit and Volt-

Hz Speed Control

Fig. 5-2 shows the overall motor system adopted for ceiling fans along with the adopted

control strategy for variable speed drive. The overall motor system (Fig. 5-2a) has two

parts: the drive circuit and the optimized three phase squirrel cage induction motor. The

drive circuit consists of a diode bridge rectifier (DBR), dc link capacitor, and a three leg

inverter realized by MOSFET switching devices. The diode bridge rectifier converts the

grid voltage from AC to DC, and the transformed electric energy is stored in the dc link

capacitor. The dc link capacitor acts as an input dc voltage source to the inverter. volt-

Hz (v/f) control is implemented to generate the unit reference voltage. Sinusoidal pwm

scheme is implemented generate the gate signals relayed to the inverter to drive the motor

at different speed settings. The volt-Hz controller is illustrated in the block diagram shown

in Fig. 5-2b.

5.2 Motor Simulation Model

The rotor reference frame d-q model of the squirrel cage induction motor is adopted for

the motor simulations. The d-q model uses only the fundamental component equivalent

circuit elements, and thus it ignores the core loss branch, and higher order harmonic effects.

Luckily, the core losses and slip losses of the optimized design is low, and thus the d-q

model is sufficient to evaluate the performance of the motor against the drive circuit. We

refer to [30,32] to provide the d-q simulation model.

With the rotor quantities referred to the stator, the terminal behaviour of the machine

can be described by its flux linkages in the d-q reference frame as:

Ads Lsids + Lindr

Adr Lmids + Lridr
(5.1)

Aqs Lsiqs + Lmiqr

Aqr Lriqs + Lriqr
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(a) Overall motor system consisting of the power electronic drive and the optimized three phase
squirrel cage induction motor
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Figure 5-1: Proposed three phase induction motor system to drive ceiling fans: (a) overall

motor system, (b) volt-Hz speed control and pwm generation

where [,, Lr are the stator and rotor self inductances respectively, L,. is the fundamental

magnetizing inductance (same as L,, defined as per equation 3.18).

And the stator and rotor voltage equations are:

dAds
Vds dt _oAqs + Rlids

dt

0 dAdr -wAq +R2d
dt q

0 dAqr + WrAdr + R2iqr
dt
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where, wr is the rotor electrical frequency in rad/sec:

Wr = W - PWn = SW (5.3)

In (5.3), w and wm are the synchronous speed and rotor physical speed in electrical

rad/s.

Note that Vdr = 0 = Vqr for squirrel cage rotors in which the rotor bars are short

circuited by end-rings from both sides. Since the rotor is round (no saliency) and the rotor

is referred to the stator, the self inductances can be expressed as:

LS = Lm + L1
(5.4)

L, = L+ L 2

where, L1 and L 2 are the stator and rotor leakage inductances, respectively, as previously

defined in Chapter 3.

Substituting (5.4) in (5.1), the d-axis and q-axis voltages can be rewritten as:

did8
Vds L1 dt

diq
qs ds

dtd0y = L2 dr

dt
0 = L2 dr

dio L2 dt

+ Lm d(iS + idr)
dt

d(iqs + iqr)
+ Lrn d + WhA + Riqsdt

+ d(id, + idr) - WAqr + R2'drdt

+ Lm dt Wr r + R2'qr

From equation (5.5), the d-axis and q-axis equivalent circuits of dynamic simulation

model of the squirrel cage induction motor can be deduced as shown in Fig. ??.

The electromagnetic torque (in peak values) can be calculated in the d-q reference frame

as:

3 P 
)Te =-- phAdsiqs - Aqsids (5.6)
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R CAqs L, L r Aqr RI (OA)ds Ll L2 (-S))Adr

+ -*---+

P'ds ids Ln, idr R2 Vqs 'qs L. 'qr +R2

(a) d-axis (b) q-axis

Figure 5-2: D-q simulation model of squirrel cage induction motor: (a) d-axis equivalent
circuit, (b) q-axis equivalent circuit

And the mechanical system is described by:

dw - = (Te - Tin - bm) (5.7)
dt J

where Tm is the shaft mechanical torque in N.m, J is the rotor inertia in kg.m2 , b (can be

estimated from equation 3.143) is the viscous friction coefficient in N.m/(Rad/s).

5.3 Simulation Results

The optimized three phase induction motor with the power electronic drive circuit (Fig. 5-

2) is simulated in Matlab/Simulink to evaluate its performance. The optimized motor data

is given to the d-q simulation model. A mechanical torque T is applied to the motor to

simulate the mechanical load at a given speed. The motor system is simulated (motor and

drive) at 0.5ps, while the volt-Hz control is implemented at 50ps. The motor and inverter

data along with the simulation settings are provided in Table. 5.1.

To emulate a mechanical load of 15W at rated speed (321.7 RPM), the mechanical

torque Tm is set in the simulation to the electromagnetic torque value of the analytical and

FEA of the optimized motor obtained at the rated speed, defined as Trej. At the rated load,

Tref = 0.472N.m as obtained in Chapter 4.

Fig. 5-3 depicts the simulation results at rated torque (thus rated speed). The figure

shows the electromagnetic torque (Fig. 5-3a), rotor speed (Fig. 5-3b), stator currents (Fig.

5-3c), input power to the drive circuit (Fig. 5-3d), mechanical power (Fig. 5-3e), and

dc link voltage (Fig. 5-3f). From Fig. 5-3a, the inverter adds switching ripple on the

electromagnetic torque but has no effect on its average value. It is also evident that the
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rotor speed (322.5 RPM) is close to the reference value (321.7 RPM), and has insignificant

fluctuations.

The stator currents have a peak value of 0. 16A which is close to that obtained from

the analytical model (0.164A) in Chapter 4. Note the switching ripple seen at the stator

currents. Furthermore, the average input power to the drive is 23W (Fig. 4-8b). The added

losses (1.5W) are due to the power electronic drive circuit. It can be noticed from Fig. 5-3e

that the average mechanical power is around 16W as opposed to 15W in the analytical and

FE models. This is due to the fact that the d-q simulation model does not model the core

loss and slip loss due to the higher order space harmonics of airgap flux density. The dc

link voltage ripple in Fig. 5-3f does not exceed 4V due to the large size of dc link capacitor.

It is worth noting that detailed analysis of the power electronics loss was ignored in this

simulation study as it is not scope of this thesis. The main objective of this study is verify

that the overall performance of the optimized motor remains approximately the same with

the power electronic drive circuit as was shown in Fig. 5-3.

Table 5.1: System data

Grid fg=50Hz
V = 230 V, rms

Stator resistance, R1 = 53.98 (
Stator leakage inductance, L, = 0.632 1!
Rotor resistance R2 = 193.25 Q

. e . r dRotor leakage inductance L2  1.14 H
Optimized motor data (d-q model) MgeiigidcacL 1  1.5IMagnetizing inductance, Lm = 14.45 H

Number of pole pairs, p = 2
Friction coefficient, b = 0.0029 N.m.s/Rad
Motor Inertia, J = 0.0122kg.m2

Dc link Capacitor, C4 = 200 pF
Inverter Voltage, Vc = 325 V, pk

Switching frequency, f,, = 1kHz

Plant (motor & drive), T, = 0.5 pis
Simulation sampling time V/F control, T, = 50 ps
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Figure 5-3: Steady state simulation results of the optimized three phase induction motor
driven by a three leg inverter using volt-Hz control: (a) electromagnetic torque, T (N.m),
(b) rotor speed, N (rpm), (c) stator currents, I, (A), (d) drive input power Pa (W), (e)
mechanical power, Pch (W) and (f) dc link voltage, V& (V)
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis explores the design and optimization of three phase squirrel cage induction mo-

tors for the application of ceiling fans in India, with the objective of achieving a balance

between efficiency and cost. A detailed analytical model for low speed, low power three

phase squirrel cage induction motor is developed. The analysis to derive, calculate, and

solve the extended equivalent circuit to evaluate the performance of the motor design is

provided. The analytical model is validated using finite-element transient analysis. This

thesis also optimize the design of three phase induction motor using genetic algorithms

which rely on the validated analytical model for objective function evaluation. Several op-

timization objective functions were explored to reach to the optimal design that achieve

improvements in efficiency and cost. The selected optimized design weighs 4.5kg, draws

21.4W input power and delivers 15W mechanical power at a rated speed of 321rm, re-

sulting in 70% efficiency, which proves more efficient than existing household ceiling fan

motors in India. The optimized design is also validated in finite-element transient analysis.

Finally, this thesis presents the power electronic drive implementation for the proposed,

optimized motor for ceiling fans using MAT LAB/3imulink simulations. The drive imple-

ments volt-hertz control to achieve variable speed settings without deteriorating the overall

performance.
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6.2 Thesis Conclusions

Thesis conclusions can be summarized in threefold. First, although unconventional in home

appliances, three phase induction motors can be designed to be efficient and affordable

due to the reduced cost of power electronics. In this thesis, a 21.4 W, 4.5 kg three phase

induction motor ceiling fan motor was designed as compared to the 70W conventional

single phase induction motor ceiling fan in India.

Second, optimizing the performance of three phase induction motor is a trade-off be-

tween efficiency and weight (and thus cost). By experimenting with different optimization

objective functions a satisfactory balance between these two attributes can be achieved. The

third conclusion that can be drawn from this thesis is that, while the torque, input power

and mechanical power evaluated by the analytical model and finite element analysis closely

match, the stator current tend to deviate near synchronous speed. This shows a limitation

to the analytical model in modeling the saturation effect for the entire speed range.

6.3 Recommendations for Future Work

There are several recommendations for future work. Although the optimized motor design

has achieved satisfactory efficiency and weight with ordinary rectangular rotor slot shapes,

experimenting with other slot shapes may be worthwhile to further improve the efficiency.

To get higher degree of validation of the performance of the optimized motor with its

drive, it is recommended to co-simulate the drive circuit along with transient finite-element

model. This can be done in ANSYS/Simplorer environment.

While finite-element models validated the analytical model, the real experimental motor

may perform perhaps (slightly) differently. Therefore, another future work is to build the

optimized motor along with its power electronic drive circuit to validate the optimized

design experimentally.

Although preliminary results has shown that the losses of power electronic drive are not

major, a more detailed loss analysis of the power electronic drive should be pursued for a

more precise prediction of the overall efficiency of the motor system.
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Finally, a detailed comparison (cost and performance) between the optimized squirrel

cage induction motor and a benchmark, super efficient brushless dc motor ceiling fan is

recommended to identify the advantages and disadvantages of each motor, with special

focus on cost of drive, complexity of controller, active weight and performance metrics

such as efficiency and power factor.
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Appendix

The appendix contains the Matlab routines used for analysis and design of three phase

squirrel cage induction motors. Specifically, the analytical model, optimization routines,

and sensitivity analysis are implemented by the following functions and scripts:
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OptimizedMotor.m

carterf.m

wf.m

skewf.m

dispmotordata.m

performanceeval.m

dispresults.m

RunOptim.m

costfunc.m

runsensitivity.m

sensitivity-analysis-drur.m

sensitivity-analysisdsus.m

sensitivity-analysis-herjler.m

sensitivity-analysisrtsphr.m

sensitivityanalysisstsp_hs.m

sensitivity-analysis-gl.m

This is the main script of the optimized motor analysis.
It uses the optimized motor dimensions and variables ob-
tained from the optimization script, RunOptim.m

Calculates the carter factor given the slot opening, stator
or rotor core radius, number of slots, and airgap depth

Takes number of slots short pitched, number of stator slots
per pole per phase, and harmonic order as inputs and cal-
culates the winding factor

Calculates the skew factor in the rotor bars

Displays the motor data

Solves the equivalent circuit and evaluate the performance
of the motor

prints the performance results

Runs genetic algorithms to optimize the motor design.
Returns the optimized motor dimensions and parameters.

Cost function defined for the optimization routine,
RunOptim.m

Runs a sensitivity analysis between two variables.
Calls sensitivity-analysis-varlvar2.m function to per-
form sensitivity of efficiency and active weight against
var 1 and var2

Sensitivity function of rotor slot depth and width

Sensitivity function of stator slot depth and width

Sensitivity function of the endring height and axial length

Sensitivity function of rotor-tooth-slot-pitch and rotor slot
height

Sensitivity function of stator-slot-stator-pitch and stator
slot height

Sensitivity function of airgap depth and axial length
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e Optimized_Motor.m

I c This is main script to run the exaluation ot the optimized niotor design

2 The script uses the optimized dimensions and parameters obtained by the
3 I optimization routine
4
5
6 'At Define sonie global vars (later pass these as lotal %ars)
7 global m p omega RI XI Xm Xm5 Xm7 XnmnXrp X2 X25 X27 X2mn X2p R2 R25 R27...
S R2m R2p Rc Xc um np V PO nuair peB pef Rrtnls I g Rsg Na kwm kwp mteethr ...
9 BO omega0 rhoair Pbase

I/ Constants
sigAlum = 2.3e7;
sigCopper = 5.8e7;
rhocopper = 8400;
rhoalum = 2800;
rhofe = 7650;
u0 = 4*pi*le-7;
rhoair = 1.225;
nuair = 1.56e-5;

%A Alum conducti ity (S/In) ( at 150 Deg C)
% stator conductoi cond (S/n)
% coppei density in (kg/m^3)
' rotor bars mass density (kg/ni^3)
IX steel densiIN (kg/nm^3)
% permcabilitv of air (/rn)
% air density kg/rn^3
% kinematic visCositV of air (InA2/Is

%4 Design data

25 p = 2;
26 m = 2;
27 Ns = 6*p*m;

s ( I Winding dat-a
Nc =288; '4
Na = 2*p*m*Nc;
nsp = 0;
nct = 3*m -nsp;

'4 (2) Motor dimensions
Rry = 160e-3/2; /150c
dcr = 20e-3;
Rrg = Rry - dcr;
g = .35e-3; % 5 3,
Rsg = Rry - dcr - g;
Rsy = 15e-3;
Dsy = 2*Rsy;
1 = 29.5e-3;

45 ;- ( 3) Rotor slots
46 Nr = 18;

purposes
47 dr = 3e-3;
48 ur = 0.54e-3;
49 hr = 5.7e-3;
so wr = 13e-3;
51 her = 9.2e-3;
52 ler = 10e-3;

rslotp = 2*pi*(Rrg+dr)/Nr;
rssp = wr/rslotp;
rtsp = 1 - rssp;

gama = p*2*pi/Ns;
sk = le-17; 14,gama V

%4 (4) Nominal and opetatlin
VO = 230;
fO = 50;
omega0 = 2*pi*fO;
V = VO/2;
fd = 9; 360/60*p;
omega = 2*pi*fd;
PO = 15;
% (6)
Pbase
BO
peB

Data tor hyste

= 1.3;
= 1;
= 1.88;

. pole pairs
number of slots/pole/phase

, number of stator slots

q number of turns per coil
4 Armature # turns per phase
% # slots short pitched
I # slots coil throw

% rotot yoke radius (outer radius) [m]
% radial depth of totor annulus
't rotor airga p radius (inner radius)
I' physical airgap
% stator airgap radius (outet
% yoke (inner ) radius of statoi

%4 active / axial length

% numbet of rotor slots (even is chosen for symmertry

% depression depth
%- depression width
% slot depth
%X slot width
'4 end ring radial height
% end ring axial height

I/ rotor slot pitch
% rotorslotopening- -slotpitch ratio
14 rotor -tooth to slot -pitch ratio

% stator slot pitch in elect
14 rotot skew in elect. rad

g values
% grid voltage rtns
% grid frequency (Hz)
I% grid frequency (r/s)
'% drive voltage (V,rins)
'4 drive frequency (Hz)
%, drive frequency (r/s)
'4 Desired output power at rated speed

core losses calculation
I Core iron base dissp (W/kg)
%4 for loss calculation
C7 B power exponent of steel
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12
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19
20
21
22
23
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28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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42
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53
54
55
56
57
s

59

61
62
63
64
65
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67
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69
70
71
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Olt f power exponent of steel
"A core iron var base I
% core iron var base 2
'I core iron var expon I
%I core irorr var expon 2

14 (7) Statot slots

= .45;
= 0.95;
= 1.6e-3;
= l.le-3;
= 2*pi*(Rsg-ds)/Ns;
= Rsg*0.8;

'/64 Correct airgap
ccs = carterf(us,Rsg,Ns,g);
ccr = carterf(ur,Rrg,Nr,g);
ge = ccs*ccr*g;
R = Rsg + ge/2;

% packing factor
% steel laminations stacking factor
'It depression depth (in)
% depression width (m)
% stator slot pitch airgap (top) side
% maximum allowed stator slot height (m)

% carter factor stator
% carter factor rotor

%c mean airgap radius

% EQV CKT

% 1) Stator resitance

hs = 25.7e-3; % slot height
stsp = .31; 'I toothwidth-slotpitch ratio
to = stsp*sslotp ; 7 tooth -width
wst = sslotp - to; ' stator slot top width
wsb = 2*pi*(Rsg-ds-hs)/Ns-t0;
sarea = 1/2*(wsb +wst)*hs; % slot trapezodial area

Aw = slotff*sarea/(2*Nc); h wire area per phase
wireradius = sqrt(Aw/pi); 9A wire radius per phase
1w = 2*(1+pi*(Rsg-ds-hs/2)/p);% length of wire
lwt = Iw*Na; (7 effective length per phase
RI = lwt/sigCopper/Aw; %A stator resistance

' print -ome wAarnings it dimensions soilate the physics
i f hs>hsmax

fprintf('warning: stator slot height is too large: max hs is %f rIn \n',hsmax*1e3)
end

if wst<O 11 wsb<O
fprintf( Warning: Stator slot width bottom or top

end

if wsb < 2*pi*(Rsg-ds-hs)/Ns-tO
fprintf('Warning: Stator slot width bottom or top

end

is negative\n');

is negative\n');

124 1, Calculate windin2 tactors needed later to calculate inductances
125
126 kwl = wf(l,nsp,m);
127 kw5 = wf(5,nsp,m);
128 kw7 = wf(7,nsp,m);
129
130 , Zigzag order harmonic s winding factors
131 'A Note that zigzag and belt are the same if in
132 np = Ns/p + 1; % or 6n + 1
133 mu = Ns/p - 1; 'A or 6n 1
134
135 kwp = wf(np,nsp,m);
136 kwm = wf(nm,nsp ,m);
137
138 'A Statoi
139
140
141 ' 2) Airgap magne izing inductance- fundamental magnetizitig inductamice
142
143 Ltn = 3/2*4/pi*uO*R*1*(kwl*Na)A2/(pA2*ge);
144 Xm = omega*Lm;
145
146 I 3) Stam leakagc iodutian~c
147
148 ' a) Airgap leakage inductance Space harmonic leakage imiduct components
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pef
Q01
Q02
epq I
epq2

= 1.53;
= 1.08;
= 0.0144;
= 1.7;
= 16.1;

slotff
stf
ds
us
sslotp
hsmax



149
150 9<4 Belt le akage
151 LmS = Lm*(kw5/kwi/5)A2;
152 Xm5 = omega*Lm5;
153 Lm7 = Lm*(kw7/kwl/7)A2;
154 Xm7 = omega*Lm5;
155
156 14 Zigza g leakage
157 if n>1
158 Lmp = Lm*(kwp/kwl/np)A2;
159 Xmp = omega*Lmp;
160
161 Lam = lm*(kwm/kwl /MnM)A2;
162 Xhin = omega*Lmn;
163 end
164
165 (4 b) Slot leakage
166
167 A slot leakage notes:
168 (4 number of slots per phase with two coils with the the same phase =
169 ( = 2yp*(m -nsp) .
170 ( number of slots per phase sharing with another phase = 2*p*nsp
171 %71 number of mutual slots between each pair of phases = pensp
172 (4 slot leakage = self -- mutual
173 self = 44sLslot*2p(m-nsp) + Lslot*2*p*nsp
174 ' where Lslot = Nc^2*uO*l r(hs/3ws + ds/us)
175 ' mutual = -- Lslot p*1nsp
176 The negative sign since the conductors have currents in oppos. directions
177 %OR interms of Nc:
178 % Lslot = NCA2PermSlol;

179 1 1 sslolleak2 p L slot *(8 n - 57.nsp
Is()
isi w_ave = (wst+wsb) /2;
182 Psslot = uO*1*(hs/3/w_ave + ds/us);
183 Lsslotleak = NaA2/p*Psslot *(2/m - 5/4*nsp/mA2);
184 Xsslot = Lsslotleak*omega;
135
186 (4 c End -windion leakage inductance
187
is wp = nct/(3*m); 'A winding pitch as a ratio of coil throwk to pole pitch
189 Xe = 7*fd*3*NaA2*(2*Rsg)/pA2*le-6*(wp - 0.3);
190 Le = Xe/omega;
191 7( Xe 1:4 -/2+( uO ; 1 ./4/pi^ 2) Naeg a 2 /Na^2/p^2,(wp o 3)
192
193 LI = Lsslotleak + Le;
t94 X1 = Xsslot + Xe;
195
196 Rotoi

198 ( 1 Skew leakage (we are consider it on the rotor side
199
200 kal = skedwf(1,sk);
201 ks5 = skewf(5,sk);
202 ks7 = skewf(7,sk);
203 kap = skewf(np,sk);
204 ksm = skewf (nm, sk);
205
206 ( Rotot skew leakage inductances relfiered to stator
207 LskI = Lm *(l - kslA2)/kslA2 ; Xskl = omega*Lskl;
20 Lsk5 = Lm5*(0 - ks5A2)/ks5A2 ; Xsk5 = omega*Lsk5;
209 Lsk7 = Lm7*(l - ks7A2)/ks7A2 ; Xsk7 = omega*Lsk7;
210 i f n>1
211 Lskp = Lmp*(l - kspA2)/kspA2 ; Xskp = omega*Lskp;
212 Lskm = Lxnm*(1 - ksmA2)/ksmA2 ; Xskm = omega*Lskm;
213 end
214
215 (4 2) Rotor slot harmonics
216
217 skin-depth = 1/sqrt(pi*fd*u0*sigAlum); %. skin depth 33mni >> hr
218
219 Lrslotleak = uO*l*(hr/3/wr + dr/ur); (4 H
220 Lrslotleak5 = Lrslotleak*(kw5/kwl)A2;
221 Lrslotleak7 = Lrslotleak*(kw7/kwl)A2;
222 if an>l
223 Lrslotleakp = Lrslotleak*(kwp/kwl)A2;
224 Lrslotleakm = Lrslotleak*(kwm/kwl)A2;
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end

4 Fundamental
X2slot = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*Lrslotleak)/kslA2; % divide by ksl^2
I/ when referring to the siator side
'A Belt ;
X25slot = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*Lrslotleak5)/ks5^2;
X27slot = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*Lrslotleak7)/ks7^A2;
4 Zigzag:
if nol

X2pslot = (12*omega*NaA2*kwIA2/Nr*Lrslotleakp)/ksp^2;
X2mslot = (12*omega*NaA2*kwl A2/Nr* Lrslotleakm) /ksm^ 2;

end

14 3) End ring leakage extended to slot /rotoi bar leakage

/ Based on Grover 's formula for the self inductance of a circular ring
9/. with mean radius (Ri+her/2) with a sqaure cross section (ignote depression)
er-mean-radius = Rrg+her/2;
Ler = uO*ermeanradius*1/2/Nr*...

( 1/2*(1+wr*hr/er-mean-radius A2/6)*log (8* er-mean-radius A2/wr/hr) ...
-. 8434 + .2041*wr*hr/er-mean-radiusA2 );

L2e = Ler/2/( sin (p*pi /Nr))^2; 4 leakage inductance of one endring
L25e = L2e*(kw5/kwl)A2;
L27e = L2e*(kw7/kwl)A2;
if no.1

L2pe = L2e*(kwp/kwl)A2;
L2me = L2e*(kwm/kwl)A2;

end

% Fundanenal:
X2e = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*L2e)/kslA2; Iq
% when refeiring to the stator side
4 Belt .
X25e = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*L25e)/ks5A2;
X27e = (12*omega*NaA2*kwA2/Nr*L27e)/ks7A2;
/, Zigzag:
i f nO1

X2pe = (12*omega*NaA2*kwI A2/Nr*L2pe) /kspA2;
X2me = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*L2me)/ksmA2;

end

divide by kslA2

4 4) Rotor zigzag hatmonics

%A. Fundamental
X2z = XM*pA2*( 1/(Nr+p )A2 + 1/(Nr-p )A2 )/ksIA2;
% Belt
X25z = YjMpA2*(kw5/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+5*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-5*p)A2 )/ks5A2;
X27z = Xm*p2*(kw7/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+7*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-7*p)A2 )/ks7A2;
% Zigzag
X2pz = XM*pA2*(kwp/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+np*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-np*p)A2 )/kspA2;
X2mz = Xm*pA2*(kwm/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+nm*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-nm*p)A2 )/ksmA2;

'/ Compute Total leakage ieactance
X2 = X2slot + X2e + X2z + Xskl;
X25 = X25slot + X25e + X25z + Xsk5;
X27 = X27slot + X27e + X27z + Xsk7;
i f n>1
X2p = X2pslot + X2pe + X2pz + Xskp;
X2m = X2mslot + X2me + X2mz + Xskm;
end

4 5) Rotor resitance ( re teied to statoi

'A Alger 's Method:

; R2b: resistance in one bat /rotorslot
" R2e: tesistance in one endring
' Rer: bar bar endring aesistance (ith endring resitance eleroent ovei a pitch
z ol Totot slot)

K le,pk integral of bar currents oser hall pole pitch
C = integral (l/2-Ni lb ,pk/2/p'sin (n-Ip) ieh a1.O ->pi/(2*p))
', le pk Nr*lb ,pk/(2*pi*p)
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300 % Ploss ,e/ Ploss b Je^A2/Jb^2 * 2*vol one--endring/vol bar = Rele tot ^2/RbIb 11 ^2
301 x le, tot lb lot (total endring current
302 Je Jb = Nr/2/ pi /p*wr*hr /he*le = Nr/21 pi /p*wr/ le ( assuming hr he
303 4 vol ,e pi 4((Ri+he)^2 - R.i^2)* le = 2*pi*Ri*he*le + pi*heA2*le
304 ' vol b = wr*hrl s*Nr ( ignoring the depression volume)
305 A R2e/R2b = Nr*wrsRi/pi*pA2*le*l
306 % In Alget 's 'he' is left out assuming that Ri>>he
307 thus , R2e = (Nr*wr*Ri/pi*p^2*le*l) * (rhol /wr/hr)
30 4 R2e = 1/2*(rho*2*pi*Ri/Nr/hr/Ie) / (pi*p/Nr'2
309 R2e = 1/2* Rer / (pi*p/Nr)A2
310
311
312 % More detailed method (Lippo's Introduction to AC Machine Design)
313
314 , R2e = 1/2-.Ree/sinA2(p*pi/Nr)
315 % if you take first order tylor series of sin^2lp.pi/Nr) = (pi~p/Nr)A2-
316 ' R2c = I/ 2R2ee/(pi'p/Nr)^'2 which as the same as Alger's
317
31s R2b = 1/(sigAlum*(wr*hr + ur*dr));
319 Rer = 2*pi*Rrg/Nr/her/ler/sigAlum;
32o Remethod = 'detailed*; % choose between reduced oi dei or detailed
321

322 if(strcmp(Remethod, reduced order')) 1 (Alget
323 R2e = R2b*Nr*Rrg*wr/(pi*l*ler*pA2);
324 else / detailed Lippo's)
325 R2e = Rer/2/(sin(p*pi/Nr))A2;
326 end
327
328
329 R2be = R2b + R2e;
330
331
332 R2 = 12*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*R2be/ksIA2;
333 R25 = 12*NaA2*kw5A2/Nr*R2be/ks5A2;
334 R27 = 12*NaA2*kw7A2/Nr*R2be/ks7A2;
335 if H>1
336 R2p = 12*NaA2*kwpA2/Nr*R2be/kspA2;
337 R2m = 12*NaA2*kwmA2/Nr*R2be/ksMA2;
338 end
339
340 Calculate Core elements

342
343 4 ( first calculate the stator core loss density (W/Kg)ot
344 (a) stator teeth , (b) stator back iron , (c) rotor teeth , (d) rotor back
345 iion
346
347 Bg = p*V/(2*Rsg*l*Na*kwl*omega); air gap flux density
348
349 Q (at Stator teeth
350
351 Bst = Bg/stsp*stf; % stator toolh lux denity
352 Pst = Pbase*abs(Bst/BO)ApeB*abs(omega/omegaO)Apef; tooth loss density fW/kg)
353 Qst = (QOI*abs(Bst/BO)Aepql + Q02*abs(Bst/BO)Aepq2)*abs(omega/omegaO);
354
355 2i (b) Statot back iron
356 dsc = (Rsg-hs); depth ot the core
357 Bcs = Bg*(Rsg+ge/2)/(p*dsc/stf); % stator back iron flux density
358
359 % Pdc Peloss(Keddy Kh Kex.f Bcs), 1 W/Vol
360 Pdc = Pbase*abs(Bcs/BO)ApeB*abs(omega/omegaO)Apef; 4 badk iron loss densitN
361 Qdc = (QO1*abs(Bcs/BO)Aepql + Q02*abs(Bcs/BO)Aepq2)*abs(omega/omegaO);
362 back iron VAR density
363
364 A (c ) Rolm teeth
365 Brt = Bg/rtsp; % rotoi tooth flux density
366 Qrt = (QO1*abs(Brt/BO)Aepql + Q02*abs(Brt/BO)Aepq2)*abs(omega/omegaO);
367 % rotor teeth var density
368
369 % (d) Rotor back iron
370
371 Bcr = Bg*(Rrg-ge/2)/( p*(dcr-hr) )*stf; % iotot back iron flux density
372 Pdrc = Pbase*abs(BCr/BO)ApeB*abs(omega/omegaO)Apef; % back iron loss density
373
374 1 2) calcualte the mass of (a) back iron (h) teeth and (c) conductot
375
376 % (a) Mass of back iron
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377 mcores = pi*(Rsg-ds-hs - Dsy/2)A2*l*rhofe ;
378 mcorer = pi*(RryA2-(Rrg+dr+hr)A2)*l*rhofe;
379
380 % (b) Mass of tooth
381 mteeths =( ds*(sslotp-us) + hs*( sslotp-(wst+wsb)/2 ) )*l*Ns*rhofe; k m expr
382 mteethr = pi *((Rrg+dr+hr )A2-(Rrg ) A2)*I*rhofe* rtsp;
383
384 V (c) Conductor mass
385 rslot-area = wr*hr+ur*dr;
386 mconds = 3*lwt*Aw* rhocopper; % stator conductor niass
387 mcondr = Nr*rslotarea*l*rhoalum + 2*(pi*((Rrg+dr+her)A2-(Rrg+dr)A2)...
388 *ler*rhoalum); % rotoi conductor mass inculding end ring
389
390 mstator = mcores + mteeths + mconds; 'ii total mass of stator
391 mrotor = mcorer + mteethr + mcondr; %4 total mass of rotor
392 mtot = mstator + mrotor; %4 total active mass of the IM
393
394 cX Motor tmoment ot inertia: (only for result display)
395 1h stator
396 Ds = 2*Rsg;
397 Jsx = l/8*mstator*DsA2;
398 Jsy = 1/4*mstator*(DsA2/4 + JA/3);
399 Js = sqrt(JsxA2+JsyA2);
400 % rotoi
401 D1 = 2*Rry;
402 D2 = 2*Rrg;
403 Jrx = I/8*mrotor*(D1A2 + D2A2);
404 Jry = 1/4*mrotor*( (DlA2 + D2A2)/4 + 1A2/3);
405 Jr = sqrt (JrxA2+JryA2);
4W5
407 J = sqrt(JsA2+JrA2);
405
409 '% total stator core loss at nominal flux densit)
410 Pc = Pstsmteeths + Pdc * mcores;
411 % Pc = Pstspi*Rsg^2el + Pdc C pi*(Rsg-hsA2fl/p;
412
413 % total VAR loss ( stator cote + stator teeth 4 rotor teeth) at nominal BO
414 Qc = Qstsmteeths + Qdc*mcores + Qrt*mteethr;
415
416 %A then core parallel resistance is %
417 Rc = 3*VA2/Pc;
418 'A and parallel reactance is
419 Xc = 3*VA2/Qc;
420
421 '-A Compute the no load los.s iii otor tceth because of stator slot tpernin.
422 7 modulation of fundamental flux density
423
424 IA parallel resistance element for zigzag flux loss
425 'A( first . generate nominal zigzag flux variation
426 '1 thetad is the normalized angular slot opening
427 thetad = Ns*us/Rsg;
428
429 f/ BH is the nominal flux variation
430 BH = Bg * (2/ pi) * sin (0.5* thetad);
431 '4 Pr(nls = Peloss(Keddy ,Kh,Kex, I BH): % W/Vol
432 Prtnis = PO*abs(BH/BO)ApeB*abs(Ns*omega/omegaO)Apef; 'A back iron loss density
433 '4 so then the equivalent resistance is
434 Rrtnls = 3 * V^2 / PrInis
435
436 'h Display Motor Data
437 dispmotordata
438
439 %= = ==== ===
440 %. Motor Analysis
441 == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
442
443 '4 Motor a n a I s i
444
445 s = logspace(-6,0,1e3);
446 [y sp] = performanceeval(s);
447 It = y(
448 Pin = y(2
449 S = y(3
450 PagI = y(4
451 Pag5 = y(5
452 Pag7 = y(6
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453 Pagm = y(7,:);
454 Pagp = Y(8 :) ;
455 Pag = y(9,:) ;
456 Pslipl = y (10
457 Pslip5 = y (I ,
458 Pslip7 = y(12,:);
459 Pslipm = y(13 :);
4m Pslipp = y(14,:);
461 Pslip = y(15 :);
462 Pa = y(16,:);
463 Pc = y(17
464 Prtnls = y (18
465 Prtls = Y(19
466 Pwf = y(20,:);
467 POSS = y(21
468 Pmech = y(22
469 Te = y(23
470 Tm = y(24
471 eff = y(25
472 pf = y(26
473 121 = y(27
474 125 = y(28
475 127 = y(29,:);
476 12m = y(30,:)
477 I2p = y(3 ,
478 Ic = y(32
479 Vr = y(33
4W0 ff = y(34
481 ,i
482 Tstarting = Te(end); -starting torque at slip = 1
483
484 if isempty(sp) % it power spec i , not met
485 fprintf('Pconv,pk < Pout.rating \n');
486 else . evaluate when design meet power requirement
487 yp = performance-eval(sp);
48M It0 = yp(I);
489 PinO = yp(2);
490 SO = yp(3);
491 PaglO = yp(4);
492 Pag50 = yp(5);
493 Pag70 = yp(6);
494 PagmO = yp(7);
495 Pagp0 = yp(8);
496 Pago = yp (9) ;
497 PslipIO = yp(10);
498 Pslip50 = yp(I1);
499 Pslip70 = yp(12) ;
500 Pslipmo = yp(13);
501 PslippO = yp(14);
502 PslipO = yp(15);
503 Pao = yp( 1 6 );
504 PcO = yp(17) ;
so Prtnas0 = yp(18) ;
S0 PrtIsO = yp(19);
507 Pwfo = yp(20);
sM PlossO = yp(21);
309 Pmech0 = yp(22) ;
510 Teo = yp(23);
511 TmO = yp(24);
512 effO = yp(25);
513 pf0 = yp(26);
514 1210 = yp(2 7 );
5W5 1250 = yp( 2 8 );
516 1270 = yp(29);
517 12m0 = yp(30);
518 I2pO = yp(31);
519 IcO = yp(32);
520 Vro = yp(33);
521 ff0 = yp(34);
522
523 calculdte kurient densities:
524
525 4 stator
526 Jslimit = 5; % Arms/nm^2 (based on Lippo's table6 .6 for ODP motors clip 6 pg 285)
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527
528 JsORPM = abs(It(end))/Aw*le-6;
529 JsRated = abs(ItO)/Aw*le-6;
530
531 r t o r
532
533 I20RPM = sqrt (abs(I21(end ))A2abs(25(end))A2+abs(I27(end ))A2+abs (I2m(end ))A2+abs (I2p(

end))A2);
534 2Rated = sqrt(abs(1210 )A2+abs(I250 )A2+abs(1270 )A2+abs(12m0)A2+abs(12pO)A2);
535
536 9 bar current desnity
537 IbORPM = 6*Na*kwl/Nr*I20RPM;
538 IbRated = 6*Na*kwl/Nr*I2Rated;
539
540 Jblimit = 7.75; Arms/rnA2 or 5000 Arns/inA2 as indicated by Lippo chp6 pg 285
541
542 JbORPM = IbRPM/rslot_area*Ie-6;
543 JbRated = IbRated/rslotarea*le-6;
544
545 % end ting
546 endring-current = 'exact'; alstOiderTylor
547 if(strcmp(endring-current ,exact'))
548 IeORPM = abs(IbORPM/(1-exp(j*2*pi*p/Nr)));
549 IeRated = abs(IbRated/(1-exp(j*2*pi*p/Nr)));
50 elseif(strcmp(endringcurrent,'IstOrderTylor'))
551 IeORPM = IbORPM*Nr/2/pi/p;
552 IeRated = IbRated*Nr/2/pi/p;
553 end
554
555 JeORPM = IeRPM/rslotarea*le-6;
536 JeRated = IeRated/rslotarea*Ie-6;
557
558 9 Calculate skin depth at slip.
559 skin-depth-rated-speed = 1/sqrt (sp*pi*fd*uO*sigAlum);
560 skin-depth-rated-speed-to-hr = skin-depth-rated-speed /hr;
561
562 % plot result.,,
563
564 omegam = omega/p*(-s);
565 N = omegam*60/(2*pi);
566 NO = omega/p*(I-sp)*60/2/pi;
567
568 figure(1);
569 plot (N,Te, 'LineWidth ' ,2);
570 hold on;
571 plot(NO,TeO,'* );
572 hold off;
573 grid on;
574 xlabel('Rotational speed in RPM')
575 ylabel(*Nm')
576 ti tie ('Torque -speed curve');
577
578 figure (2);
579 plot (N,Tm, 'LineWidth 1.5)
590 hold on;
581 plot (NO,TmO,');
532 hold off;
583
584 grid on;
585 grid minor;
586 xlabel('Rotational speed in RPM')
587 ylabel('N.mn)
588 title (Mechanical Torque-speed curve
589
590 figure(3);
591 plot(N,Pmech, 'LineWidth ,1.5)
592 hold on;
593 plot(NO,PmechO,'*');
594 hold off;
595
596 grid on;
597 grid minor;
598 xlabel(' Rotational speed in RPM')
599 ylabel('W)
600 title ('Converted mechanical power*);
601
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602 figure(4);
603
604 plot(N,Pin, 'LineWidth' ,1.5)
605 hold on;
606 plot(NO,PinO, );
607 hold off;
6M8
609 grid on;
610 grid minor;
611 xlabel('Rotational speed in RPM')
612 ylabel('W')
613 title(Input powei);
614
615 figure(5);
616 plot(N,eff , 'LineWidth' ,1.5)
617 hold on;
618 plot (NO, effO ,')

619 hold off;
620
621 grid on;
622 grid minor;
623 xlabel('Rotational speed in RPM')
624 ylabel ('Percentage ')
625 title ('Efficiency versus speed');
626
627 figure(6);
628 plot (N, pf , ' LineWidth ' ,1.5)
629 hold on;
630 plot(NO,pfO,
631 hold off;
632
633 grid on;
634 grid minor;
635 xlabel('Rotational speed in RPM )
636 ylabel(~Per unit')
637 title ('PF versus speed',);
638
639 figure(7);
640 plot (N,Pc, 'LineWidth ,J.5)
641 hold on;
642 plot(NO,PcO, '*');

643 hold off;
644
645 grid on;
646 grid minor;
647 xlabel(*Rotational speed in RPM
648 ylabel('Per unit')
649 title('Core Loss');
650
651 figure (7);
652 plot (N, abs (It),'LineWidth ,l.5)
653 hold on;
654 plot(NO,abs(It),'*');
655 hold off;
656
657 grid on;
658 grid minor;
659 xlabel('Rotational speed in RPM)
660 ylabel('Ia (A)')
661 title('Terminal current .RMS');
662
663 figure(8);
664 plot(N,abs(121), LineWidth ,.5)
665 hold on;
666 plot(NO,abs(I210),'*s);
667 hold off;
666
669 grid on;
670 grid minor;
671 xlabel('Rotaiional speed in RPM')
672 ylabel('I21 (A)')
673 title ('Fundamental rotor current, RMS');
674
675 figure (9);
676 plot (N, ff, 'LineWidth ' ,J.5)
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677 hold on;
678 plot (NO, ff0,'4
679 hold off;
680
681 grid on;
682 grid minor;
683 xlabel('Rotational speed in RPM')
684 ylabel('N.m.s/Rad-)
685 title('Friction Factor versus speed');
686
687 ' display results if the power requirement
688 dispresults
689 end

carterf.m

I function cc = carterf(u,Ri,Ns,g)
2 '4CARTERF calculates the effective airgap using Cartet Correction factor
3
4 ''WX/% I n p u t *YA1/
S 14 u slot opening width (depression width)
6 , Ri stator inner radius
7 'h Ns : number of stator slots
8 '4 g physical airgap
9

10 (/ANAFI% Ou t p u t V/el/&
It q cc: carter's coefficient
12
13 'h ueff
14 % Background
15 '4 Account for effect of rotor and statoi slot openings on airgap: Carter 's
16 %7 airgap correction For reference look at "Design of Rotating Electrical
17 '47 Machines fot Juha PyrhAfinen"
18
19 '4 Carter ' s factor
20 '. Kc = slot pitch /slot pitch - equivalent slot opening) Bmax/Bave
21 '4 Kc = spitch /( spitch -- ueff) spitch /( spitch - facu)
22 % fac is derived given at the case areas SI + SI = S2
23 % The equivalent slot opening (equivalent slot depression width) is defined
24 % when the real flux density is replaced with constant flux density under
25 "1 teeth and 7erc under slot.
26
27 spitch = 2*pi*Ri/Ns; I/, Nlit pitch
28 fac = (2/pi)*(atan(u/2/g) - 2*g/u*log(sqrt(l+(u/2/g)^2)));
29 '%i approxi mati on of fac: fac u/g/15 + u/g)
30 ueff = fac*u; 4 elfectie slot opening width
31 cc = 1/(1- ueff/spitch);
32
33 end

* Wf.m

I function kw = wf(n,nss,m)
2 This function calculates the winding tacto
3
4 I- Inputs
5 9c i. space harmonic order
6 s nss: number of slots being short pitched
7 m number of slots per pole per phase
8 -- Output
9 kw: kvinding factor at the th order harmonic

10
11
12 gama pi/(3*m); It loi Lt angui la di placcmntcn in cle(i rad
13 alpha = pi - nss*gama;
14
15 ' ot
16 '- ict = 3- 1 - itss: % coil throw after short pitching
17 4 alpha = gama*nct ; A or winding - pitch angle in elect rad
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18
19 %A Pitch factor
20 kp = sin(n*alpha/2)*sin(n*pi/2); Q, the + -I factor will not affect the
21 GA inductances but will effect the Br( theta) it you're plotting it
22
23 4 kp = cost n *(rss*gamna)/2) 'A here no need to worry about the +-I factor
24 'A since the cosine is always positive
25
26 4 Distribution / hreadth factor
27 kb = sin (n*rn*gama/2) /(m* s in (n*gama/2));
28

29 kw = kp*kb;
30
31 end

skewf.m

1 function ks = skewf(n,sk)
2 ' skewf calculates the skew fattot for a given flux den itN space harmonic
3 ' component and a skew angle
4 %A input:
5 it : space harmonic order
6 s sk: skew angle in clectrical radians
7 ' Output:
8 ks- skew factoi
9

to %A Eqivalent ckt for skew leakage
11
12 %- - - I: ks ___ __ Xm(1 ks^2)
13 ' I I
14 9 I ) (
15 %l Xm ) I I
16 % I ) (
17 'A I
ist % _- - - - -- - - - -
19 ' Note: there are no unique method to incorporate skew leakage Many EQV
20 c circuits are mathenetically equivalent in accounting fot the skew leakage
21 H However we are going to adopt the intuitive equivalent circuit which
22 considers the skew leakage on the rotor side with a transformer model of
23 1 ksk ratio since it fully conforms with the essential physical
24 conditions in flux tube model/electromagnetic ckt of the induction motor.
25 In other words it is the safest method to asoid incorrect use of the
26 ci, the priniciple of superposition when magnetic saturation is present
27
28 IA For more on this , refer to "Comparison of alternative skew-effect
29 q parameters of cage inducrion motors , 0 1. Butler"
30
31 ks = sin(n*sk/2)/(n*sk/2);
32
33 end

dispmotordata.m

I fprintf( \n ' )
2 fprintf( ' 3ph Motor for ceiling fans designed data
3 fprintf ('==\n')
4
5 fprintf('\u')
6 fprintf('Winding Configuration: \n);
7 fprintf ( 'Distributed (m>l) double layer lap coil \ t
a fprintf('Number of slots /pole/phase . in = %g \n',m);
9 fprintf('\n')

10
It fprintf('Number of pole pairs , p = %g \n' ,p);
12 fprintf( 'Number of stator slots , Ns = %g \n',Ns);
1. fprintf('Number of rotor bars . Nr = %g \n',Nr);
14 fprintf('Number of turns per coil = %g \rr' ,Nc);
15 fprintf('Total number of turns/phase = %g \n',Na);
16
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fprintf( ' \n' )
fprintf( Active length
fprintf('Rotor outer diameter (2s Rry)
fprintf( Rotor inner diameter (2*Rrg
fprintf('Rotor core radial depth
fprintf('Physical airgap (g)
fprintf(' Stator diameter (2*Rsg)

fprintf( \n )
fprintf('Stator slot pitch
fprintf( *Tooth to slot -pitch ratio
fprintf ('Tooth width
fprintf( Stator slot top width
fprintf('Stator slot bottom width
fprintf( Stator slot height
fprintf('Stator depression depth
fprintf (' Stator depression width
fprintf( Stator slot area

= %g cm \n',1*100);
= %g cm \n' ,2*Rry*100);
= %g cm \i' ,2*Rrg*100);

%g cm \n',dcr*100);
%g in \n', g*Ie3);

= %g cm \n ',2*Rsg*1e2);

= %g nm \n ,sslotp*1000);
= %g \n' ,stsp);
= %g inn \n' ,tO*1000);
= %g Mn \n ,wst*1000);

%g nn \n*,wsb*1000);
= %g mn \n' ,hs*1000);
= %g nt \n ,ds*1000);
= %g nm \n' ,us*1000);
= %g nrm^2 \n ',sarea*Ie6);

fprint[(f' \n )
fprint[( 'Rotor
fprintf( 'Rotor
fprintf( 'Rotor
fprintf( Rotor
fprintf( 'Rotor
fprintf( 'Rotor
fprintf( Rotor

slot height
slot width
depression depth
depression width
tooth to slot-pitch
endring radial hiegh
endring axial lengt

=%g
=%g
=%g

ratio= %g
( = %g nin

h = %g mrn

nn \n',hr*1000);
mn \n',wr*1000);
nn \n',dr*1000);
ni \n' ,ur*1000);
\n' ,rtsp);
\n',her*1000);
\n' ,ler*1000);

fprintf('\n )
fprintf( 'Physical airgap = %g mm. Equivalent airgap = %g nin \n \n'

g*le3 ,ge*le3);

fprintf(' Stator \n )
fprint[('=== == == == == == == == == == === == == == == =\n')

fprint f(' \n')
fprintf( l) Airgap inductances: \n \Xi)

fprintf ('Fundamental airgap magnetizing inductance and reactance: \n )
fprintf('Lm =%g mH Xm = %g Ohm \n' ,Ln*1e3, Xm);

fprintf('\n')
fprintf( ' Airgap space harmonic leakage elements: \n')

fprintf('Lm,5 = %g mH
fprintf ('Lm.7 = %g mH
i f =>I
f p r i n t f ( 'Lm, p = %g mH
fprintf('Lm.m = %g mH
end

Xm.5 = %g Ohun \n ,Lm5*1e3,Xm5)
Xm,7 = %g Ohm \n' ,Lm7*1e3,Xm7)

Xn, p = %g Ohm \i' ,nLmp* e3, Xp)
Xm.m = %g Ohm \n' ,Lm*1e3,Xnun)

70 fprintf('\n')
71 fprintf( 2) Stator leakage inductances: \n')
72 fprintf(' a) Slot leakage \n')
73 fprintf( LI, slot = %g mi-H Xl slot =%g Ohm\n', Lsslotleak*1e3, Xsslot)
74 fprintf(' h) Endwinding leakage \n')
75 fprin t f (' LI ew = %g mH X I ew = %g Ohm \' ,Le*1e3,Xe)
76
77 fprintf('\n')
78 fprintf( 'Stator leakage Inductance LI = Ll slot + LI. endwinding \n'
79 fprintf ('LI = %g mH \n' ,LI*1e3);
so fprintf( ' Stator leakage reactance XI = Xl, slot + X, endwinding \i');
at fprintf ('XI = %g Ohm \n' ,XI)
82
83 fprintf(\n)
84 fprintf( '3) Stator resistance: \n')
85 fprintf('R = %g Ohm \n-, RI)
86 fprintf('Slot Packing( fill) factor = %g \n ,slotff)
87 fprintf ( 'Stator effective length of wire per phase = %g meters \i ,lwt)
88 fprintf('Stator slot area = %g nmA2 \n ,sarea*1e6);
89 fprintf( 'Effective slot area ( packing-factor* slot area) = %g n^n2 \n , slotff*sarea

*1e6);
go fprintf ( 'Area of stator wire of I turn ( per phase) = %g nmA2 \n ,Aw*Ie6)
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fprintf ( 'Wire diameter per phase = %g rn \n',2*wireradius
*1e3);

fprintf( '\n )
fpri ntf ('4) Core branch: \n'
fprinif ('Rc = %g kOhm\n, Rcle-3)
fprintf ( 'Xc = %g kOhm \ n Xc*Ie -3)

fprintf( ' \n )
fprintf( Rotor \n')
fprintf( = = = = = = = =\n')

fprintf( All rotor quantities are referred to stator ')
fprintf( Rotor leakage inductances: \n' )

fprintf( \n )
fprintf(' I) Rotor leakage inductances: \n
fprintf( a) Rotor skew \n')
fprintf(' L21,skew = %g mH
fprintf-( L25.skew = %g mH
fprintf (' L27,skew = %g mH
i f n1
fprintf (' L2p,skew = %g rH
fprintf(' L2m.skew = %g m-H
end

X2,sk-l = %g Ohm\n ,Lskl*1e3,Xskl)
X2. sk_5 = %g Ohm\n' ,Lsk5*1 e3, Xsk5)
X2, sk_7 %g Ohm\n' ,Lsk7*1e3,Xak7)

X2, sk_p = %g Ohni\n' ,Lskp*1e3,Xskp)
X2. skm = %g Ohm\n ',Lskm*1e3,Xskm)

fprintf( \n' )
fprintf(' b)
fprintf ('
fprintf(
fpr in t f(
if n1
fprintf('
fprintf(
end

fprintf( \n)
fprintf(' c)

fprintf('
*1e9)

fprintf (
fprintf (
fprintf (
if =>1
fprintf (
fprintf('
end

fprintf( \n )
fprintf(' d
fprintf(
fprintf(
fprintf(
fprintf(

Ns +I. Ns
fprintf(

Rotor slot leakage
L21, slot = %g nH
L25.slot = %g nH
L27, slot = %g nH

L2p, slot = %g nH
L2m. slot = %g nH

inductances: \n')
X21, slot = %g Ohm \n' ,Lrslotleak*1e9, X2slot)
X25, slot = %g Ohm \n* ,Lrslotleak5*1e9, X25slot)
X27, slot = %g Ohm \n ' ,Lrslotleak7*19, X27slot)

X2p, slot = %g Ohm \n' ,Lrslotleakp*1e9, X2pslot)
X2m, slo t = %g Ohm \n ,Lrslotleakm*1e9, X2mslot)

Rotor end winding leakage inductances: \n')

L.2et b-b ( ith endring inductance over a pitch of totor slot = %g ni \n' ,Ler

L21,er = %g nH
L25,er = %g nH
L27,er = %g nH

L2p, er = %g nH
L2m,er = %g nH

Rotor zigzag leakage
L21 .zigzag = %g mH
L25, zigzag = %g M
L27.zigzag = %g mH
L2p,zigzag = %g mH
I in case of m=I

L2m, zigzag = %g nH

fprintf('\n')
fprintf ( 'Rotor leakage reactance X2

fprintf('X2 = %g Ohm \n',X2)
fprintf('X2,5 = %g Ohm \n' ,X25)
fprintf('X2,7 = %g nOhm \n' ,X27)
if n1l
fprintf('X2,p = %g Ohm \n ,X2p)
fprintf('X2.m = %g Ohm \n ',X2m)
end

fprintf ( '\n )
fprintf( '2) Rotor resistance: \n')
fprintf(*\n')

X21, er = %g Ohm \ it ,L2e*1e9, X2e)
X25, e r = %g Ohm \n' ,L25e*1e9, X25e)
X27, e r = %g Ohm \n' ,L27e*1e9, X27e)

X2p, er = %g Ohm \n' ,L2pe*1e9, X2pe)
X2m,er = %g Ohm \n ,L2me*1e9, X2me)

inductances: \n')
X21, zigzag = %g Ohtn \n ' ,X2z/2/ pi Ifd*1e3, X2z)
X25, zigzag = %g Ohm \n' ,X25z/2/pi/fd*1e3, X25z)
X27,zigzag = %g Ohm \n' ,X27z/2/pi/fd*1e3, X27z)
X2p zigzag = %g Ohm \n' ,X2pz/2/pi/fd*le3, X2pz) %

X2m, zigzag = %g Ohm \n' ,X2mz/2/pi/fd*1e3, X2mz)

= X2, slot + X2,skew + X2,zigzag \n');
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164 if (skindepth > (5*hr))
165 fprintf( ' Skin Depth at locked rotor (unity slip) = %g rm >> rotorslot depth = %g rnm

n ',skindepth*1e3,hr*1e3);
166 fprintf ('No need to consider deep rotor bar effect \n')
167 end
168 fprintf('\n );
169 fprintf (' R2slot = %g uOhm \n' ,R2b*1e6)
170 fprintf('R2end (of one endring) = %g uOhm \n' ,R2e*1e6)
171 fprintf( 'R2b-b (ith endring resistance over a pitch of rotor slot) = %g uOhm \n' ,Rer*1e6)
172 fprintf('2) Rotor resistance: \n')
173 fprintf('R2 = %g Ohm \n' ,R2)
174 fprintf('R2,5 = %g Ohm \n*,R25)
175 fprintf('R2.7 = %g Ohm \n' ,R25)
176 i f nA
177 fprintf ('R2,p = %g Ohm \n ',R2p)
178 fprintf('R2,m = %g Ohm \n ,R2m)
179 end
180
181 fprintf('\n')
182 fprintf( Weight and Inertia \n')
183 f\p ri tf ( '= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = \n )
184 fprintf ( 'Weight of induction motor = %g kg \n' ,mtot);
185
186 fprintf('\n')
187 fprintf('a. Mass of the stator = %g kg \n' ,mstator);
19a fprinif('(a) Back iron = %g kg \n*,mcores);
189 fprintf('(b) Teeth = %g kg \n' ,mteeths);
190 fprintf('(a) Winding = %g kg \n' ,mconds);
191
192 fprintf('\n )
193 fprintf('b. Mass of the rotor = %g kg \n',mrotor);
194 fprintf ('(a) Back iron = %g kg \n' ,mcorer);
195 fprintf('(b) Teeth = %g kg \n*,mteethr);
196 fprintf('(a) Bars = %g kg \n' ,mcondr);
197 f pr i n tf( ' -------------------------------------- -- - ------------ ---- ---- -- -\n );
198
199 fprintf( \n*)
200 fprintf(' \n );
201 fprintf('Moment of inertia of the IM = %g kg m^2 \n',J);
202 fprintf( 'Stator moment of inertia = %g kg mA2 \n',Js);
203 fprintf('Rotor moment of inertia = %g kg mA2 \n ,Jr);

* performanceeval.m

i function [y sp] = performance-eval(s)
2 I_( this futnc ion doe' the motor analysis
3
4 global m p omega RI XI Xm Xm5 XM7 Xun Xmp X2 X25 X27 X2m X2p R2 R25 R27 R2m...
s R2p Rc Xc un np V PO nuair peB pef RrtnIs 1 g Rsg Na kwm kwp mteethr BO omegaO ...
6 rhoair Pbase
7

8 / harmonic slips
9 s5 = 6-5*s;

10 s7 = -6+7*s;
it if nt I
12 sm = 1+nm*(-s);
13 sp = 1-np*(l-s);
14 end
15
16 % St ator Section Impedance
17 ZI = j*X1 + RI;
18
19 '% fundanental
20 Z21 = j*X2 + R2./s; ',i rooi inpcdence
21 ZmI = 1/(I/(j*Xm)+ l/Rc + 1/(j*Xc) + 1/Rrtnls);
22 Zagi = l./(1./Z21 + I/Zml);
23

24 Iai
25 Z25 = j*X25 + R25./s5;
26 Zm5 = j *Xm5;
27 Zag5 = Zm5*Z25 ./ (Zm5+Z25);
28
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29 . 7 th
30 Z27 = j*X27 + R27./s7;
31 Zm7 = j*Xm7;
32 Zag7 = Zm7*Z27 ./ (Zm7+Z27);
33
34 Zag = Zagl + Zag5 + Zag7;
35
36 i f nV1
37 'h pth
38 Z2p = j*X2p + R2p./sp;
39 Zmp = j*Xmp;
40 Zagp = Zmp*Z2p ./ (Zmp+Z2p);
41 17 rnth
42 Z2m = j*X2m + R2m./sm;
43 Zmn = j *Xmn;
44 Zagm = Zmn*Z2m . (Znmn+Z2m);
45 Zag = Zag + Zagp + Zagm;
46 end
47
48 Zt = ZI + Zag;
49 It = V./Zt;
5o
51 Zrest = 1./(l/Rrtnls + 1/(j*Xc) + 1/(j*Xm)+1./Z21);
52 Ic = It.*Zrest./(Zrest+Rc); q current in Rc branch
53
54 % Z rest I ((I/Rc + I/ jeXc) + 1/(j*Xm) +1 /Z21) 'I added on ap il 29,
55 ' 2019 if it is the same as Prtnis
56 ' I ttils It. /rest /(Zrest_+Rrtnils); ' current in Rc branch:
57
58 121 = It.*Zml./(Zml+Z21);
59 125 = It.*Zm5./(Zm5+Z25);
60 127 = t.*Zm7./(Zm7+Z27);
61
62 i f nvI
63 12p = It .*Zmp./(Zmp+Z2p);
64 12m = I t .*Zmn. /(Znnt+Z2m);
65 end
66
67 % Inp ut powel
6s Pin = 3*real(V*conj(It));
69
70 '/ Airgap electromagnelic powei
71 Pagi = 3*abs(121.A2).*R2./s;
72 Pag5 = 3*abs(125.A2).*R25./s5;
73 Pag7 = 3*abs(127.A2).*R27./s7;
74 Pag = Pagi + Pag5 + Pag7;
75
76
77 4 Pmech = Pag I's I p P1n1 I I S I 1
78
79 ' Compute each loss component atler the airgap power
so
81 ( I) Slip Ios fe, f Pslip)

82 Pslipl = s.*Pagl;
g3 Pslip5 = s5.*Pag5;
g4 Pslip7 = s7.*Pag7;
85 Pslip = Pslipl + Pslip5 + Pslip7;
86
87 if nV1
88 Pagp = 3*abs(I2p.A2).*R2p./sp;
89 Pagm = 3*abs(I2m.A2).*R2m./sm;
90 Pag = Pag + Pagp + Pagm;
91
92 Pslipm = sm.*Pagm;
93 Palipp = sp.*Pagp;
94 Pslip = Pslip + Pslipm + Pslipp;
95 end
96
97 'A (2) Armatue loss
98 Pa = 3*abs(It).A2*R;
99 Vr = abs(It).*R1; I-s voltage drop to estimate Vag

1O0
101 3 (3) corce loss
102 Pc = 3*abs(Ic).A2*Rc;
103 '% Pc = 31(V RP It ) '2/RPc
104
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105 14 (4) Rotor teeth no load stiay losses
106 ' due to modulation of the lundamental Ilux due 10 stator slot openings
107
108 Prtnls = 3*abs(V)A2/Rrtnls*ones(1,nume(s)); f/ in rotor teeth laminations
109 '/ Prinils = 3*abs (Irtnis) ^2-,*Rrtnls;
110
111 ' (5) Rotor teeth stray load losse
112 4 (due to the stator nimf higher space harmonics)
113
114 %7 If the rotor is laminated , we should estimate
115 % losses in the rotor teeth due to zigzag fluxes
116 % use only the highest frequency components
117 % this is a component of stray load loss
118 '4 harmonic conduction losses are the rest of stray load loss
119
120 if nl
121 Bm = abs(nm*p*(It-12m).*Zmp./(2*1*Rsg*Na*kwm*omega)); % changed it from Zagp to Zmp on

April 29. 2019
122 '4 oi It only since 121 and 12p are vety small
123 Bp = abs(np*p*(It-I2p).*Zmm./(2*1*Rsg*Na*kwp*omega));
124 omsp = abs(sp).*omega;
125 omsm = abs(sm).*omega;
126
127 PrtIs = mteethr * Pbase*abs(Bm/BO).ApeB .*abs(omsm/omegaO).Apef ...
128 + mteethr * Pbase*abs(Bp/BO).ApeB .*abs(omsp/omegaO).Apef;
129 else
130 Bm = abs(5*p*It.*Zm5./(2*l*Rsg*Na*kw5*omega));
131 Bp = abs(7*p*It.*Zm7./(2*1*Rsg*Na*kw7*omega));
132 oms5 = abs(s5).*omega;
133 oms7 = abs(s7).*omega;
134
135 Prtls = mteethr * Pbase*abs(Bm/BO).ApeB .*abs(oms5/omegao).Apef ...
136 + mteethr * Pbase*abs(Bp/BO).ApeB .*abs(oms7/omegaO).Apef;
137 end
138
139 4 (61) Windage and fri;cition losses:
140 omegam = omega/p*(-s);
141 ren = omegam*Rsg*g/nuair; % Reynold's Nutnber in the gap (unitle s)
142 ff = .0076./(ren .A(.2 5 )); % fiiction factor (N ni s/Rad)
143 Pwf = 2*pi*RsgA4*omegam.A3*l*rhoair.*ff;
144
145 '4 total losses
146 Ploss = Pa + Pc + Pslip + Prtnls + Prtls + Pwf;
147 % Conerted power
148 '4 Pinech = Pag - P, lip
149 Pmech = Pag - Pslip - Prtnls - Prtls - Pwf;
150 %4 Pniech = Pin Plo s
151
152 S = 3*V*abs(It); 3/ apparelnt piower
153 eff = Pmech./Pin*100;
154 pf = Pin ./S;
155
156 Te = p/omega*(Pagl - 5*Pag5 + 7*Pag7);
157 if nl
158 Te = Te + p/omega*(np*Pagp - nm*Pagm);
159 end
160 Tm = p*Pmech/omega;
161
162 4 find , :oirespondini to 175kW output p'Wsc
163 [Pconvpk idx]= max(Pmech);
164 Pout = PO;
165 for i = 1:idx
166 i f Pconvpk >= Pout
167 i f Pmech ( i )<Pout && Pmech ( i +1)>Pout
168 ' linear interpolation:
169 sp = s(i) + (s(i+l)-s(i)) * (Pout-Pmech(i))/(Pmech(i+)-Pmech(i));
170 break
171 end
172 else
173 fprintf('Peak converter power is 'g < required output power of kg \n' Pconvpk,

Pout);
174 sp = [i;
175 break
176 end
177
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end

y = [It; Pin; S; Pagl; Pag5; Pag7; Pagm; Pagp; Pag; Pslipl; Pslip5; Pslip7
Pslipm; Pslipp; Pslip; Pa; Pc; Prtnls; Prtls; Pwf;...
Ploss; Pmech; Te;Th; eff; pf; 121; 125; 127; Urn; 12 p; Ic; Vr; ff];

end

dispresults.m

fprintf('\i )
fprintf( Analysis \n )
fprintf('== = == = == = == = == = == = == = == = == ==\n')

fprintf('\n )
fprintf(
fprintf('Flux Densities (peak) \n');
fprintf('Airgap flux density
fprintf( Stator teeth flux density
fprintf( 'Stator back iron flux density
fprin tf ( Rotor tooth flux density
fprintf( 'Rotor back iron flux density
fprintf('

= %g T\n' ,Bg*sqrt (2));
- %g T\n' ,Bst*sqrt(2));

= %g T\n ,Bcs*sqrt (2));
= %g T\n' ,Brt*sqrt (2));
= %g T\n ,Bcr*sqrt(2));

fprintf('\n')
fprintf(' - - - -
:/ fprilltt ('Operating data: \n')
fprintf(' Operating slip (sO) = %g\n',sp);
fprintf('RPM (NO) = %g\n',NO);
fprintf('Phase voltage (Vt) = %g V \n',V);
fprintf('supply frequency ( f) = %g Hz \n' ,f);
fprintf( inverter frequency (fd) = %g H1z \n ,fd);
fprintf '( -------- ------

27 fprintf('At %g slip (rated speed): \n Skin Depth = 17g nm >> r
sp, skin-depth-rated-speed*1e3,hr*1e3);

28 fprintf('Delta-rated _speed/hr = %g \n',skin-depth-rated-speed

otor-slot depth = 7g mi \n,

_to-hr) ;

fprintf('\n ');
f p r i n t f ( ' - -- -- - - - - ------ ) ;
fprintf ('\n');
fprintf('Current Density Limit for Natural Cooling:\n');
fprintf('JI .limit = %g Arms/nmA2, %g A/nm^2 \n',Jslimit ,J
fprintf('Jb, limit ( bars) = %g Arms/nA2, %g A/tmmA2 \n ',Jblimit , J

slimit*sqrt (2))
blimit*sqrt (2))

fprintf('\n');
fprintf('Current Density at locked
fprintf('JI limit (stator winding)
fprintf('Jb.limit (bars)
fprintf('Je, limit (endring segment)

rotor condition(0 RPM)\n');
= %g Arms/rmA2. %g A/mn^2
= %g Arms/nmA2, %g A/mn^2
= %g Arms/nmA2. %g A/nm^n2

fprintf('\n");
fprintf('Current Density at rated speed(%g RPM):\n,NO);
fprintf('Jl limit (stator winding) =%g Arms/rnA2, %g A/rms^2

fprintf('Jb limit (bars)

\n ,JbORPM, JbRPM*sqrt(2));
\n ,JsORPM, JsORPM*sqrt(2));
\n',JeORPM, JeORPM*sqrt(2));

\n',JsRated,JsRated*sqrt(2))

= 'Yog Arms/nmA2. %g A/nm'2 \n ,JbRatedJbRated*sqrt(2))

47 fprintf( 'Jb limit (endring segment) = %g Arms/nmA2, %g A/mrA2

48 fprintf ( '---- ---- ------ -_ -- ---_------_----
49
5o fprintf('\n')
51 fprintf('Terminal current( It)

Arms \n' ,abs(ItO));
52 fprintf('\n')
53
54 fprintf( Fundamental rotor curtent (Referred to Stator) 12

Arms \n',abs(1210));
5 fprint f ('l2 .5

Arms \n ,abs(1250));

\n' ,JeRated ,JeRated*sqrt(2))

---- \----- );

=%g
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56 fprintf('12 ,7
Arms \n' ,abs(1270));

57 fprintf('12 .1
Arms \n' ,abs(12m0));

58 fprintf( '12 13
Arms \n',abs(12p0));

59 fprintf('\n')

fprihtf( 'Fundamental Rotor Bar Current (lb) at locked rotor condition(0 RPM) =
Arms \n ,abs(IbORPM));

fprintf( 'Fundamental Rotor Bar Current (lb) at raten speed (%g RPM) = %g Arms
,NO, abs(IbRated));

fprintf( 'Fundamental Rotor End Ring Current (Ile) at locked rotor condition(0 RPM) = %g
Arms \n *,abs(IeORPM));

fprintf( 'Fundamental Rotor End Ring Current ( le ) at rated speed (cg RPM) = %g Arms
,NO, abs(IeRated));

fprintf('\n')

fprintf(' Starting torque
fprintf ( 'EM torque at nominal speed

fprintf('\n');

72 fprintf('Input Powe
73 fprintf('Apparent Power
74
75 % Or
76 % fprintI ( '(Terminal Current/ wire.are
77
78 fprintf('\n);
79 fprintf('Airgap power: \n')
so fprintf ( Fundamental
St fprintf('5th
32 fprintf( 7th
83 fprintf('ll th
84 fprintf('13th
85 fprintf ('Total airgap power
36

fprintf('\n-);
fprintf('Losses: \n )
fprintf( 'Slip losses
fprintf( 'Fundamental
fprintf('5th
fprintf ( 7th
fprintf( '1lth
fprintf('13th

fprintf ('Armature losses
fprintf( 'Core losses
fprintf('Windage loss
fprintf( 'Rotor tooth no load stray loss
fprintf ('Rotor tooth load stray loss
fprintf( Total losses

fprintf( '\n' )
fprintf('VARloss: score&teeth +rteeth

= %g N m \n' ,Tstarting)
= %g N.m \n',TeO);

= %g W \n', PinO);
= %g VA \n', SO);

a-per-phase-pei. ay er per-turn-all-slots) \n

%7.7g W \n ' ,
%.7g W \n'
ch.7g W \n
%c.7g W \n'
%.7g W \n'
%.7g W \ n'

97 7g W \n
%.7g W \n'
%.7g W \n
%.7g W \n'
c.7g W \n,
%.7g W \n'

PaglO);
Pag50);
Pag70);
PagmO);
PagpO);
PagO);

PslipO);
Pslip 10);
Pslip50);
Pslip70);
PslipmO);
PalippO);

%g W \n',PaO);
%g W \n'.PcO);
%g W \n',PwfO);
%g W \nPrtnlsO);
%g W \n' ,PrtIsO);
%g W \n , PlossO);

%g VAR \n',Qc);

fprintf('\ti')
fprintf('Converted mechanical power: \n')
fprintf('Pconv = Pag - Pslip - PrInis - Prils - Pwf
fprintf('Pconv'' = Pin - Ploss

fprintf('\n')
fprintf( 'Efficiency = Pco
fprintf('Power factor
f p r i n t f(

= %g W \n', PmechO);
=%g W \n' PinO - PlossO);

v/Pin = %g \n' ,eff0);
= %g \n ,pfO);

----------------- - --- - - ......

* RunOptim.m

I ' This script run geieti_ altm ihrn to opimi/c the mot(m design
2
3 clear ; cc ; close all
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SConstr inta 

r I) Bound,, on oplimization
xO(1) = 1;
xO (2) = 100e -3/2;
xO(3) = 20e-3;
xO(4) = 0.5e-3;
xO(5) = 10e-3;
xO(6) = 0.5e-3;
xO(7) = 0.5e-3;
xO(8) = le-3;
xO(9) = 0.3;
x0(10) = le-3;
xO(11) = le-3;
xO(12) = 115;
xO(13) = 0.5e-3;
xO(14) = le-3;
xO(15) = .3;
xO(16) = le-3;
xO(17) = 0;

xO 18) = 2;
Sxt( 18) = 18,

xf(I) = 300;
i, reasonible

xf(2) = 200e-3/2;
xf(3) = 25e-3;
xf(4) = Ie-3;
xf (5) = 40e -3;
xf(6) = 3e-3;
xf (7) = 3e-3;
xf(8) = 6e-3;
xf(9) = 0.7;
xf(10) = 10e-3;
xf(11) = 15e-3;
xf(12) = 115;
xf(13) = 3e-3;
xf(14) = 3e-3;
xf(15) = .7;
xf(16) = 35e-3;
xf(17) = 1;
i x (1 8) 3.
%4 xtf 1 = 29:

D = numel(xO);
IntCon = [];

vars
" N, min
'4 Rry , min
17 dcr , min
% g, min
% I min
'% dr .min
%i ur ,mini
% hr , min
% rtSp min %Previously it was wr min
% her , min
% Ier ,min
% Vd. min
% ds .min
1 us ,min % so that the wire can f it
% stsp ,fMin

I hs min (in case of normal method in wire)
% nsp , min

% pmin
k Nrmin

f Nc manx % let 's set this to a maximum such that the guage

0/

%4

LA

%11

14

7',
'4

R ry ,max
dcr ,max
g max
I max
dr max
ur max
ht max
rtsp max
her max
ler ,max
Vd.max
ds max
us, max
stsp ,max
hs max (in
nsp ,max
pmax
Nr, min

case of normal method in wiie)

- number of variables to be optimized against
Define integer variables by their indices:

si gaoptions = optimoptions ( ga'
52 'FunctionTolerance' ,le -6,...
51 ConstraintTolerance ' ,e -6,...
54 MaxGenerations ' ,6*D,...
5.5 MaxTime' , inf ,.
56 Display , iter
57 PlotFcn ' , @gaplotbestf, @gaplotbestindiv , @gaplotexpectation }
S.)
s9 startTime = tic
6o [x,fval ,exitflag ,output) = ga(@costfunc4,D,] ,[J] ,[] ,[] ,xO,xf ,[] ,IntCon, gaoptions);
si time-ga.sequential = toc(startTime);
52 fprintf('Serial GA optimization takes %g seconds.\n',time-ga-sequential);
s gaAvailable = true;
64

65 fprintf('The number of generations was : %d\n' , output.generations);
66 fprintf("The number of function evaluations was : 'd\n', output.funccount);
67 fprintf('The best function value found was : %g\n' , fval);

9 costfunc.m

i IA Cost function to tun optimization model
2 %4 Created Dec 11, 2018
3 ' Mohammad Qasim
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function OF = costfunc(x)

global m p omega RI XI Xm Xm5 Xm7 Xnm Xmp X2 X25 X27 X2m X2p R2 R25 R27 R2m...
R2p Rc Xc nm np V PO nuair peB pef Rrtnls 1 g Rsg Na kwm kwp mteethr BO omega0
rhoair Pbase

1h some constants
sigAlum = 2.3e7; 73.8e7;
sigCopper = 607;
rhocopper = 8400;
rhoalum = 2800;
rhofe = 7650;
uO = 4*pi*le-7;
rhoair = 1.225;
nuair = 1.56c-5;

'4 Optimization variables:
p =2;
m =2;
Ns = 6*p*m;

% (1) Ninding data
Nc = x(1); %x(2)
Na = 2*p*m*Nc;
nsp = x(17);
nct = 3*m -nsp;

% (2) motor dimensions
Rry =x(2);
dcr =x(3);
Rrg = Rry - der;
g =x(4);
Rsg = Rry - der - g;
I =x(5);

,' (3) rotor slots
Nr = 18; %x(8):
Nr = ceil(Nr);

dr = x(6);
ur = x(7);
hr = x(8);
rslotp = 2*pi*(Rrg+dr+hr/2)
rtsp = x(9);
rt = rtsp*rslotp;
wr = rslotp - rt; %lr;Iotpl
rssp = wr/rslotp;
rtsp = 1 - rssp;

her = x(10);
ler = x(11);

gama = p*2*pi/Ns;
Ak = le-17; 7,x(15)

% rotor bars conductivity (S/m)
% stator conductor cond (S/m)
% copper density in (kg/m^n3)
% rotor bars mass density (kg/m^3)
4 stecl density (kg /mA3) M1926G
% permeability of air (H/m)
% air density kg/m^3
4 kinematic viscosity of air (m^2/s)

%4 Design data

14 pole pairs
%4 number of slots /pole /phase
' number of stator slots

% number of turns per coil
% Armature # turns per phase

% # slots short pitched
'r # slots coil throw

V outer radius of rotor
'4 radial depth of rotor annulus
% inner radius ot rotor
'4 physical airgap

s stator radius
'4 dctiie /axial leneth

% number of rotor slots

%4 depression depth
'4 depression width
'i slot depth

/Nr; ' rotor slot pitch

(I rtsp ) slot width
' rotorslotopening -slotpitch ratio
' rotor-tooth to slot-pitch ratio

'4 end ring radial height
' end ring axial height

14 stator slot pitch in elect.
'4 rotor skew in elect. rad

66 14 ) Normin al and opettitiig values
67 fO = 50;
68 omega0 = 2*pi*fO;
69 V = x(12);
70 fd = 360/60*p;
71 omega = 2*pi*fd;
72 PO = 15; ' Desired output power at rated speed
73 4 (6) Data for Its 'eie i- iti c nce c liolation
74 Pbase = 1.3; i Core iron base dissp (W/kg
75 BO I; '4 for loss calculation
76 peB = 1.88;42 5 I 88.4 B power exponent of steel
77 pef = 1.53; '41 5I I t powel exponent of steel
78 QOl = 1.08; il c or ir:t vat bac I
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( core iron var base 2
( core iron var expon I
( core iron vat expon 2

4 (7) Stator slots

= 0.45;
= 0.95;
= x(13);
= x(14);
= 2*pi*(Rsg-ds)/Ns;
= Rsg*0.8;

(4 stator slot fill factor by copper
( steel laminations stacking factor
( depression depth
% depression width
( stator slot pitch airgap (top) side
4 maximurnm allowed stator slot height

(4 Correct airgap
ccs = carterf(us,Rsg,Ns,g); % carter factor stator
ccr = carterf(ur,Rrg,Nr,g); % carter factor rotor
ge = ccs*ccr*g;
R = Rsg + ge/2; (4 mean airgap radius

% EQV CKT

-4 1) Stator resitance

14 notrmal method where a gauge is not specified and is chosen later
%4 based on the calculated radius

ha = x(16); ( slot height
stsp = x(15); % toothwidth -slotpitch ratio
to = stsp*sslotp; (4 tooth-width
wst = sslotp - to; ( stator slot top width
wsb = 2*pi*(Rsg-ds-hs)/Ns-tO;
sarea = 1/2*(wsb +wst)*hs; 1/ slot trapezodial area

CA Correction March IS 201]9 (there was extra sqrt(Ns) in the denominator of
% wireradius :(
Aw = slotff*sarea/(2*Nc); (4 OR slot ft *sarea *(Ns/(

wire area per phase
wireradius = sqrt(Aw/pi);
1w = 2*(1+pi*(Rsg-ds-hs/2)/p);
lwt = lw*Na;

phase
RI = lwt/sigCopper/Aw;

% wire radius per phase
( length of wire
( effective length of winding pe:

( print some warnings it dimensions v oilate phy ics
i f hs>hsmax

fprinif ('warning: stator slot height is too large : max hs is %f nn
end

\n' ,hsmax*le3)

if wst<O 1I wsb<O
fprintf ('Warning: Stator slot width bottom or top is negative\n

end

if wsb < 2*pi*(Rsg-ds-hs)/Ns-tO
fprintf('Warning: Stator slot width bottom or top is negative\n");

end

'i Calculate winding latclors needed latei to calculate inductances

kwl = wf(1,nsp,m);
kw5 = wf(5,nsp,m); (4 belt 5th
kw7 = wf(7,nsp,m); % belt 7th 8

% Zigzag order harmonics winding factors
if nIl

np = Ns/p + 1; % or 6m + I
tm = Ns/p - 1; %4 or 6m - I

else % it m = I => Nv = 6p => the harmonic order are 5 and 7
np = Ns + 1;
nm = Ns - 1;

end
kwp = wf (np, nsp ,m) ;
kwm = wf(nm, nsp ,m);

S4 Stator
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153 % I Airgyap menctizing inductance: fundamental mragnetiiing inductance
154
155 Lm = 3/2*4/pi*uO*R*l*(kwl*Na)A2/(pA2*ge);
156 Xm = omega*Lm;
157
158 ' 2) Stator leakage inductance
159
160 % a) Airgap leakage inductance: Space harmonic leakage induct components
161
162 Ih Belt leakage
163 Lm5 = Lsn*(kw5/kwlI/5)A2;
164 Xm5 = omega*Lm5;
165 Lm7 = Lrn*(kw7/kwl/7)A2;
166 Xm7 = omega*Lm5;
167
168 %h Zigzag leakage
169 i f M1.
170 Lmp = Lm*(kwp/kwl/np)A2;
171 Xnp = omega*Lmp;
172
173 Lnm = Lzn*(kwm/kwl/nm)A2;
174 Xzmm = omega*Lnn;
175 end
176
177 b h) S ot leakage
178 wave = (wst+wsb)/2;
179 Psslot = uO*l*(hs/3/wave + ds/us);
ioo Laslotleak = Na^2/p*Psslot*(2/m- 5/4*nsp/mA2);
181 Xsslot = Lsslotleak*omega;
182
183 2 c) End winding leakage inductance
184
185 wp = nct/(3*m); %A winding pitch as a ratio of coil throw to pole pitch
186 Xe = 7*fd*3*NaA2*(2*Rsg)/pA2*le-6*(wp - 0.3);
is7 Le = Xe/omega;
188 % Xc = 14 * 3/2* u0 10/4/ pi ^2) onmegari * Na ^2/pA

2 
(wp 0 3)

189
t90 Li = Lsslotleak + Le;
tqt Xl = Xsslot + Xe;
192
193 ' Rotor
194 '
i95 q I Skew leakage (we are coniider it on the rotor side
196
197 ksl = skewf(1,sk);
198 ks5 = skewf(5,sk);
199 ks7 = skewf(7 , sk) ;
200 ksp = skewf(np,sk);
20t ksm = skewf(nn,sk);
202
203 'A Rotor skew leakage inductances reftered to stator
204 Lskl = Lm *(1 - kslA2)/kslA2 ; Xskl = omega*Lskl;
205 Lsk5 = Lm5*(1 - ks5A2)/ks5A2 ; Xsk5 = omega*Lsk5;
206 Lsk7 = Lm7*(1 - ks7A2)/ks7A2 ; Xsk7 = omega*Lsk7;
207 if MD-
2M8 Lskp = Lmp*(1 - kspA2)/kspA2 ; Xskp = omega*Lskp;
209 Lskm = Lnvn*(1 - ksmA2)/ksmA2 ; Xskm = omega*Lskm;
210 end
211
212 '4 2) Rolo ,ot harnmonic :
213
214 skin-depth = 1/sqrt(pi*fd*uO*sigAlum); '; skin depth = 33nr >> it
215 ' For nof no diffusion Update this later to incorporate diffusion
216
217 Lrslotleak = uO*I*(hr/3/wr + dr/ur); % H
21g Lrslotleak5 = Lrslotleak *(kw5/kwl )A2;
219 Lrslotleak7 = Lrslotleak *(kw7/kwl)A2;
220 i f nml
221 Lrslotleakp = Lrslotleak *(kwp/kwl)A2;
22 Lrslotleakm = Lrslotleak *(kwm/kwl)A2;
223 end
224
225 2 Fundarental
226 X2slot = (12*omega*Na2*kwl2/Nr*Lrslotleak )/kslA2; ' di td by ks l2
227 % when referrinrg to the stitor side
228 ' Belt
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229 X25slot = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*Lrslotleak5)/ks5A2;
230 X27slot = (12*omega*Na2*kwl2/Nr*Lrslotleak7)/ks7^2;
231 7 Zigzag
232 i f m>1
233 X2pslot = (12*omega*Na^2*kwIA2/Nr*Lrslotleakp)/ksp^2;
234 X2mslot = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*Lrslotleakm)/ksmA2;
235 end
236
237 3) End ring leakage extended to slot/ rotor --bar leakage
238
239 '1 Based on Grover's formula for the self inductance of a circular ring
240 '/ with mean iadius (Ri+her/2) with a sqaure cross section (ignore depression):
241 ermeanradius = Rrg+her/2;
242 Ler = uO*er-meanradius*I/2/Nr*...
243 ( 1/2*(l+wr*hr/ermeanradius^2/6)*log(8*er_meanradiusA2/wr/hr)...
244 -. 8434 + .2041*wr*hr/ermean_radiusA2 );
245 L2e = Ler/2/( sin (p*pi/Nr))A2; '4 leakage inductance (t one endrina
246
247 L25e = L2e*(kw5/kwl)A2;
248 L27e = L2e*(kw7/kwl)A2;
249 if M>I
250 L2pe = L2e*(kwp/kwl)A2;
251 L2me = L2e*(kwm/kwl)A2;
252 end
253
254 '4 Fundameuta
255 X2e = (12*omega*NaA2*kwIA2/Nr*L2e)/kslA2; % divide b, ksl^2
256 % when releiring to the statot side
257 ( Bell
258 X25e = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*L25e)/ks5A2;
259 X27e = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*L27e)/ks7A2;
260 '4 Zit ,a :

261 i f nt>l
262 X2pe = (12*omega*Na^2*kwlA2/Nr*L2pe)/kspA2;
263 X2me = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*L2me)/ksmA2;
264 end
265
266 % 4) Rotor zigzag harmonics
267
268 < Fundamental
269 X2z = Xm*pA2*( 1/(Nr+p)A2 + 1/(Nr-p)A2 )/kslA2;
270 Belt
271 X25z = XM*pA2*(kw5/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+5*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-5*p)A2 )/ks5A2;
272 X27z = Xm*pA2*(kw7/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+7*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-7*p)A2 )/ks7A2;
273 'A Zigzag
274 X2pz = Yj*pA2*(kwp/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+np*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-np*p)A2 )/kspA2;
275 X2mz = Xm*pA2*(kwm/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+nm*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-nm*p)A2 )/ksmA2;
276
277 '% Compute Total leakage reactance
27s X2 = X2slot + X2e + X2z + Xskl;
279 X25 = X25slot + X25e + X25z + Xsk5;
280 X27 = X27slot + X27e + X27z + Xsk7;
281 if m>1
282 X2p = X2pslot + X2pe + X2pz + Xskp;
283 X2m = X2mslot + X2me + X2mz + Xskm;
284 end
285
286 /i 5) Rolor resitance (reflered to stator
287

8 R2b = 1/(sigAlum*(wr*hr + ur*dr));
289 Rer = 2*pi*Rrg/Nr/her/ler/sigAlum;
29o Remethod = 'detailed'; 7 choose between reduced order oi detailed
291
292 if (strcmp(Re-method, 'reducedorder )) % (Alger' s)
293 R2e = R2b*Nr*Rrg*wr/(pi*l*ler*pA2);
294 else % detailed (Lippo's)
295 R2e = Rer/2/(sin(p*pi/Nr))A2;
296 end
297
298
299 R2be = R2b + R2e;
3(0
301
32 R2 = 12*Na2*kwl2/Nr*R2be/kslA2;
303 R25 = 12*NaA2*kw5A2/Nr*R2be/ks5A2;
304 R27 = 12*NaA2*kw72/Nr*R2be/ks7A2;
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305 i f nvi
306 R2p = 12*NaA2*kwpA2/Nr*R2be/kspA2;
307 R2m = 12*NaA2*kwmA2/Nr*R2be/ksmA2;
30 end
309
310 'Z%
311
312 '/ Calculate Core elements
313 %=
314
315 %, (1) First calculate the stator hysteresis core loss density (W/)of
316 7. (a) stator teeth , (b) stator back iron , (c) rotor teeth (d) rotor bars
317 % and end rings
318
319 Bg = p*V/(2*Rsg*l*Na*kwl*omega); % air gap flux density
320
321 % (a) Stator teeth
322
323 Bst = Bg/stsp*stf; '4 stator tooth flux density;
324 Keddy = 8.1564; '4Wn/V^2
325 Kh = 0;
326 Kex = 0;
327 % Pst = Pcloss(Keddy ,Kh. Kcx , t .Bst); % W/Vol
328 Pst = Pbase*abs(Bst/BO)ApeB*abs(omega/omega)Apef; %j tooth loss density (W/kg)
329 Qst = (QOI*abs(Bst/BO)Aepql + Q02*abs(Bst/BO)Aepq2)*abs(omega/omegaO);
330
331 h () Statot back iron
332
333 Bcs = Bg*Rsg/(p*(Rsg-hs))*stf; % stator back iron flux density
334
335 % Pde Pdlos(Keddy .Kh.Kex, CBcs); %W/Vol
336 Pdc = Pbase*abs(Bcs/BO)ApeB*abs(omega/omego)Apef; 9c hack iron loss densit
337 Qdc = (QO1*abs(Bcs/BO)Aepql + Q02*abs(Bcs/BO)Aepq2)*abs(omega/omegaO);
338 % back iron VAR density
339
340 4 (c) Rotor teeth
341 Brt = Bg/ rtsp ; % rotor tooth flux density
342 Qrt = (QOI*abs(Brt/BO)Aepql + Q02*abs(Brt/BO)Aepq2)*abs(omega/omegao);
343 %4 rotor teeth var density
344
345 ' (d) Rotor back iron <==== added this March 20, 2017
346 ' ask kirtley it I should add rotor back iron losses to core losses Pc
347
348 Bcr = Bg*Rrg/( p*(dcr-hr) )*stf; '% rotor back iron flux density
349 Pdrc = Pbase*abs(Bcr/BO)ApeB*abs(omega/omegao)Apef; % back iron loss density
350
351 '4 2) calcualte the mass ot (a) back iton . (b) teeth and (c) conductor
352
353 '4 (a) Mass of back iron
354 mcores = pi*(Rsg-ds-hs)A2*1*rhofe;
355 mcorer = pi *(RryA2-(Rrg+dr+hr )2)*l*rhofe;
356
357 ' (b) Mass of tooth
358 % miooths = 2: pi*Rsgi(hs+ds) l-rhufe ,stsp: % What is this? Ask Jim
359 mteeths =( ds*(ssIotp-us) + hs/2*(2*ssIotp-wst-wsb) )*1*Ns*rhofe; ni n expr
360 mteethr = pi*((Rrg+dr+hr)2-(Rg)2)*l*rhofe*rtsp;
361
362 / (c ) Conductot mass
363 rslot.area = wr*hr+ur*dr;
364 mconds = 3*lwt*Aw* rhocopper; I' stator conducito mas,, multipls hy three to get maZS tir

the copper weight of the three phases). Modified on April 15 2019
365 mcondr = Nr*rslotarea*l*rhoalum + 2*(pi*((Rrg+dr+her)A2-(Rrg+dr)A2)*ler*rhoalum);
366 % rotor conductor mass inculding end ting
367

Wa mstator = mcores + mteeths + mconds; '4 total mass of stator
369 mrotor = mcorer + mteethr + mcondr; q4 total mass of rotor
370 mtot = mstator + mrotor; '4 total active mass of the IM
371

372 '4 Motor moment of inertia (only for result display
373 '7 stator
374 Ds = 2*Rsg;
375 Isx = 1/8*mstator*DsA2;
376 Jsy = 1/4*mstator*(DsA2/4 + I A2/3);
377 Js = sqrt (JsxA2+JsyA2);
378 14 tolor
379 DI = 2*Rry;
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380 D2 = 2*Rrg;
381 Jrx = 1/8*mrotor*(DIA2 + D2A2);
382 Jry = 1/4*mrotor*( (DIA2 + D2A2)/4 + 1A2/3);
383 Jr = sqrt(JrxA2+JryA2);
384
385 J = sqrt(JsA2+JrA2);
386
387 L4 total statoi (ore loss at nominal flux density
388 Pc = Pst*mteeths + Pdc * mcores;
389 % Pc = Pt*pi.Rs ^24l + Pdc y pi*(Rsg-hs^2*1/p;
390 %K/
391 X total VAR loss ( stator core + stator teeth + rotor teeth rat nominal BO
392 Qc = Qst*mteeths + Qdc*mcores + Qrt*mteethr;
393
394 then core parallel resistance is
395 Rc = 3*VA2/Pc;
396 % and paiallel reactance is
397 Xc = 3*VA2/Qc;
398 tA Xc = in
399
400 - No load loss in rotor teeth because of stator slot opening modulation
401 h of fundamental flux density
402
403 l parallel resistance element lot zigzag flux loss
404 first , generate nominal zigzag flux variation
40 % thetad is the normalized angular slot opening
406 thetad = Ns*us/Rsg;
407
408 1-1 is the nominal flux sariation
4i9 BH = Bg * (2/pi) * sin (0.5*thetad);
410 '1 Prtnls Pclost( Keddy ,Kh Kex ,RH) %N/fVol

411 Prtnls = PO*abs(BH/BO)ApeB*abs(Ns*omega/omegaO)Apef; r back iron loss density
412 so then the equi alent resistance is
413 Rrtnis = 3 * V^2 / Prtnls;
414
41s dispmotordata-v2
416
417
418 % = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ==-= = = = =
419 Motor Analysis

421
422 1 Motor analy sis
423
424 s = logspace(-6,0,1e3);
425 [y spi = motoranalysiseditedneed_revision (s);
426 It = y( ,:
427 Pin = y(2
428 S = y(3
429 PagI = y(4
430 Pag5 = y(5
431 Pag7 = y(6
432 Pagm = y(7
433 Pagp = y(8
434 Pag = y(9
435 Pslipl = y 10
436 Pslip5 = y ( , ;
437 Pslip7 = y(12
438 Pslipm = y (13
439 Pslipp = y(14
440 Pslip = y(15
441 Pa = y (16
442 Pc = y(17
443 Prtnls = y(18
444 Prtls = y(19
445 Pwf = y(20
446 Ploss = y (21
447 Pmech = y(22
448 Te = y(23
449 Tn = y(24
450 eff = y(25
451 pf = y(26
452 121 = y(27
453 125 = y(28
454 127 = y(29
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455 12m = y(30,:);
456 2p = y(31,:);
457 Ic = y(32,:);
45s Vr = y(33,:);
459
460
461
462 %%
463 Tstarting = Te(end); ', starting torque at slip = 1
464
465 if isempty(sp) % when the linear search cannot find Pout = 21 W
466 fprintf(*Pconv ,pk < Pout ,rating \n');
467 OF = le8; % to force the optim. algorithm to try another x
468 else
469 yp = motoranalysis-edited-needrevision(sp);
470 Ito = yp(O);
471 PinO = yp(2);
472 SO = yp(3) ;
473 PaglO = yp(4);
474 Pag50 = yp(5);
475 Pag70 = yp(6);
476 PagmO = yp(7);
477 PagpO = yp(8);
478 Pago = yp (9) ;
479 PsliplO = yp(10);
480 Pslip50 = yp(l1);
481 Pslip70 = yp(12);
482 Pslipmo = yp(13);
483 PslippO = yp(14) ;
484 PslipO = yp(15) ;
4S Pao = yp(16);
486 PcO = yp(1 7 ) ;
487 PrtnIs0 = yp(18);
488 PrtIsO = yp(19);
489 PwfO = yp(20);
490 Plosso = yp(2 I) ;
491 Pmech0 = yp(22);
492 Teo = yp( 2 3) ;
493 TmO = yp(24) ;
494 effO = yp(25);
495 pfo = yp(26);
496 1210 = yp(27);
497 1250 = yp(28);
498 1270 = yp(29) ;
499 I2m0 = yp(30);
Soo 12p0 = yp(31);
so IcO = y(32
502 VrO = y(33);
503
504
sos ( calculate uirei)t densities
So6
507 % stator
SIM Jslimit = 5; 94 Arms/rmn^2 ( based on Lippo's table6 6 tfor ODP motors clip 6 pg 285)
509
510 JsORPM = abs(It(end))/Aw*le-6;
511 JsRated = abs(ItO)/Aw*le-6;
512
513 9 rolt r
514
515 120RPM = sqrt (abs(121(end ))A2+abs (125(end))A2+abs(127(end))A2+abs(12m(end))A2+abs(12p

(end ))A2);
516 I2Rated = sqrt(abs(I210)A2+abs(I250 )2+abs(1270 )A2+abs(I2m0)A2+abs(I2p0)A2);
517
518 % bar curtetnt destnits
519 IbORPM = 6*Na*kwl/tNr*I20RPM;
520 IbRated = 6*Na*kwl/Nr*I2Rated;
521
522 Jblimit = 7.75; %Arms/rm'2 or 5000 Arm/In' 2 i indicated b) lippo chp6 pa 285
523
524 JbORPM = Ib0RPM/rslot-area*le-6;
525 JbRated = IbRated/rslot-area*le-6;
526
527 (. end lino
.52 endring-current = 'exact ; PH stOrderjIy It
529 if (strcmp (endring-current ,exact'))
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530 IeORPM = abs(IbORPM/(1-exp(j*2*pi*p/Nr)));
531 IeRated = abs(IbRated/(1-exp(j*2*pi*p/Nr)));
532 elseif(strcmp(endring-current,'lstOrderTyloi'))
533 IeORPM = IbRPM*Nr/2/pi/p;
534 leRated = IbRated*Nr/2/pi/p;
535 end
536
537 JeORPM = IeRPM/rsot-area*Ie-6;
538 JeRated = IeRated/rslot-area*le-6;
539
540 1 Calculate skin depth at slip:
541 skin-depthrated.speed = I/sqrt(sp*pi*fd*uO*sigAlum);
542 skin-depth-rated-speed-tohr = skin-depthbrated-speed/hr;
543
544 omegam = omega/p*(1-s);
545 N = omgam*60/(2*pi);
546 NO = omega/p*(I-sp)*6012/pi;
547
54 display results in case of ieeting the powc requirement
549 dispresults
550
551 . objective function
552 bI = 1;
553 b2 = 4;
554 b3 = 0;
sss b4 = 0;
556 Bmax = max(sqrt(2)*[Bg Bst Brt Bcs Bcr]);
557
558 ff = (effOAbl)/(mtotAb2); Cost Function
559 i f Bmax > 1.7
560 OF = 1/ff + 1e3;
561 else
562 OF = 1/ff;
563 end
564
565 if effO<O
566 OF = Ie6;
567 end
568
569 figure (2);
570 hold on;
571
572 if (effO>30 && mtot>2)
573 plot(effO ,mtot,' o ,'color ,[O 173 1871./255);
574
575 ylabel('Active weight (kg)');
576 xlabel('Efficiency %);
577 title (' Pareto frontier')
578
579 hold off;
580 end
181
582 end
583 end

sensitivity-analysis..driur.m

I 1 Sensitivity analysis on two variables
2
3 1. 4 x is the motor variables
4 %h varl is the first variable to run sensitivity against
5 % vai2 is the second vaiiable to run sensitivity against
6 % Pout is the required output power
7
a function [Eff Mactive Torque mechPower] = sensitivity-analysi..drur(x,varlvar2 ,Pout)
9

10 l clear. dcl ; close all
11 % choose the two variables and autge you wkant to do it on
12 dr = varl; %3e-3 % depression depth
13 ur = var2; %0.54e V
14 M = numel(dr);
15 Eff = zeros(M);
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Mactive = zeros(M);
Torque = zeros(M);
mechPower = zeros(M);
for i = I:M %dr

9%%
for j = 1:M %u I

global m p omega RI X1 Xm Xm5 Xm7 Xmin Xmp X2 X25 X27 X2m X2p R2 R25 R27 R2m...
R2p Re Xc nm np V PO nuair peB pef Rrtnls 1 g Rsg Na kwm kwp mteethr BO omega0
rhoair Pbase

% some constants
sigAlum = 2.3e7; %3 8e7:
sigCopper = 6e7;
rhocopper = 8400;
rhoalum = 2800;
rhofe = 7650;
U0 = 4*pi*le-7;
rhoair = 1.225;
nuair = 1.56e-5;

% rotor bars conductivity (S/rn)
% stator conductor cond (S/m)
- copper density in (kg/m^3)
% rotor bars mass density (kg/mA3)
q steel density (kg/m^3) M1926G
% permeability of air (H/rn)
% air density kg/mA3
% kinematic viscosity of air (in^2/s)

% Design data

%4 Optimization variables
p =2;
m =2;
Ns = 6*p*m;

' pole pairs
% number of slots/pole/phase
% number of stator slots

/ (1 Winding data
Nc = x(); x(2) % number of turns per coil
Na = 2*p*m*Nc; % Armature # turns per phase
nsp = x(17); % # slots short pitched
% remember tractional pitch makes it possible to use number of stator slots
'7 which is not an exact multiple of the number of poles . thus tending to
%4 supress pulsations of flux as the teeth move relative to the pole faces
12 and so largly elimninates tooth ripple in the voltage waveform
nct = 3*m-nsp; % # slots coil throw

(2) motor dimcnSion
Rry = x(2);
dcr = x);
Rrg = Rry - dcr;
g = x(4);
Rsg = Rry - dcr - g;
I = x(5);

% (3) iotor slots
Nr = 18; %x(8)
Nr = ceil(Nr);

% dr = x(6);
u or = x(7);

hr = x(8);
rslotp = 2*pi*(Rrg+dr(i)+hr/2)/Nr;
rtsp = x(9);
rt = rtsp*rslotp;
wr = rslotp - rt; %rslotp-il rIsp
rssp = wr/rslotp;
' rtsp =1 - rvsp,

her = x(10);
ler = x(11);

gama = p*2*pi/Ns;
s = le-17; %x 15);

' (4) Nominal and operating values
fO = 50;
omegaO = 2*pi*fO;
V = x(12);
fd = 360/60*p;
omega = 2*pi*fd;

M outer radius of rotor
IX radial depth of rotor annulus
% inner radius of rotor
IA physical airgap

% stator radius
v active / axial length

1 number of f to r slot.

Ii depression depth
%u depression width

'' slot depth
%A rotor slot pitch

% slot width
c' rotorslotopening-slotpitch ratio

% rotor--tooth to slot-pitch ratio

' end ring radial height
I, end ring axial height

' stator slot pitch in elect.
'4 rotor skew in elect rad
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= Pout;
1)ata for hyster ei co ue osse

= 1.3;
= 1;
= 1.88;'42.5: '41 88.
= 1.53; 5 4:
= 1.08;
= 0.0144;
= 1.7;
= 16.1;

Vt Desired output power at rated speed
calculation
4 Core iron base dissp (W/kgl
% for loss calculation
'4 B power exponent of steel
% f power exponent of steel
'4 core iron var base I
' core iron var base 2
' core iron var expon I
' core iron var expon 2

'% (7) Stator slots

= 0.45;
= 0.95;
= x(13);
= x(14);
= 2*pi*(Rsg-ds)/Ns;
= Rsg*0.8;

14/t Coirect airgap
ccs = carterf(us,Rsg,Ns,g); '
ccr = carterf(ur(j),Rrg,Nr,g);
ge = ccs*ccr*g;
R = Rsg + ge/2; %,

4

' stator slot fill factor by copper
1 steel laminations stacking factor
'4 depression depth
/ depression width

' stator slot pitch airgap (top) side
maximum allowed staror slot heiehi

.at ter tat tot stator
% carter factor rotor

mean airgap radius

% FQV CKT

1) Stator resit ance

f/ normal method where a gauge is not specified and is chosen later
% based on the calculated radi us

hs = x(16); ' slot height
stsp = x(15); % toothwidth-slotpitch ratio
to = stsp*sslotp ; f tooth -width
wst = sslotp - to; '4 stator slot top width
wsb = 2*pi*(Rsg-ds-hs)/Ns-tO;
sarea = 1/2*(wsb +wst)*hs; '4 slot trapezodial area

' Correction Match 18 2019 (there was extra sqrtiNs) in the denominator of
Y4 wire-radius :(
Aw = slotff*sarea/(2*Nc); 4 OR slotft*sarea*(Ns/(3s2*Na)) %

wire area pet phase
wireradius = sqrt(Aw/pi); '4 ire radius per phase
]w = 2*(l+pi*(Rsg-ds-hs/2)/p); %4 length of wire
lwt = Iw*Na; 7 effectie lenvth ol winding pei

phase
RI = lwt/sigCopper/Aw;

'4 print sonic warnings if dimtensions %oilate phy sics
if hs>hsmax

fprintf('warning: stator slot height is too large: max hs is %f trin \n',hsmax*le3)
end

if wst<0 11 wsb<0
fprintf('Warning: Stator slot width bottom or top is negative\n');

end

if wsb < 2*pi*(Rsg-ds-hs)/Ns-tO
fprintf('Warning: Stator slot width bottom or top is negative\n');

end

% Calculate winding lactors needed later to calculate inductances

kwl = wf(I,rnsp,m);
kw5 = wf(5,nsp,m); '% belt 5th
kw7 = wf(7,nsp,m); % belt 7th 8

% Ziezag order harmonics winding factors
if ral

np = Ns/p + 1; 14 or 6m + I
nm = Ns/p - 1; %t or 6tmt - 1

else %4 if m = I =-> Ns = 6p => the harmonic
'4 Thus remove p to makes sure that you

otder are 5 and 7.
get the zigzag harmonic order
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164 np = Ns + 1;
165 nm = Ns - 1;
166 end
167 kwp = wf(np,nsp,m);
168 kwm = wf(nm,nsp,m);
169
170 '4 Stator
171 %=
172
173 X I) Airgap magnetizing inductance fundamental magnetizing inductance
174
175 Lm = 3/2*4/_pi *uO*R*l *(kwl*Na)A2/(pA2*ge);
176 Xm = omega*Lm;
177
178 '1 2t Stator leakage induclance
179
ISO '1 a) Airgap leakage inductance: Space harmonic leakage induct components
181
182 'A Bell leakage
183 Lm5 = ILn*(kw5/kwI/5)A2;
184 Xm5 = omega*Lm5;
is5 Lm7 = Ljn*(kw7/kwl /7)A2;
186 Xm7 = omega*Lm5;
187
188 'A Zigzag leakage
189 i f n1
190 Lmp = Lm*(kwp/kwl/np)A2;
191 XWp = omega*Lmp;
192
193 LImn = Lm*(kwm/kwl/nm)A2;
194 Xhnn = omega*nimn;
195 end
196
197 14 b) Slot leakage
198 wave = (wst+wsb) /2;
199 Psslot = uO*l*(hs/3/wave + ds/us);
20 Lsslotleak = NaA2/p*Pssiot*(2/m- 5/4*nsp/mA2);
201 Xsslot = Lsslotleak*omega;
202
203 %c End-wkvinding leakage inductance
204
205 wp = nct/(3*m); / winding pitch as a ratio of coil throw to pole pitch
26 Xe = 7*fd*3*NaA2*(2*Rsg)/pA2*le-6*(wp - 0.3);
207 Le = Xe/omega;
208 c, Xe = 14*3/24u0a 104/pi ^2 oniegan i -Na'2/p^2 '(wp - 0 3i
209
210 LI = Lsslotleak + Le;
211 Xl = Xsslot + Xe;
212
213 4 Rotor
214 %
215 14 1) Skew leakage (we are consider it on the rotor side)
216
217 ksl = skewf(l,sk);
218 ks5 = skewf(5,sk);
219 ks7 = skewf(7,sk);
22o ksp = skewf(np,sk);
221 ksm = skewf(nm,sk);
222
223 '/ Rotor ske" leakage inlductance\ reftered to stator
224 Lskl = Ln *(1 - kslA2)/kslA2 ; Xskl = omega*Lskl;
225 Lsk5 = Lm5*(1 - ks5A2)/ks5A2 ; Xsk5 = omega*Lsk5;
226 Lsk7 = Lm7*(I - ks7A2)/ks7A2 ; Xsk7 = omega*Lsk7;
227 if n4
228 Lskp = Lmp*(1 - kspA2)/kspA2 ; Xskp = omega*Lskp;
229 Lskm = Imn*(l - ksmA2)/ksmA2 ; Xskm = omega*Lskm;
230 end
231
232 (4 2) Rotor I ot harnouii; :
233
234 skin-depth = 1/sqrt(pi*fd*uO*sigAlum); ' skin depth = 33nm >> hr
235 ' For now no diffusion. Update this later to incorporate diffusion
236
237 Lrslotleak = uO*l*(hr/3/wr + dr(i)/ur(j)); ln I H
238 Lrslotleak5 = Lrslotleak*(kw5/kwl)A2;
239 Lrslotleak7 = Lrslotleak*(kw7/kwl)A2;
240 if M>1
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Lrslotleakp = Lrslotleak*(kwp/kwl)A2;
Lrslotleakm = Lrslotleak *(kwm/kwl)^ 2;

end

Fundamental
X2slot = (12*omega*Na2*kwlA2/Nr*Lrsloteak)/kslA2; ' divide by ksl2
7 when referring to the stator side
/ Belt :
X25slot = (12*omega*Na2*kwl2/Nr*Lrslotleak5)/ks5^2;
X27slot = (12*omega*NaA2*kwl A2/Nr*Lrslotleak7 )ks7 A2;
'/ Zigzag:
i f rinv

X2pslot = (12*omega*NaA2*kw A2/Nr*Lrslotleakp )/ksp^2;
X2mslot = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*Lrslotleakm)/ksm^2;

end

1' 3) End ring leakage extended to slot/totoi bat leakage

A Based on Grovei 's formula for the self inductance of a circular ring
% with mean radius (Ri+-her/2) with a sqaure Lros' section (ignore depression).

ermeanradius = Rrg+her/2;
Ler = uO*ermeanradius*1/2/Nr*...

( 1/2*(1+wr*hr/ermean-radiusA2/6)*log(8*er-mean-radius^ 2/wr/hr)...
-. 8434 + .2041*wr*hr/ermean-radiusA2 );

L2e = Ler/2/( sin (p*pi /Nr))A2; 5. leak age inductance ol one endi ing

L25e = L2e*(kw5/kwl)^2;
L27e = L2e*(kw7/kwl)A2;
if nil

L2pe = L2e*(kwp/kwl)A2;
L2me = L2e*(kwm/kwl)A2;

end

'4 Fundamental:
X2e = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*L2e)/kslA2; '4
A when teferring to the stator side
% Belt :
X25e = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*L25e)/ks5A2;
X27e = (12*omega*NaA2*kwIA2/Nr*L27e)/ks7A2;
' Zie C i :
i f n-

X2pe = (12*omega*NaA2*kwlA2/Nr*L2pe)/kspA2;
X2me = (12*omega*NaA2*kw lA2/Nr*L2me) /ksmA2;

end

dis ide by ks 1^2

' 4) Rotot ZgIag hairmoti4S

4. Fundamental
X2z = XM*pA2*( 1/(Nr+p)A2 + 1/(Nr-p)A2 -)/ks1A2;

*' Belt
X25z = Xml*pA2*(kw5/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+5*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-5*p)A2 )/ks5A2;
X27z = XMjpA2*(kw7/kw1)A2*( 1/(Nr+7*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-7*p)A2 )/ks7A2;
r Zigzae
X2pz = XM*pA2*(kwp/kwl)A2*( 1/(Nr+np*p)A2 + li(Nr-np*p)A2 )/kspA2;
X2mz = XM*pA2*(kwm/kw1 )A2*( 1/(Nr+nm*p)A2 + 1/(Nr-nm*p )A2 )/ksmA2;

Y/ Coipute Total leakage reactance
X2 = X2slot + X2e + X2z + XskI;
X25 = X25slot + X25e + X25z + Xsk5;
X27 = X27slot + X27e + X27z + Xsk7;
i f end

X2p = X2pslot + X2pe + X2pz + Xskp;
X2m = X2mslot + X2me + X2mz + Xskm;
end

, 5) Rotor resitance (teflered to stator i
R2b = 1/(sigAlum*(wr*hr + ur(j)*dr(i)));
Rer = 2*pi*Rrg/Nr/her/ler/sigAlum;
Remethod = 'detailed '; % choose between reduced order

if(strcmp(Remethod,'reducedorder')) %, (Alger s)
R2e = R2b*Nr*Rrg*wr/(pi~l*ler*p^2);

else % detailed (Lippo's)
R2e = Rer/2/( sin (p*pi/Nr))A2;

end

or 'detailed
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316
317
318 R2be = R2b + R2e;
319
320
321 R2 = 12*NaA2*kwIA2/Nr*R2be/kslA2;
322 R25 = 12*NaA2*kw5A2/Nr*R2be/ks5A2;
323 R27 = 12*NaA2*kw7A2/Nr*R2be/ks7A2;
324 i f n>1
325 R2p = 12*NaA2*kwpA2/Nr*R2be/kspA2;
326 R2m = 12*NaA2*kwmA2/Nr*R2be/ksmA2;
327 end
328
329 (4
330
331 ( Calculate Cote elements
332 % =========================================================================
333
334 Bg = p*V/(2*Rsg*l*Na*kwl*omega); ' air gap flux density
335
336 ( (a) Statoi teeth
337
338 Bst = Bg/stsp*stf; % stator tooth flux density;
339 Keddy = 8.1564; % W m/V^2
340 Kh = 0;
341 Kex = 0;
342 %4 Psi = Pcloss (Keddy ,Kh Kex , f . B st), * V/Vol
343 Pst = Pbase*abs(Bst/BO)ApeB*abs(omega/omegaO)Apef; %4 tooth loss density (W/kgt
344 Qst = (QO1*abs(Bst/BO)Aepql + Q02*abs(Bst/BO)Aepq2)*abs(omega/omegaO);
345
346 ( (b) Stator back iron
347
348 Bcs = Bg*Rsg/(p*(Rsg-hs))*stf; % stat or back iron flux density
349
350 % PdN = Pcloss(Kedd ,Kh.Kex ,.f Bes). 4W/Vol
351 Pdc = Pbase*abs(Bcs/BO)ApeB*abs(omega/omegao)Apef; ' back iron loss density
352 Qdc = (QO1*abs(Bcs/BO)Aepql + Q02*abs(Bcs/BO)Aepq2)*abs(omega/omegaO);
353 %4 back iron VAR density
354
355 i( ( ) Rotor teeth
356 Brt = Bg/rtsp; ' rotor tooth flux density
357 Qrt = (QOI*abs(Brt/BO)^epql + Q02*abs(Brt/BO)Aepq2)*abs(omega/omegaO);
358 )7 rotor teeth var density
359
360 (4 (d) Rotor back iron <=== added this March 20. 2017
361 (4 ask kirtle if I should add rotor back iron losses to core losses Pc
362
363 Bcr = Bg*Rrg/( p*(dcr-hr) )*stf; 4 iotor back iron flux density
364 Pdrc = Pbase*abs(Bcr/BO)ApeB*abs(omega/omegao)Apef; % hack iron loss density

366 14 2) calcualte the mass ot (a) back iron (b) teeth and (c) conductor
367
368 4 (a) Mass of back iton
369 mcores = pi*(Rsg-ds-hs)A2*1*rhofe;
370 mcorer = pi*(RryA2-(Rrg+dr(i)+hr)A2)*1*rhofe;
371
372 c (b) Mass of tooth
373 4 mitooths = 24pi*Rsg(hsds)+l*rhofestsp 4 What is this? Ask Jim
374 mteeths =( ds*(ssIotp-us) + hs/2*(2*sslotp-wst-wsb) )*1*Ns*rhofe; ( my expr
375 mteethr = pi*((Rrg+dr(i)+hr)A2-(Rrg)A2)*1*rhofe*rtsp;
376
377 'A (L) Conductot mass
378 rslot-area = wr*hr+ur(j)*dr(i);
379 mconds = 3*Iwt*Aw* rhocopper; ci sta tor conducto nass (niultiply by three to -et tmass for

the copper weight of the three phases). Modified ott April 15.2019
380 mcondr = Nr*rslotarea*l*rhoalum + 2*(pi*((Rrg+dr(i)+her)A2-(Rrg+dr(i))A2)*ler*rhoalum);
381 (r rotor conductor mass inculding end rin
382
383 mstator = mcores + mteeths + mconds; (4 total mass of stator
384 mrotor = mcorer + mteethr + mcondr; ( total mass of rotor
385 mtot = mstator + mrotor; :, tot a i iie mass of the IM
386
387 M Motor nioment of inettia I only lor tecuo t displai I
388 (4 slator
389 Ds = 2*Rsg;
390 Jsx = 1/8*mstator*DsA2;
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391 Jsy = 1/4*mstator*(DSA2/4 + 1A2/3);
392 Js = sqrt(JSxA2+JsyA2);
393 'A tolur
394 DI = 2*Rry;
395 D2 = 2*Rrg;
196 Jrx = 1/8*mrotor*(D1A2 + D2A2);

r397 Jry = 1/4*mrotor*( (D1A2 + D2A2)/4 + 1A2/3);
398 Jr = sqrt(JrxA2+JryA2);
399
400 J = sqrt (JsA2+JrA2);
401
402 ' total stator core loss at nominal flux densits
403 Pc = Pst'mteeths + Pdc * mcores;
404 7 P = Pstkpi*R sgA2

*l +t Pdc * pi*(Rsg hs)A2*l/p,
405 1,%h
406 ;A totail VAR loss (statoi core + stati teeth 4 rotor eeth )at nominal BO
407 Qc = Qst*mteeths + Qdc*mcores + Qrt*mteethr;
408
409 '/ then core parallel resistance is %7
410 Rc = 3*VA2/Pc;
411 % and parallel reactance is
412 Xc = 3*VA2/Qc;
413 9r Xc = int
414
415 (I No load loss in iotoi teeth because of stator slot opening modulation
416 / of fundamental flux density:
417 thetad = Ns*us/Rsg;
418
419 % BH is the nominal flux variation
420 BH = Bg * (2/pi) * sin (0.5*thetad);
421 %X Prinls = Pcloss(Keddy.Kh,Kexf BHi, %r W/Vol
422 Prtnls = PO*abs(BH/BO)ApeB*abs(Ns*omega/omegaO)Apef; ' back iron loss density
423 % so then the equivalent resistance is
424 Rrtnis = 3 * V^2 / Prtnls;
425
426 dispmotordatav2
427
428 99
429 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

430 % Motor Analysis
431 '=========================================================================
432
433 9 Motm analy sis
434
435 S = logspace(-6,0,1e3);
436 [y spI = motoranalysis-editedneed-revision (s);
437 It = y(I
438 Pin = y(2
439 S = y(3
4Q Pagl = y(4,:);
441 Pag5 = y(5
442 Pag7 = y(6
443 Pagm = y(7
444 Pagp = y(8,:);
445 Pag = y(9 :) ;
446 Pslipl = y 10
447 Pslip5 = y(11
448 Pslip7 = y(12
449 Pslipm = y(13
450 Pslipp = y 14
451 Pslip = y(15
452 Pa = y 16
453 Pc = y(17
454 Prtnis = y(18
455 Prtls = y 19
456 Pwf = y(20
457 Ploss = y (21
458 Pmech = y(22
459 Te = y(23
40 Tnn = y(24
461 eff = y(25
462 pf = y(26
463 121 = y(27
4" 125 = y(28
465 127 = y(29
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12m = y(30,:);
I2p = y(31,:);
Ic = y(32
Vr = y(33

Tstarting = Te(end); % starting torque at slip = I

if isempty(sp) % when the linear search cannot find Pout = 23 W
fprintf('Peonv,pk < Pout , rating \n);

OF = leg; %c to force the optim. algorithm to try another x
else

yp = motoranalysis-editedneedrevision (sp);
Ito = yp(l);
Pino = yp(2);
SO = yp(3)
PaglO = yp(4);
Pag50 = yp(5);
Pag70 = yp(6);
PagmO = yp(7);
PagpO = yp(8);
Pago = yp(9);
Psliplo = yp(10);
Pslip50 = yp(I1);
Pslip70 = yp(12);
Pslipm0 = yp(13);
PslippO = yp(14);
PslipO = yp(15);
Pao = yp(16);
PcO = yp(17);
Prtnls0 = yp(18);
PrtlsO = yp(19);
PwfO = yp(20);
Plosso = yp(21);
PmechO = yp(22);
Teo = yp(23);
TmO = yp(24);
effo = yp(25);
pfo = yp(26);
1210 = yp(27);
1250 = yp(28);
1270 = yp(29);
12m0 = yp(30);
12 p0 = yp(31);
IcO = y(32,:);
Vro = y(33);

4 Store efficiency and actic "eight here

Eff(i,j) = effO;
Mactive(i,j) = mtot;
Torque(i,j) = Teo;
mechPower (i, j) = PmechO;

/ calculate current dens iie :

J stat 5f
Jsl imit = 5; Arrs/ltir' 2 hba sd on I ippo a table6 0 tot ODP molotir chlp 6 pg 285)

JsORPM = abs(lt(end))/Aw*le-6;
JsRated = abs(ItO)/Aw*le-6;

rotor

120RPM = sqrt(abs(I21(cnd))A2+abs(125(end))A2+abs(127(cnd))A2+abs(12m(end ))A2+abs(12p
(end ))A2);

I2Rated = sqrt (abs(1210 )A2+abs(I250 )A2+abs(I270 )A2+abs (12m0 )A2+abs (12p0)A2);

' bar Luirtent desnity
IbORPM = 6*Na*kwl/Nr*I20RPM;
IbRated = 6*Na*kwl/Nr*I2Rated;

Jblimit = 7.75; 'Arm/n'2 or 5t0t Arnr i ' rrrdt ared lI ppr Ll1hph pt 2S
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541 JbORPM = IbORPM/rslot-area*le-6;
542 JbRated = IbRated/rslot-area*le-6;
543
544 '4 end ring
545 endring-current = exact '%1 stOrder Tyloi
546 i f (strcmp (endring-current 'exact '))
547 IeORPM = abs(IbRPM/(1-exp(j*2*pi*p/Nr)));
548 IeRated = abs(IbRated/(1-exp(j*2*pi*p/Nr)));
549 elseif(strcmp(endring-current,AIstOrderTylor '))
550 IeORPM = lbORPM*Nr/2/pi/p;
551 IeRated = IbRated*Nr/2/pi/p;
552 end
553
554 JeORPM = IeORPM/rslot-area*Ie-6;
555 JeRated = IeRated/rslotarea*Ie-6;
556
557 1 Calculate skindepth at slip.
558 skin-depth-rated-speed = 1/sqrt(sp*pi*fd*uO*sigAlum);
559 skin-depthrated-speed-to-hr = skindepth-ratedspeed /hr;
560
561 omegam = omega/p*(1-s);
562 N = omegam*60/(2*pi);
563 NO = omega/p*(-sp)*60/2/pi;
564
565 A display iesults in case o1 meeting the power requirement
566 dispresults
567
569 4 ohjecti e funclion

569 bI = 1;
570 b2 = 1;
571 b3 = 0;
572 b4 = 0;
573 Bmax = max(sqrt(2)*[Bg Bst Brt Bcs Bcr]);
574 ' penalty = 100 (BmaNx 1 0)-
575
576 ff = (effOAbl)/(mtotAb2); Q( Cost Function
577 i f Bmax > 1.7
578 OF = 1/ff + 1e3;
579 else
580 OF = 1/ff;
53l end
582
583 if eff0<0
s4 OF = 1e6;
585 end
586 end
587
588 end h j
589 end A i
590 end
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